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Abstract 

A current concern is the training required to bring new underwater vehicle 

operators to a level where they will be proficient operational leads capable of performing 

all aspects of a "typical" mission. Globally, there is a significant lack of trained 

underwater vehicle operators. As underwater systems become more specialized and 

sophisticated they demand a higher level of skills from their operators and support 

crews. 

Stakeholders of the various projects in which underwater vehicles are employed 

such as offshore oil and gas, resource management and security rely heavily on the data 

collected, the functions performed by the vehicles, and the expertise of their operators. 

Currently most operators of these vehicles evolve into their respective fields 

through academic interests or operational requirements without specific background 

knowledge of the systems or the environment in which they will operate. Some operators 

migrate from other platforms and use their previous knowledge as a baseline. 

The content of their baseline knowledge is a paramount concern. There is a need 

to find a reliable method to train operators for a growing underwater vehicle marketplace, 

and moreover ascertain what education level is required as a baseline and then decide 

how we can take advantage of their prior learning skills. 
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The AUV manufactures are doing their part, but there is an increased need to 

work in concert with academia, industry, military and other equipment manufacturers to 

achieve the best training methods possible for this growing industry. 

The ROY industry is working toward competency validation and certification 

using the IMCA as a baseline reference. There is no such reference for AUV operators; 

however this thesis produces a baseline knowledge guideline for an AUV operator, and 

through an investigation into the TAFE packages identified 58 out of the 69 

competencies required as pre-existing units within the T AFE framework. 

The existence of the T AFE competencies introduce a method to leverage off of 

existing knowledge baselines as students acquire the skills required to operate underwater 

vehicles though an avenue of Vocational Education. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) or Unmanned Underwater Vehicle 

(UUV) is similar to a Remotely Operated "Underwater" Vehicle (ROV) in that they both 

are highly sophisticated machines designed to perform tasks in marine environments. On 

one hand ROY's, notwithstanding some experimental hybrid models (HROV's), are 

designed to operate with continual human guidance via a tethered (usually high

bandwidth fiber-optic) communication link, whereas AUV's by pure definition are self-

directed or self-sufficient and once programmed can complete tasks without human 

intervention or guidance. Communications, however, with submerged AUV's can occur 

through low-bandwidth acoustic telemetry. This capability can enable operators to 

monitor in-situ data obtained by the vehicle and respond by transmitting commands to 

effectively reprogram the vehicle and thereby change its behaviours. 

The programming required for AUV's is non-trivial considering the tasks that an 

AUV is required to perform. These tasks include navigation, obstacle avoidance, data 

collection, data processing, and communication. Communication can occur; between 

AUV's in the situation where AUV's operate in cooperative arrays, between AUV's and 

a control station during covert operations for example payload delivery (mainly a military 
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function), and between the AUY and its sensors such as digital image processing, sonar 

applications, and chemical sensors. 

The programming required for ROY's is not as complicated. For example, 

ROY's perform navigation and obstacle avoidance under the watchful eyes of the ROY 

pilot who in real time observes the feedback from the ROY's sensors (sonar, altimeter, 

doppler, cameras) and using their own spatial perception they manipulate the thrusters, 

manage the tether payout and tether force as required to guide the ROY's path, heading it 

to its desired location under varying subsurface conditions. Once on station the ROY 

operator uses the tools and manipulators to carry out specific tasks. This technique 

occurs in almost all classes ofROV's with the exception of some ROY's designated as 

ClassY Experimental ROY's. 

Both ROY's and AUY's however, require trained personnel to perform all tasks 

required to support the operation. This support covers all aspects of a mission from 

mission planning and logistics, pre-dive and post-dive maintenance procedures including 

modifications and repairs of equipment as well as interfacing onboard computers, sensors 

and communication equipment. The personnel must be able to operate within 

Occupational Health and Safety guidelines. They must employ risk management 

techniques for both the mission and the personnel involved. And they must participate in 

professional development initiatives to remain current with industry standards. 
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The training should be comprehensive enough so that the personnel can switch 

between vehicles within their domain of expertise, either AUV or ROV, by completing 

some basic ' refresher' or 'familiarization' training on the unfamiliar vehicle that will 

enable then to participate as an effective team member on the new equipment. 

1.2 Stakeholders 

There are basically five main stakeholder categories of the underwater vehicle 

industry: 

1. The manufacturers of underwater vehicles and their related equipment; 

2. The industries that use the vehicles mainly ' big oil ' or similar consortiums 

with interests in subsea technologies; 

3. The military; 

4. Academia; and 

5. Training institutions. 

Figure 1.1 Venn-Diagram of Stakeholders of Underwater Vehicles as shown on 

following page represents the relationship between these main stakeholders. 

Several public-private partnerships (PPP) have been formed in order to leverage 

resources, reduce costs and share information among stakeholders. One such entity is the 

Autonomous Undersea Vehicle Applications Center (AUVAC), a program under the 
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Autonomous Undersea Systems Institute (AUSI) a not-for-profit research institute 

focused on promoting commercial applications of AUV's, platforms and sensors. 

The AUV AC's mission statement as presented on their website is as follows: 

"AUV AC is an incubator formed by an association of academic, private sector, 

and government organizations to advance AUV system and subsystem technology 

and to promote AUV interoperability and availability in support of the international 

ocean community's needs" (AUVAC Website, 201 0). 

Figure II Venn diagram of Stakeholders of Underwater Vehicles 

Military 
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Source Author 

1.2.1 Equipment Manufacturers 

AUVAC's website lists a manufacturing membership of over 136 manufacturers 

of underwater vehlcles and systems. These are only the companies listed as members of 

the organization. In addition to these many new companies are developing innovative 

vehicle designs as mentioned by James Ferguson of International Submarine Engineering 

(IS E), a company with a thirty-five year history of underwater vehlcle innovation. He 

states in his paper presented to the International Symposium on Unmanned Untethered 

Submersible Technology (UUST) 2009 (AUV AC Website, 2010) "that most of the 450 

AUV's that have been built to date are optimized for survey operations, and that there is a 

need to develop vehicles that have better maneuvering capabilities". 

Marport Canada Inc. of St. John's Canada for example is developing a seabed 

inspection AUV in partnership with the National Research Council of Canada- Institute 

of Ocean Technology (NRC-lOT). The partnership draws on the resources ofthree ofthe 

five stakeholders namely industry, academia and manufacturing to produce an innovative 

hybrid AUV. This AUV has hover capabilities whereas most survey optimized AUV' s 

are long-range cruise configured. A press release 19 March 2010 entitled "Sonar 

company sounds out new markets " stated that "St. John' s-based Marport Canada Inc, 

which builds sonar for commercial deepwater fishing, is releasing its SQX-500 

submarine. The submarine was built with NRC help and is suited for use in Defence, 

offshore energy and ocean science applications" (AUV AC Website, 201 0). 
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Marport has partnered with Memorial University ofNewfoundland, the 

NRC-lOT and General Dynamics Canada. They plan to leverage off of their 500 

Metre SQX-500 and develop a 3000 Metre AUV. Marport envisions that SQX-500 

' swarms' will be used to map the Arctic seabed. A swarm of AUV's are essentially 

many AUV's working together in an area. Each AUV is autonomous however, they 

are capable of communicating with each thereby sharing information and updating 

their algorithms to facilitate the completion of the overall mission objectives. 

Figure 2.2 (AUVAC Website, 2010) shows an artist' s representation ofMarport 

SQX-500 Swarm under Arctic ice. 
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Figure 1 2 Marport SQX-500 Swarm 

Source AUV AC website, 2010 

This isn't the first time a Canadian university has aided in the development of 

AUV's. Memorial University ofNewfoundland developed C-Scout (1999-2001) and the 

University of Victoria developed AUVic (2004-2008). The University of Alberta and the 

University of McGill in Montreal have also pursued AUV development (Ferguson, 

2009). 

1.2.2 Industry 

Many industries are not only users of AUV and ROV technologies they are also 

involved in vehicle development. "ISE is currently under contract with Cybernetix SA of 

Marseille, a provider of robotic solutions, and the French oil company Total to develop a 
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hybrid AUV that will transport a work class ROV to satellites where it will dock and 

provide power for the ROV" (Ferguson, 2009). 

Offshore companies routinely use ROV technology to perform underwater 

construction, inspections, diver support, and operations. Oil and gas exploration and 

production companies, telecommunications and power distribution companies, survey 

and mapping companies, mineral exploration companies, construction engineering and 

civil defence organizations are all stakeholders in the underwater vehicle consortium. 

Since the move into deeper ocean environments, moving from typically offshore 

environments to subsea environments, these stakeholders increasingly rely on underwater 

vehicles to perform deep-sea construction projects that were once within the limits and in 

the domain of human divers. 

The industrial stakeholder has been key in forming not for profit organizations 

such as the International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA). IMCA protects 

stakeholders from substandard contractor services by outlining a competency framework 

that incorporates required skills, experience, training and assessment, as well as the 

professional affiliations required of member contractors who have a desire to do business 

with the stakeholder group. 
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1.2.3 The military 

The military can be considered a global leader in implementing AUV and ROV 

technologies. It is no secret that military organizations spend large amounts of money 

developing technology. Most Navies are embracing these underwater vehicles as a cost 

effective means to gather large quantities of data with minimum human risk in several 

areas of their operations. They are also funding the effort with more vigor since the 

'terrorist age'. The military have developed Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV's) as an 

effective 'search and destroy' tool and they seem to be headed toward the same 

methodologies with AUV technologies. The US Navy in their document "The Navy 

Unmanned Undersea Vehicle (UUV) Master Plan" (UUVMP, 2003), cite nine sub-pillar 

capabilities required ofUUV's: 

1. Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance; 

2. Mine Countermeasures; 

3. Anti-Submarine Warfare; 

4. Inspection I Identification; 

5. Oceanography; 

6. Communication I Navigation Network Node; 

7. Payload Delivery; 
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8. Information Operations; and 

9. Time Critical Strike. 

In order to realize these nine sub-pillars the Navy's report recommended the following: 

1. Develop four UUV classes; 

a. Man Portable (<100 Ibs), 

b. Light Weight (-500 lbs), 

c. Heavy Weight (- 3000 lbs), and 

d. Large (-20,000 lbs). 

2. Develop standards and implement modularity; 

3. Establish a balanced UUV technology program; 

4. Increase experimentation in UUV technology; 

5. Coordinate with other unmanned vehicle programs; and 

6. Field systems in the fleet. 
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The US Navy is trying to leverage off of the range of vehicle classes from man

portable to large, as well as from sometimes expendable through to non-expendable. 

They would prefer adaptable Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) systems however this is 

sometimes impossible due to the nature of their business. They are in multiple contracts 

with various industries, manufacturers and scientists developing their own customized 

systems by leveraging the best that the other stakeholders have to offer. 

Kongsberg Maritime designs and manufactures COTS AUY's and related 

equipment and their REMUS and HUGIN product lines are employed by industrial, 

academic, and military stakeholders. Kongsberg states that "Kongsberg Maritime is a 

committed, reliable, dependable and long term partner for navies seeking superiority in 

the underwater battlespace" (Kongsberg, 201 0). 

SAAB Underwater Systems of Sweden started making underwater vehicles for 

the Navy 100 years ago. These vehicles, torpedoes, were not as sophisticated as today's 

ROY's or AUY's however, SAAB has approximately 35 years experience making 

ROY's and approximately 25 years experience making AUY's. SAAB is currently 

producing a SAROY Offshore hybrid concept family of vehicles. The SAROY Offshore 

family has all the advanced features of the SAAB military Hybrid AUY/ROY's 

combined with the rugged and proven SAAB Seaeye technology. Together the SAAB 

Hybrid and the SAAB Seaeye technology this adds up to vehicles with full 360 degrees 

maneuverability, interfaces for sensors and auxiliary equipment and the extremely long 

excursion range as desired by Military stakeholders. 
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1.2.4 Academia 

Academic interests range from pure scientific exploration through to seeding a 

commercial venture through private, industry and government grants. Canadian 

institutions have acquired AUV's for research. From an academic standpoint using 

AUV's for research normally means that operators likely are in the position of operator 

for a short while, during which time they complete their masters or PhD studies however, 

most operators come from a variety of backgrounds and some are lacking such training as 

control theory, management, electrical, electronic, microprocessor/software interfacing, 

and ocean hydrodynamics. Operators may have all the theoretical prerequisite training 

required to become an excellent operator but may be missing the technical aptitude 

required to perform maintenance, modification or repair tasks on the vehicles various 

subsystems. 

1.2.5 Training Institutions 

Training institutions as they exist today are in business to train operators, generate 

profit and at the same time support the underwater vehicle industry. The industrial 

shareholders have tried to guide the training institutions through their competency 

frameworks as mentioned in 1.2.2 above. Notwithstanding efforts to regulate training 

requirements the institutions are still guided by requirements of the non-industrial 

stakeholders and sometimes they operate without clear direction. There currently are few 

standards developed for consistent training. 
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Training is a 'hub' of the underwater vehicle industry in that all stakeholders rely 

on training in some form or another; manufacturers may produce an excellent 

sophisticated and reliable product using input and collaboration from stakeholders 

however, without proper training the vehicles will not operate at their optimal 

performance level and the tasks performed or data collected may fall short of the desired 

objectives. 

1.3 Importance of Proper Training 

The stakeholders in the underwater vehicle industry have invested considerable 

time, financial resources, material resources and manpower into their respective areas of 

expertise. They also have the expectation that their operators are capable of performing 

all the tasks required to make each mission a success. 

Operating underwater vehicles is more than performing the actual 'cruise' . The 

overall process of the 'cruise' complete with pre and post planning, data acquisition, data 

processing, repair and maintenance workshops, testing facilities, surface vehicle support, 

launching systems, control rooms, specialized equipment, and proper management is an 

expensive endeavour. It can also be a dangerous endeavour. Therefore, safety training 

must be included along with general operations training and specialized training to 

protect the most valuable asset of the operation: human life. 
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Stakeholders of the various projects in which AUV' s and ROV's are employed 

rely heavily on the data collected along with the functions performed by the vehicles and 

the expertise of their operators. The quality of the vehicles, which have evolved though 

many years of engineering analysis and prototyping, is generally outstanding. In order to 

complement the vehicles there is a requirement that the quality of the operators be 

outstanding as well. 

Training is more than 'attending' a brief overview of vehicle capabilities with a 

small time devoted to handling and operational practice. Operators as well, are not 

usually trained by only one organization. As operators migrate from other platforms they 

use their previous knowledge and experiences as a baseline. The content of their baseline 

knowledge is a paramount concern however, as are the methods used to leverage off of 

the baseline toward full competency in the operation of the vehicles in question. 
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There is a need for comprehensive training in all aspects of underwater vehicle 

operations, as well as sufficient 'hands-on' and simulation training both of which must 

provide measurable objectives and feedback that will enable the student to learn from the 

within the training environment. Real experience is earned not learned, however a solid 

academic and technical background coupled with other essential 'workplace skills' will 

position operators in 'the driver's seat' ready to accumulate invaluable experience on top 

of their previous baseline knowledge. 
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Chapter 2 Data Acquisition 

2.1 Internet Research 

Answers to questions pertaining to the ROV industry, such as the availability of 

industry standards, training facilities, recognition of training, number of personnel on a 

team, education entrance requirements, classifications of ROV vehicles, industry 

accepted minimal training requirements and related experience, and supervisory skills 

were easily found using the internet as a primary research tool. Whereas answers to 

questions pertaining to the AUV industry were not as easily found. Therefore a survey 

was used to supplement research on the AUV industry. 

2.2 Email Survey 

An email questionnaire was used in order to gather information for the AUV 

industry with respect to the existing training, standardizations, and certifications. Two 

versions of the questionnaire (one for manufacturers and one for users) were prepared 

and each questionnaire included 36 questions in the following 10 areas: 

1. Background information (4 questions); 

2. Training (9 questions); 

3. Formal training (3 questions); 

4. On job training (3 questions); 
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5. Refresher training (2 questions); 

6. Marine specific training (3 questions); 

7. Specific technical skill sets required (3 questions); 

8. Management skills (2 questions); 

9. Regulatory Bodies (3 questions); and 

10. Future Considerations (4 questions). 

In all, 55 surveys were emailed out to various users and manufacturers of AUV's 

with a return rate of 11 %. The average response for 'cold-call ' direct mail or email 

surveys listed on many websites is between 2-5 %. The response of this survey then is 

high given those results. The blank questionnaires as well as one complete with a 

compilation of the replies are included in Appendix A. A summary of the results fo llows: 

2.2.1 Background Information 

The four questions in this area were designed to obtain opinions on: the level of 

education required to operated an AUV, i.e. whether a university degree or a trades 

qualification is required to operate an AUV; the essential background knowledge 

required when working as an individual or when working within a team environment; and 

which facets of prior learning would enable a novice operator to quickly attain 

operational status. 
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The replies to this section were quite specific to the respondents operational 

experience, however, a consensus is that ability and experience along with at least one 

specialty in an area of either; electrical, mechanical or software abilities would be 

preferred regardless of educational qualifications of a university degree or a college 

diploma. 

Generally crew sizes are small and therefore it is necessary that some members 

have the technical aptitude to perform troubleshooting and repairs while on deployment. 

It is not necessary that each member performs all duties, but what is necessary is that the 

combined skill sets and knowledge of the team are capable of performing all duties. 

Other areas of concern were training in failsafe-fault responses and extrapolation of 

collected data. 

2.2.2 Training 

The intent of the nine questions in this area was to ascertain: whether or not 

training provided either by users or manufacturers is specialized, generic or proprietary; 

if it provides a comprehensive academic background; the educational timeframe required 

for an operator to become capable of deployments; if there are areas conducive to cross 

training operators on various platforms; whether or not each trainee requires 

comprehensive and complete training on all aspects of underwater vehicles and the 

training required to become a supervisor. 
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The responses to this section indicate that training delivered is specialized and 

generic. Generic training is provided for common sense AUV operations, and 

underwater systems in general, and then specialized or specific with respect to the AUV 

of concern. Some of the specific (specialized) training delivered ventures into the 

proprietary intellectual property areas of the specific AUV manufacturer. 

The training does not provide a comprehensive academic background and some 

respondents indicated that training ' fell woefully short' and success hinged not on the 

training received but on the overall general competency of the individual operator. 

With respect to the educational time frame required for operators to become 

capable of deployments the responses ranged from a couple of missions to a range of five 

to ten missions of three or four hour duration. These missions are considered short 

duration and after experience is gained with them then the operators should be ready to 

venture into deployment of longer missions. 

The question regarding common elements that would be paramount in helping 

operators' transition from one vehicle type to the other fell into three categories; physical 

limits, autonomous systems, and operational considerations. The collected responses are 

reproduced in the following list: 

1. Battery Systems; 

2. Network and Communications; 
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3. Acoustic Communications; 

4. Navigation; 

5. Mapping; 

6. Electronics; 

7. Robotics; 

8. Underwater Connectors; 

9. Underwater Actuators; 

1 0. Vessel Operations; 

11. Deployment; 

12. Maritime Knowledge; and 

13. Experience. 

The question regarding the requirement of comprehensive training for operators in 

all aspects of underwater components generated a mixed response. Fifty percent of 

respondents answered that comprehensive training was very important and the remaining 

fifty percent rationalized that given the number of people on a team is small, generally 

three-four persons, and though desirable to have the complete team cross trained, 
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however, realistically this is virtually impossible to attain especially during initial team 

building. All competencies are desired, but in the end combinations of some 

specialization by each team member and the others with general overall (basic) 

knowledge in all areas filling in the gaps. 

The question concerning training required of supervisors solicited responses of 

"we don't have supervisors: we work as a team," to supervisors progress from operators 

to supervisors via gained experience and mentoring practices. 

The answers to the question on the number of live deployments done during 

operator training ranged from, 'we don' t do courses' or ' it's all live' to AUV operators 

that originally started out in ROV systems or manned underwater vehicles require less 

training. In the latter case the answer was one cruise with 10-20 deployments along with 

detailed lab work is a good adaptation to the AUV especially related to launch and 

recovery operations. 

With respect to the question on transferability of training to other platforms other 

than the platform on which the operators were trained the response was there are overlaps 

but there are also limits and subtle differences, which if not addressed can lead to 

significant problems. These differences lie in the nature of the missions and the higher 

stakes involved in various operations rather than the fundamental differences within the 

different technologies themselves. 
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One question asked about experiences with cross-training personnel who were 

initially trained on other manufactures vehicles. While some respondents did not 

experience cross training, others had some varied levels of integration. One respondent 

offered that a trained operator could be efficient on another system in a few days and a 

supervisor in a few weeks. They added that this is an excellent way to optimize human 

resources for the long haul. 

Another respondent who had personnel experience migrating from one platform 

to another mentioned that although there are similarities there are also differences and 

with that in mind "a little or casual mistake can really ruin a day." To use a few 

colloquial phrases: this is likely either a case of 'too little knowledge is a dangerous 

thing', or ' familiarity breeds contempt'. 

2.2.3 Formal Training 

The three questions in this area address the issues of: availability of formal 

training for AUV operators; leveraging off of previous education and experiences; and 

availability of current accredited AUV training centres. The response to the first 

question, except for the manufacturer's response is that there is no formal training 

available for AUV operators. One response indicated that they gave a 10-15 day 

maintenance and operations course, consisting of checklists, vehicle and payload 

configurations, data control, vessel mobilization and maintenance. 
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The question of relevance in this set then is related to the absence of formal 

training for AUV operators, namely what methods are used to take advantage of previous 

experience and education in order to advance them to operators? One respondent did not 

have an opinion on this topic; of the others four state that they use an informal training 

environment and training on the job to get them to an operational level. It was noted as 

well, that using this approach puts a lot of trust in the new individual with the aspirations 

that they will act sensibly and reasonably and not ' beat up' the expensive equipment 

while on the steep learning curve. One respondent noted that they had had no previous 

experience in AUV operations and were basically 'placed ' in the job. They advise 

against this type of placement. 

The last question in this set looks at current accredited AUV training centres other 

than those of a specific manufacturer. The results were unanimous there does not 

currently exist any such centre however, Cybernetics in France is considering such an 

endeavour. 

2.2.4 On job Training 

The three questions in this area solicit information on: the best vehicle to use for 

training or the use of simulators versus actual AUV' s; whether or not on job training is 

used as a primary method of instruction; and the use of apprenticeship training. 

One respondent suggested that the REMUS family of AUV' s developed by 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) and currently being manufactured by 
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Hydroid would be the AUV of choice for training stating that it is user friendly and a 

good place to start. 

With respect to simulation versus actual real time operation of the live vehicle the 

responses were mixed, half of the respondents thought that simulation and real time 

operation were beneficial however, the simulation should not be used to replace the entire 

mission, and it should only be used for specific sub systems. It was stated that simulation 

cannot replace hands on learning and that many missions of hands on experience are 

required: "one mission doesn't learn you an AUV". Simulators cannot replace sea states 

and work conditions, as operational aspects are not trained: they are experienced. 

All respondents use on job training to train operators and typically a team of three 

can do with one novice operator but lab training must be provided for the background to 

balance out the training. With respect to apprenticeship training, the intent of the 

question was to determine if skilled trades' technicians could be employed and then 

trained on the job thereby offering their previous skills as experience toward the new 

skill. The respondents seemed as they were unsure of this question and the responses 

were 50-50 for yes and no. 

2.2.5 Refresher Training 

The two questions in this section relate to the recommended intervals for refresher 

training and the propensity of the manufacturer to share hardware and software 
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modifications. The refresher intervals elicited responses from not applicable, through 

after one year without cruise experience to "every cruise is a refresher to us." 

The responses for the propensity of manufacturers to share data were of two mind 

sets, one from the user side that stated new hardware and software modifications are done 

and then given back to the manufacturer so that they can then roll them out into their 

products. The other response from a manufacturer stated that details of modifications are 

conveyed back to the user so that they may update the knowledge themselves. 

2.2.6 Marine Specific Training 

The three questions in this area ask: about the paramount aspects of marine 

training; the requirements of training and expertise in the use of marine navigation; and 

whether or not operators be required to complete courses and attain certificates in 

offshore safety, survival and marine emergency duties. 

One response indicated that there was a sharing of information between 

underwater vehicle operators and ship operators however; unskilled or untrained ship 

operators can cause problems for AUV work. Another response indicated that the use of 

common sense and seamanship is very important. With respect to marine navigation all 

respondents agreed that use of electronic and paper charts are essential to planning and 

operations. The safety and survival question received one no, the other respondents 

indicated that in some cases the client demands the qualifications and they are therefore 

necessary. 
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2.2. 7 Specific Skill Sets Required 

The three questions in this section ask: which type oftraining is mission critical; 

if knowledge of microcontrollers and embedded systems is an essential skill; and what 

skills are required in addition to a degree (control question). 

The mission critical items are planning and navigation including charts, acoustics, 

security systems, batteries, and specific knowledge related to scientific payloads. Only 

one respondent thought that knowledge of microcontrollers and embedded systems is an 

essential AUV operator skill. The skills that are required in addition to a degree are 

software and interfacing, electrical engineering, sea and underwater vehicle experience. 

2.2.8 Management Skills 

The two questions in this area are asked to find out the requirement for; 

engineering management and risk management training for AUV operators. The 

respondents were all in agreement that engineering management was not an essential 

requirement. Only one respondent disagreed that risk management training was 

required. Of the others risk management involved; common sense go/no-go decisions for 

deployment, ongoing assessment of the deployment that considers equipment and human 

consequences of action or inaction, and insight into the technical, operational and user 

related risks of the mission keeping in mind that a successful mission is only that which 

brings home a complete and consistent data set. 
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2.2.9 Regulatory Bodies 

The three questions in this area ask: if there are any current regulations designed 

to protect the AUV industry; if there are any current AUV certifications; and if there is a 

requirement for a regulatory body to oversee standardized AUV operator training. Each 

respondent indicated that there are no current regulations. One did mention that the 

Society for Underwater Technology (SUT) is considering regulations to protect the 

integrity of the AUV industry. The response was also quite clear that there are also no 

current AUV certifications that would verify that an operator is trained in a particular 

area of AUV operations. 

The response of the question regarding the requirement of an international 

organization to oversee standardized training for AUV operators was generally 

no, with a few observations: 

1. This does not even exist for manned subs; and 

2. The probability that one or more agencies in the near term may set up 

training courses for AUV operators and maintainers is relatively high. 

This will likely create the requirement of an international 

standardization. Then tllis standardized training will become a 

mandatory practice. 
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2.2.1 0 Future Considerations 

This section has four questions that ask; the preferred location of an AUV training 

facility; the features desired, simulated or real, in a training facility; the type of desired 

bottom features; and the best vehicle to use for training. 

The answers for preferred location are: 

1. Near deep warm sheltered water: Eastern Mediterranean; 

2. No one site, but important to have a variety of water depths and terrain 

features; 

3. Somewhere with 365 days of ice free waters, less than one hour by 

boat to useful water depths of 50 to 100 metres with wind less than 10 

knots and sea heights less than one-two feet. Little boat traffic and 

near a pub; and 

4. Not realistic. 

The features should be: 

1. Muddy bottom; 

2. Rough terrain, sandy bottom only in initial stages of training; and 
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3. From easy to progressively harder terrain, sand to canyons to under-ice 

to deep water. 

The best vehicle would be: 

1. Something you could afford to lose; 

2. Use the actual vehicle that you will deploy with; and 

3. A member of the REMUS family of AUV's. 

One note from this question set is that the easier a vehicle is to program the more use it 

will receive. 
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Chapter 3 Standards and Certifications 

3.1 Standards 

The Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) industry is largely driven by offshore 

commercial oil exploration and production. Engineering standards are high as are 

manufacturing standards. Quality of both are important but after the vehicle is delivered 

it is up to the ROV team to maintain the vehicles integrity by performing regular 

maintenance, repairing and replacing components as required and performing 

modifications on an as required basis. Troubleshooting an elusive faul t or battling a 

strong cross current on the way to a target are the jobs of the technician and pilot 

respectively. Both of whom work under the watchful eye of the ROV supervisor. 

The quality, experience and competence of the pilot doing the flying, the 

technician performing maintenance and the supervisor are jobs of utmost importance. 

Their job descriptions with its demanding performance objectives can only be met from a 

solid background knowledge, adequate and appropriate training, excellent team skills, 

periodic assessments of their competencies, excellent record keeping and problem 

solving skills, management and logistic skills, a desire to continually perform above 

standards and a commitment to maintaining a safe working environment. 
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Performing above a particular standard is difficult especially if standards are 

not developed. 

3.1.1 IMCA Standard 

The International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA) is an international 

trade association for offshore, marine and underwater engineering companies. It has a 

membership of approximately 250 companies in over 35 countries and promotes industry 

'Best Practices' through worldwide communications in the offshore scene. 

The IMCA actually classify AUV's under their ROV classification system as a 

Class V- Prototype or Development Vehicles (IMCA R 004 Rev. 3 July 2009). Keeping 

this in mind the following frameworks and guidelines referencing ROY's also includes 

AUV's. 

IMCA promotes visibility and transparency in the marine industries by providing 

a series of documents available for distribution, which are, sectioned into six main series 

("Publications", 201 0). 

These are: 

1. Competence & Training Series; 

2. Diving Division Series; 

3. Marine Division and DPVOA Series; 
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4. Remote Systems & ROV Division Series; 

5. Offshore Survey Division Series; and 

6. Safety, Environment & Legislation Series. 

Three ofthese series are of utmost importance to underwater vehicle operations: 

1. Competence & Training Series; 

2. Remote Systems & ROV Division Series; and 

3. Safety, Environment & Legislation Series. 

The Competence & Training Series outlines various core competencies and 

minimal training objectives that must be achieved in order to qualify for a particular area 

of expertise. These areas are based on relevant job descriptions that are developed for 

various marine activities, as well as guidelines to ensure that the core competencies and 

performance reviews are documented and verifiable. 

As stated in ICMA's information pack: Competence Assurance & Assessment 

Introduction for Experienced Freelance Personnel ("Publications", 201 0), IMCA 

launched a competence assurance and assessment guide in 1999 (with revisions as recent 

as November 2009), which provide a framework from which its contractor members can 

demonstrate the competence of their respective personnel to their various clients and 
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regulators. IMCA states that their objective is to maintain the competence and currency 

of their member companies through a process of' self regulation' , which they find is 

better than surfing through the plethora of individual requirements required by each 

member company (IMCA , n.d.). 

To meet the objective of self regulation the IMCA developed a framework for 

experienced freelance personnel and for its clients and contractors to use as a guide, and 

as such the onus is on the individual companies to roll out their own policies and 

procedures, as well as maintain an ongoing competency record set which fall within the 

guidelines set out by IMCA. The IMCA however, does not issue competence certificates, 

but they do allow qualifying members to state that their qualifications are "IMCA

approved". 

Collectively the members ofiMCA have agreed to recognize the competency of 

personnel who have followed this route, as well as recognize the experience gained by 

them through their employment with member employees. The IMCA membership is also 

proactive in promoting their scheme, for example the IMCA is scheduled to hold a 

workshop in Aberdeen, UK on 24 March 2010, which will encourage competence 

schemes. The title of the workshop is "Getting the message across" and during which 

they will promote the effectiveness ofthe collective organization with respect to the 

training, competency, and reliability of their personnel that form the aggregate of their 

workforce. 
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In order to demonstrate their competency and work experience the IMCA states 

that 'Freelance personnel ' must maintain a portfolio outlining as evidence their expertise, 

experience and assessment. The IMCA gives guidance as to the contents of the portfolio 

and reminds members that they should not breach contractor-client confidentiality with 

respect to project or company details related to such activities as confidential survey 

reports or drilling techniques (IMCA, n.d.). 

IMCA also states that each company should have members identified as assessors 

and that they should train them periodically as required to maintain their currency and 

expertise. IMCA provides details on assessor training in their publication Guidance on 

Assessor Training (IMCA C 007) ("Publications", 2010). 

Assessors are identified as knowledgeable, qualified and experienced managers or 

supervisors, who have the ability to consistently apply the criteria outlined by the IMCA 

in an unbiased manner. Their assessment of the employee will become part of the 

evidence required to demonstrate an individuals' Competence Assurance & Assessment 

documentation, which is made available to contractors and potential employers. 

The evidence required is broken down into the following six major sections: 

1. Competence appraisal. The competence appraisal is a form comprised of an 

appraisal of an individual's competence completed and signed by one or more 

assessors. The appraisal form is broken down into various sub categories, 

such as safety, teamwork, and specialist abilities. Each one of these sub 
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categories are described by specific attributes, which are then cross-referenced 

to methods used to demonstrate the individual's competence; 

2. Work records. A set of records comprised of copies of forms, documents, 

logs and other various paperwork pertaining to the individual ' s work, 

approved by the company and demonstrate the person' s involvement by name 

and signatures of both individual and a company witness; 

3. Witness testimonies. Are observed, verified and signed events which 

demonstrate the individuals expertise and must answer the basic statements of 

Who, What, When, Where, and How; 

4. Essential knowledge. This evidence is supplied in the form of a completed 

written questionnaire that has been designed to capture an individual's 

knowledge pertaining to various aspects of their competence from specific 

working details of their current position to general safety practices; 

5. Curriculum Vitae (CV). A current CV detailing the scope of their working 

experience, offshore trips, equipment and systems, and regions of 

employment; and 

6. Professional logbook. This logbook provides detailed documented and 

verified day-to-day employment activities. 
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The Competence Assurance & Assessment documentation is designed to capture 

an individuals' expertise throughout their progression in their respective fields. In the 

case ofROV's the IMCA developed frameworks for the following 10 levels: 

1. ROV Pilot Technician Grade I; 

2. ROV Pilot Technician Grade II; 

3. Senior ROV Pilot Technician; 

4. ROV Tooling Technician Grade I; 

5. ROV Tooling Technician Grade II; 

6. ROV Senior Tooling Technician; 

7. ROV Tooling Supervisor; 

8. ROV Supervisor; 

9. ROV Superintendent; and 

10. Specialized ROV Representative. 
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Each one of these frameworks is designed to capture and provide demonstrated evidence 

for the performance objectives required for each of the respective task levels. As well, 

the six major evidence criteria are fortified at each level with instructions on which 

specific evidence must be substantiated as outlined by the publication IMCA C 005 

("Publications", 201 0). For example an "ROV Pilot Technician Grade I does not need to 

supply "Supervisory" evidence as does an ROV Supervisor, neither are they required to 

have "Navigational Ability", as does a Senior ROV Pilot Technician. 

The IMCA model not only provides a framework for evidence of trained or 

progressing operators, but also describes basic or entry level requirements that must be 

met prior to training new personnel into the field of ROV operations. 

The Remote Systems & ROV Division Series in its publication Entry level 

requirements and basic introductory course outline for new Remotely Operated Vehicle 

personnel (IMCA R 002 Rev. 2- May 2009) is designed for novice personnel with no 

previous marine occupational training or any type of offshore industrial experience or 

orientation. 

The document sets out the basis of an introductory course by first providing a 

matrix of minimum qualifications required for entry into the basic course. Included in 

the matrix are: 

1. Academic qualifications. The preferred academic qualifications are in the 

areas of electrical, electronic, hydraulic or mechanical systems. These 
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qualifications can stern from technical trade training, military occupational 

(vocational) training or a nationally recognized higher education academic 

qualification with the addition of at least one year of technically relevant 

industrial experience; 

2. Personal attributes. Since ROY operators/technicians are part of an effective 

team they should have the following personal attributes; 

a. Enthusiastic, 

b. A team player, 

c. Good oral and written communication skills (English essential), 

d. Self-motivated, 

e. Have a practical ability, and 

f. Have common sense. 

3. Medical requirements. The medical requirements state that candidates require 

a level of fitness sufficient enough to pass a rigorous offshore medical. 

Candidates must not have physical disabilities that would prevent offshore 

employment. 
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Once the academic qualifications, personal attributes and medical requirements 

screening has been met then the candidates will be permitted to undergo an ROV 

familiarization introductory module prior to their first trip offshore. 

Training institutions do allow candidates to complete ROV familiarization 

courses without screening however; the IMCA documentation recommends against 

individuals taking this training without the appropriate prerequisites as they will not meet 

industry standards and will therefore be unemployable in the field. Furthermore the 

document goes on to state "Training establishments should not identify personnel as 

'graduates' of a course .. . if the individuals concerned did not meet the entry level 

requirements" ("Publications", 201 0). 

The introductory module is designed to be more safety awareness training than 

ROV specific. It is recommended that individuals complete the introductory module 

before their first trip offshore. The course is not mandatory. The idea is that if 

candidates take the course they will have a better understanding of the ROV operation 

leading to a positive experience that should progress into a successful career as an ROV 

Pilot/Technician. 

The ROV specifics will be covered at a later time according to IMCA within the 

guidelines of the Competence Assurance & Assessment: Guidance document and 

competence tables-Remote Systems & ROV Division (IMCA C 005) and its 10 levels of 
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ROV operator as outlined above. These tables will be addressed and referenced in this 

paper in Chapter 6 on the Vocational Education Model. 

The introductory safety module framework supplied by IMCA is a guide that they 

encourage whether it is modified or adapted by ROV contractors or training 

establishments to conform to specific company or industry needs. The framework 

contains 5 subject areas: 

1. Overall Safety and Environmental Awareness. This course should contain; 

material on offshore hazards, safe working and workshop practices, company 

specific accident reporting arrangements, familiarization with safety 

legislation, personal protective equipment (PPE) and personal safety 

awareness, work permits, lock-out procedures, quality and control standards 

and regional security issues; 

2. Introduction to ROV Systems - Outline Knowledge. This course should 

contain information on a range of offshore operations, installations, vessels 

used for ROV operations such as dynamic positioning (DP) vessels or 

facilities. Here the candidate should learn about platform and rig types, drill 

ships, dive support vessels, as well as, the operations carried out from each. 

The course should also instruct the candidate on the functional positions and 

roles of other personnel working on these offshore facilities such as ' Offshore 

Installation Manager' , 'Tool Pusher' , and ' Offshore Medic'; 
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3. Remotely Operated Vehicle CROV) Systems. This course is meant to supply 

the candidate with a background to the use ofROV systems. It should cover 

ROV Classifications and typical ROV operations including launch and 

recovery operations. Here the candidate learns about limitations of various 

classes ofROV (for example they learn that an observation class ROV cannot 

do intervention work) as well as, various tools and sensor fits available. It is 

important that actual equipment be available during this course so that the 

candidate can avail of a full fidelity demonstration in order to appreciate the 

complications and intricacies involved in ROV systems; 

4. Lifting Equipment (Maintenance and Operation). Lifting equipment by its 

very nature is specific to each ROV or support vessel and varies from system 

to system; therefore, for this course the candidate should become aware of the 

Launch and Recovery Systems (LARS) in general terms. Familiarization 

with the types of LARS that they will likely encounter on a first trip, types of 

slings or slinging systems, frequency of re-certification with respect to safety 

for cables, shackles and other rigging equipment; and 

5. Duties of the Members of an ROV Crew. The crew duties vary by ROV 

system, classification, and team size, however this course should provide the 

candidate with a 'snapshot' of crew duties for typical configurations of each 

classification type and their respective tasks. 
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The knowledge learned by completion of this introductory module should prepare 

the candidate for their first offshore operation primarily: to observe the ROV deployment. 

The ICMA Safety, Environment & Legislation Series is modeled after International 

Maritime Organization (IMO) guidelines, which supplements the International 

Convention on Standards of Training and Watch-keeping for Seafarers (STCW) 

requirements for maritime crews. 

The IMCA provides two documents for guidance with respect to basic safety 

training or familiarization on vessels. The first document Guidance on the initial and 

refresher familiarization of vessel crews (IMCA S&L 003, June 2000) is intended for 

vessel crews who are primarily 'maritime' personnel. The other document Basic safety 

training and vessel induction for non-marine personnel working offshore IMCA SEL 007 

Rev. 1-January 2008 ("Publications", 2010), is intended for 'non-marine' or 'project 

crews' working offshore. 

The ICMA document Basic safety training and vessel induction for non-marine 

personnel working offshore provides guidance on basic safety on a worldwide basis and it 

should be noted that in most areas the guidelines within this document are sufficient, 

however, there are places and countries in the world where more stringent requirements 

are in effect. Training institutions and companies need to assess their prospective areas of 

operations to ensure adherence to the local standard. 
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For the basic safety training portion the ICMA document uses the definitions of 

personnel categories of personnel visiting offshore rigs and other mobile units as outlined 

in IMO Assembly Resolution A.89 ofNovember 1999 to provide guidance on who needs 

the training and to which level. The categories range from a visitor to the offshore 

platform, to personnel assigned with the duties of providing safety training and 

emergency assistance to others. 

The level of basic safety and familiarization training given to individuals is based 

on the four categories of personnel ranging from a Category A visitor who may spend up 

to three days on board to Category D maritime personnel. ROV operators fall within 

Category B, which in itself normally does not require a qualification in Basic Offshore 

Safety Induction and Emergency Training (BOSIET) course (sometimes called BST) 

however; since the ROY operators are non-marine project personnel who regularly work 

offshore then they are required to complete the BOSIET course. These BOSIET courses 

are delivered over a minimum timeframe of three days by various training establishments 

and may only be recognized in a local area by 'preferred trainers ' . The ' preferred 

trainers ' are BOSIET providers recognized and accepted by a particular industry or 

organization. The BOSIET course covers four main areas: 

1. Introduction to offshore safety; 

2. Helicopter safety and escape training; 

3. Sea survival training; and 
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4. Firefighting and self-rescue. 

Safety training is an essential component of offshore duties and one that must not be 

overlooked within the training envelope ofROV or AUV operations. 

The vessel induction for non-marine personnel working offshore portion of the 

document recommends that all personnel regardless of which of the four categories they 

fit into should attend a vessel induction course. The purpose of the induction is to 

familiarize either new personnel or personnel returning after a long absence away from 

that particular vessel, with the vessel ' s safety and quality systems, as well as other project 

type familiarization that may be required based on the specific operational duties of the 

vessel. The course content contains but is not limited to general vessel tours, firefighting 

and man overboard drills, security awareness, ' stopping the job', safe operation of 

watertight doors and automatic fire doors. 

The guidelines and framework provided by the IMCA allow it members to gain 

competence through proper selection, induction, training and work experience as they 

progress through their respective fields of employment and then demonstrate their 

competence through evidence presented through assessments, testimonials, log books, 

witnessed work performance and their CV. 
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3.1.2 NORSOK Standard 

The NORSOK Standard U-1 02 Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) Services (U-

1 02rl, 2003) is developed with broad petroleum industry participation by interested 

parties in Norway and is owned by the Norwegian petroleum industry. The NORSOK 

Standard defines basic requirements for personnel, systems and equipment for ROV 

operations within the petroleum industry. NORSOK references ICMA as both a 

normative and informative reference for its standard. The NORSOK Standard U-102 

covers such areas as: 

1. ROV classifications; 

2. Administrative requirements; 

3. Personnel qualifications requirements; 

4. Interface requirements; 

5. Technical and Operational requirements; and 

6. Health, environment and safety (HES) requirements. 

The main purpose of the document is to provide a single common standard for 

ROV operations within its jurisdiction. It was developed with an industry wide effort 

detailing requirements for ROV services. 
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1. The ROV classifications use the same classification scheme as the IMCA 

document in which the AUV is assigned to Class V - Prototype or 

development vehicles. 

2. The Administrative requirements section it states that the contractor shall 

make the personnel competency matrix (as outlined in the IMCA documents) 

for allocated personnel available to the employer prior to mobilization. 

3. The Personnel qualifications requirements section lists crew requirements 

with respect to manning levels required on each of the ROV classifications 

(except for Class V) and a statement is made that the overall crew competence 

should be obtained by proper planning and training. The document also 

states; "The personnel operating ROV systems require training in a wide 

range of specialized fields". The document outlines that ROV personnel 

should have formal training in one ofthe following areas: 

1. Electronics; 

2. Automations; 

3. Remote Systems; 

4. Hydraulics; 

5. Electrical. 
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In addition to one of these five base areas specialist training may be 

required for specialized maintenance of tooling systems or the operation of 

specialized temporary sensors or equipment. As a whole the crew must 

have sufficient collective training to maintain the complete ROV system. 

The IMCA competency scheme is referenced as a minimal 

requirement and several additional requirements are included such as in 

the case of ROV supervisor, they must have formal 

administrative/leadership management training, or in the case of the ROV 

trainee have formal training in the operation and maintenance of the 

system in question. 

With respect to the ROV High Voltage System, the maintenance 

personnel shall, as a minimum, be qualified as a ships electrician or 

automation technician or equivalent and have additional high voltage 

training in performing maintenance on the ROV system in question. They 

should have completed courses held by the manufacturers of the ROV 

high voltage equipment. They should also be familiar with the 

Association of Offshore Diving Contractors (AODC) document Code of 

Practice for the Safe use of Electricity Underwater AODC 035 (now 

maintained by ICMA) as well as the IMCA document High Voltage 

Equipment: Safety Procedures for Working on ROV's (IMCAR005). 
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4. The Interface requirements section lists various typical interfaces from 

connection points for communications and data transmissions, to motion 

characteristics for the launch area and the availability of fresh water wash 

down outlets. These typical interfaces must be included in any training 

regime. 

5. The Technical and Operational requirements sets out all the technical 

requirements for each ofthe first four main classes ofROV. The operational 

requirements also state the composition and function of the ROV operators 

control room including the responsibilities of the ROV operator. The 

operational requirements reinforce the documentation required during 

operations as well as risk assessments that must be done by ROV supervisor. 

This section also references NORSOK U-1 00 Manned Underwater 

Operations and defines the operational organization with respect to interaction 

between ROV team and a Dive team. In the case of dive operations the ROV 

team reports to the diving supervisor. 

6. The Health, environment and safety CHES) requirements state that personnel 

should be trained in occupational health and safety and crew should 

participate in programmes for monitoring the working environment to ensure 

preventative (risk reducing) measures are implemented. All contractors must 

have routines, which provide quantitative documentation on all HES data. 

"All management and employees shall ensure that environmental 
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considerations are taken into account in all phases of the activity" ("U-1 02rl", 

2003). 

Overall the NORSOK Standard U-102 strengthens a requirement for formal 

training for ROV/AUV operators. They must be competent in their fields with proper 

and adequate formal training that encompasses all aspects of operations planning, 

mobilization, deployment, operations, and recovery. Throughout it all health, safety and 

environmental concerns remain paramount. Not only is formal training required in all 

these areas but they must also be able to back up their expertise with evidence as outlined 

by the IMCA. 

3.1.3 MATE Standard 

The Marine Advanced Technology Education Center (MATE) based in Monterey 

California, USA, focuses on community college education and the creation of strong 

links between community colleges, tertiary education, research institutions, industry, 

military and government. MATE whose mandate is to provide guidelines for the marine 

occupations and training centres as stated on their website. 

The MATE Center's mission is to help prepare America's future workforce for 

ocean-related occupations. The MATE Center utilizes information from employers 

to improve and develop educational programs with a focus on marine technology. 

The Center focuses on community college education and the creation of strong links 

between community colleges and high schools, technical schools, 4-year institutions, 

research institutions, and industry, government, military, and labor organizations 

("Guidelines", n.d.). 
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The (MATE) guidelines for ROY Technicians provide a knowledge and skills 

guide (KSG) overview chart that details the knowledge base required for specific job 

functions. MATE has completed guidelines for: Marine Technicians that work aboard 

research vessels; Hydrographic Survey Technicians and; Remotely Operated Vehicle 

(ROY) Technicians, with more marine occupation KSG proposed for future work. 

MATE's KSG's ("Guidelines", n.d.) are developed with a systematic approach. First 

MATE selects a marine occupation for which they will produce a KSG. Next they hold a 

highly structured curriculum-building workshop with technical trades' people under the 

guidance and direction of professional facilitators . The facilitators and technical trades 

people then define the job functions and tasks of the marine specific occupation. The 

resulting draft from this workshop is then sent out to many technical professionals to 

validate the documents. The iterative process results in a KSG. 

For each occupation the KSG process produces a matrix mapping job functions 

and individual task areas to the knowledge and skills required to perform those jobs as 

well as performance indicators that measure how well a particular task has been 

completed. 

For example the MATE ROV Technicians overview chart is a matrix that maps 6 

main Job Functions to 26 Task Areas. These task areas are then referenced to 

Performance Indicators and Technical Knowledge and Skills. 

The main Job Functions are: 
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1. Operate equipment; 

2. Pilot the ROV; 

3. Perform maintenance/repairs on equipment; 

4. Maintain communications; 

5. Use seamanship skills; and 

6. Integrate system modifications (Advanced skills). 

Looking at one job function/task combination for example, under operate 

equipment a task from the matrix is operate acoustic positioning system the performance 

indicators associated with this task are; 

1. ROV arrives at destination in a safe and timely manner, 

2. Customer items are positioned correctly, 

3. ROV is tracked successfully, and 

4. Environmental parameters are measured correctly. 

In order to achieve these performance indicators the ROV technician needs the following 

knowledge and skills; 
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1. Ability to operate acoustic equipment, 

2. Knowledge of and ability to apply principles of acoustic positioning, 

3. Knowledge of original equipment manufacturer (OEM)- specific acoustic 

equipment, and 

4. Knowledge of environmental conditions (e.g. salinity, temperature) and how 

to measure these parameters (e.g. using Expendable Bathythermograph 

(XBT)). 

Training requirements can then be derived using the Technical Knowledge and 

Skills from the KSG matrices. In the above case there is a requirement for the 

understanding and operation of acoustic systems including the knowledge of how the 

output of the equipment is affected by environmental conditions. Furthermore, 

knowledge of how to measure those environmental conditions is required as is, operation 

of specialized equipment. As well, the technician is required to maintain, troubleshoot 

and repair the OEM specific acoustic equipment and replace the unit if required. The 

KSG for ROV Technicians is a good indicator of the skill sets and education level 

required of an ROV operator. 

An AUV operator faces similar challenges and tasks. Combining MATE's other 

developed KSG's; the KSG for Hydrographic Survey Technicians, with the KSG for 

Marine Technicians who work aboard research vessels, as well as the KSG for ROV 
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Technicians forms a good base skill set for and indicates the education level required of 

an AUV operator. The complete KSG matrices developed by MATE are included as 

Appendix C. 

3.2 Certification 

The Diver Certification Board of Canada (DCBC) is a federally incorporated not-

for-profit body whose authority stems from agreements with the National Energy Board 

of Canada, the Canada-Newfoundland Offshore Petroleum Board and the Canada-Nova 

Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board. 

The DCBC is the only Canadian national body, which offers certification to 

commercial divers and supervisors who can demonstrate that they have sufficient training 

and experience to enable them to meet the competency requirements of the appropriate 

section of the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Competency Standard for Diving 

Operations (CSA Standard Z275.4) ("Rovcertification", 2009). 

The DCBC certifications are recognized by Australia by the Australian Divers 

Accreditation Scheme (ADAS), France, Norway, South Africa, the United Kingdom by 

the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and the IMCA. 

The DCBC is in the process of developing a certification regime for ROV 

personnel as outlined in their document, Certification Scheme for Remotely Operated 

Vehicle (ROV) Personnel (Draft Revision #12). The intent of the DCBC scheme is to 
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ensure the safety of personnel, equipment, assets and the environment during ROV 

operations. 

The DCBC used the following documents as references for their product: 

I. IMCA C 005 "Competence Assurance & Assessment Scheme "; 

2. NORSOK Standard U-I02 ROV Services; and 

3. MATE Guidelines/or ROVTechnicians. 

Although the DCBC uses the ICMA and NORSOK documents as references it 

does not make any reference to Class V ROV's. The Canadian document albeit in draft 

form only classifies ROV's to Class IV, seabed working ROV's, Class V in both the 

NORSOK and ICMA scheme are for prototype or development vehicles which also 

includes AUV's. It is presently unclear where the AUV fits into the Canadian 

certification model but upon successful roll-out of the ROV certification model 

subsequent revisions of the document may include AUV operator certifications. 

The DCBC document contains five appendices: 

I. Appendix A: Simulator Criteria; 

2. Appendix B: Certification Matrix; 

3. Appendix C: Application Procedure (Under development); 
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4. Appendix D: Approved Logbook Format (Under development); and 

5. Appendix E: Assessment of Prior Learning (Under development). 

The first two Appendices; Appendix A, and Appendix B appear to be complete as 

far as this Draft #12 is concerned in that they do not carry the label 'Under development' 

as do Appendices C through E. However, as of the August 2009 both Appendices A and 

B appear to be lacking detail notwithstanding the omission of 'Under development' in 

each Appendix title. The author of this thesis, therefore anticipates a major amendment 

in subsequent revisions of the standard. 

The DCBC recognize that due to the complexity of ROV systems, ROV operators 

require training in a wide range of specialized fields. The ROV operator is a pilot, a 

troubleshooter, and a maintainer and as such must have broad based competencies. The 

DCBC requires that all ROV candidates maintain a DCBC recognized log book. ROV 

candidates that do not meet the DCBC certification category requirements but can 

provide documented evidence that they have been employed in that particular 

certification category will be permitted to complete a DCBC Assessment of Prior 

Learning (APL), which will be used to determine if the candidate is eligible for 

certification. As of this time the APL is contained in DCBC's Appendix E that is 

undergoing development. 

The DCBC will issue the following certifications: 
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1. ROV Pilot/Technician Level 2; 

2. ROV Pilot/Technician Level 1; 

3. ROV Senior Pilot/Technician; and 

4. ROV Pilot/Technician Supervisor; 

Entry requirements into a program leading to certification of ROV 

Pilot/Technician Level 2 are similar to those stated in the document ICMA R 002 

outlining the requirements for entry level into the basic introductory course for new ROV 

personnel. In addition to the ICMA requirements the DCBC adds that a minimum of 20 

documented and supervised hours for ROV piloting experience is required on an actual 

ROV or an acceptable ROV simulator. 

For each of the other three levels of operators there is a minimum time frame and 

number of logged piloting hours that must be attained at the previous level. At each level 

the operators must demonstrate the competencies of the level below them in addition to 

demonstrating the competencies for the level in which they are seeking certification. 

In the case of ROV Pilot/Technician Level 1 and ROV Senior Pilot/Technician 

credit will be given for time spent on Class III or Class IV vehicles toward certification at 

the Class I & Class II levels. 
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The ROV Pilot/Technician Supervisor has the additional requirement of 

completing formal administrative/leadership training as well as an industrial supervisor 

course. They must also have: 

1. Ability to understand and implement ROV manuals and project 

procedures; 

2. Competence in training ROV personnel using best practices; 

3. Competence in evaluating ROV personnel as to their competencies 

and safety practices; 

4. Ability to document and communicate tasks; and 

5. Evidence of assessment as a trainee supervisor on a minimum of 20 

ROV deployments. 

The Criteria for Acceptable Simulators as outlined in Appendix A of the DCBC 

standard is vague. There are 9 criteria areas and under each is stated a 'one line' 

requirement. Subsequent drafts of the document will likely revisit the simulator 

criteria. 
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Chapter 4 State of Underwater Vehicle Training 

4.1 ROV Training 

Currently offered ROV training courses, with a few exceptions, are primarily 

guided by the IMCA guidelines IMCA C 005. Each ofthe 10 levels ofROV operator as 

described in 3.1.1 must demonstrate a particular set of competencies. For example 

courses for the entry level ROV Pilot/Technician Grade II are approximately 3 weeks in 

duration and follow the IMCA competency framework as outlined in Table 4.1. In 

addition to the 48 hours oftheory the trainee must complete 72 hours ofROV piloting, 12 

hours of which must be on an actual (not simulated) ROV. 

The typical cost of this type of course is approximately $US 6000. Without the 

correct entrance requirements however, the cost can double, as there is an additional 4-

week training session for candidates that do not have the electrical or mechanical 

background prerequisites. Upon completion the candidate is presented with a certificate 

of attendance stating that they did in fact complete the course as prescribed by the IMCA. 

Table 4.1 IMCA Framework Requirements for ROV Pilot \Technician Grade II 

IMCACODE 

IMCA TITLE 

R/R04/000/0 1 Safety 
Awareness 

Demonstration 

Basic understanding of regulations 

Abilit to locate all relevant health, safet and 
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IMCACODE Demonstration 

IMCA TITLE 

quality procedures at the worksite 

Participated in an offshore safety induction 

Has read and demonstrated an understanding of 
company safety management system 

Ability to follow safety instructions and use 
appropriate safety equipment for deck and worksite 
operations 

Ability to identify different areas in the workplace 
and the hazards associated with each 

R/R04/000/02 Teamwork and Establishment and maintenance of good working 
Co-operation relationships 

Ability to recognize personal limitations and request 
assistance from others when necessary without 
undue disruption and willing to offer assistance 
when needed 

Use of clear, concise and correct verbal 
communications with supervisor 

R/R04/000/03 Emergency Read and demonstrated an understanding of 
Procedures company emergency procedure documents and 

where to find them 

Ability to raise alarm and to alert others 

Ability to describe own role in emergency situations 
and that of colleagues 
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IMCACODE Demonstration 

IMCA TITLE 

R/R04/000/04 Piloting Skills Demonstrates ability to navigate an ROV to the 
work site, demonstrating spatial awareness of 
umbilical positions, turns and loads on at least three 
different occasions 

Is able to describe the function of standard ROV 
controls to demonstrate their use in navigating the 
ROV 

R/R04/000/05 ROV Systems Understands power up /power down safety sequence 

R/R04/000/05 ROV Systems Assistance with the completion of pre-dive checks 
of an ROV 

Assistance with the launch of an ROV in normal 
environmental conditions 

Assistance with completion of post-dive check of an 
ROV 

R/R04/000/06 Preventative Ability to describe why and when planned 
Maintenance maintenance is needed 

Assistance in preparing work area 

Ability to determine what system isolations are 
required at the work area 

Ability to determine relevant tools for the work to be 
undertaken, under supervision 

R/R04/000/07 Safe Operating Ability to describe correct /safe operation of 
Techniques launching system 

Ability to describe roles of ROV team members 
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IMCACODE 

IMCA TITLE 

R/R04/000/08 Navigational 
Ability 

Demonstration 

during launch and recovery operations 

Ability to utilize navigational aids in order to direct 
and assist in piloting ROV 

Ability to describe how sonar is used in navigation 

Ability to describe how acoustic positioning systems 
are used in ROV systems 

Ability to change range I scale to suit operation 
taking place 

R/R04/000/09 Administration Records ROV dive information onto dive logs 

R/R04/00011 0 Technical 
Ability 

Records video information onto video tape in the 
required format 

Audio dubs video material in real time utilizing 
correct terminology and specified procedures 

Ability to identify all components on a typical 
hydraulic system and describe their function 

Ability to identify all components on a typical ROV 
electrical system and describe their functions 

Ability to identify the correct component for change 
out 

Ability to assemble tools needed in change out, 
including personal protective equipment 

Source IMCA 
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In addition to the Pilot/Technician Grade II as described above, extra expense 

would be incurred should the candidate first attend a 10 day ROV induction course also 

described by the IMCA, which give candidates an insight into the chosen ROV career. 

Most short duration ROV training courses follow the same format. Some have 

more sophisticated simulators to augment their various classes ofROV's, while others 

are limited to only one particular class (i.e. observation) of ROV and have limited 

simulator facilities available. From Internet research it became obvious that some 

training organizations were eager to accept reservations and potential payment for 

courses without verifying that the candidate met the prerequisites for the course. The 

downside ofthis is that upon completion ofthe course, notwithstanding an attendance 

certificate, a potential employer, following IMCA guidelines, could deem the candidate 

not qualified and subsequently unemployable in the field. It is a case of buyer beware. 

The Fisheries and Marine Institute of Memorial University ofNewfoundland (MI) 

offer a joint Diploma of Technology and Bachelor of Technology in ROV operations. 

The Diploma of Technology program is oftwo-year duration and graduates will be 

eligible to be certified as ROV Pilot/Technician Level II ("Underwatervehicles", n.d.). 

Candidates who have completed previous Diploma of Technology programs in 

fields such as electronics, mechanical, or electrical fields could be offered advanced 

standing. This program includes one year of common technical courses, followed in the 

second year by mechanical/electrical/electronic refresher courses as well as courses 
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specific to ROY operations. This program contains four weeks of ROY pilot training, 

two weeks of offshore safety (BST) and an eight-week work term. The MI program is 

the only Post Secondary ROY program of this type in Canada. 

MI uses a GRI Simulations Inc. (GRI) ROY simulator to provide a physics-based 

virtual reality 3D training environment for its ROY pilot/technician candidates. The GRI 

simulator provides mission planning and rehearsal scenarios in the following areas: 

1. Location and retrieval of debris; 

2. Field inspections; 

3. Pod posting; 

4. Sub rescue; 

5. Transponder recovery; and 

6. Ship hull inspection. 

These 6 scenarios are the standard supplied COTS scenarios however, the user has the 

option of adding additional scenarios to the scenario database. 

Fugro General Robotics Ltd. (FGRL) has developed an ROV simulator 

(ROVolution®) on which they can train and assess ROY piloting skills. Their product is 

a sophisticated ' real-time' simulator, which can model any ROY using a physics-based 
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virtual reality 3D world. Instrument payloads on ROY's can be easily adjusted with 

software changes and the system provides a consistent repeatable training with instructor

controlled failure modules. The software supports certified user-training courses. FGRL 

will customize their software package to model any ROV system and scenario. 

The FGRL system also has the capabilities of performing actual mission 

familiarization and rehearsal flight time. The system inputs clients' subsea field site 

drawings as 3D models and stores them in a scenario database. Clients can then 'call up' 

the scenario and 'rehearse' the real mission. This system has benefits for both pilots and 

their employers. Since the system operates in a physics-based environment, details such 

as current profiles and turbidity can be realistically added to the scenario to enhance 

fidelity. 

4.2 AUV Training 

Considering the responses from the survey used to collect data for this paper it 

can be said that current AUV training is virtually non-existent. Manufacturers provide 

basic training on the functionality of their systems during short courses that range from a 

few days to a couple of weeks in duration. Academic and scientific AUV teams work in 

collaboration with each other and various research and development efforts to develop 

the skills required during their research missions. Not only are they operators but they 

are also maintenance technicians, scientists, and logistic specialists. Military 

stakeholders funded by 'deep pockets' contract consultants to provide training for their 

underwater vehicles in a mostly 'train the trainer' scenario. 
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AUV Training does occur informally within a personal ' closely-knit' team 

environment, without industry wide standardization. The result is that team building 

occurs through necessity via recruitment of specialized individuals from various fields 

and that there is no common baseline level of knowledge defined for training. 

Currently there are no standards that describe the entry requirements into the 

AUV industry and competency lists are non-existent. AUV's are deployed the world 

over however, the industry is still in it's infancy. Some have likened it to ' wild-west' of 

automobile manufacture, before standardization and mass production. 

According to the MI website, a Bachelor of Technology in Underwater Vehicles 

is imminent (Underwatervehicles, n.d.). This likely will encompass both ROV and AUV 

vehicles and involve graduate research studies in collaboration with the St. John's Ocean 

Technology Cluster ("Stjohns", n.d.). MI does not mention which standard, if any, they 

will follow during their training regime. There is an understanding that solid baseline 

knowledge is required: It has yet to be defined. 
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~----------------------------------- - ----------

Chapter 5 The TAFE Model 

5.1 TAFE and NSF 

The Australian Technical and Further Education (T AFE) system is the largest 

provider of tertiary education and training in the Asia-Pacific region. T AFE is a 

government-owned and nationally operated system of colleges and T AFE qualifications 

are recognized and transferable internationally (History, n.d.). 

Australia's National Training System (NTS) is an industry led system for 

Vocational Education and Training (VET) and has three major elements, which are 

collectively called the National Skills Framework (NSF) (Ntis, n.d.). They are: 

1. Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF); 

2. Australian Quality Framework (AQF); and 

3. Training packages. 

The AQTF assures quality of the training delivered for VET by setting the 

standards required of Registered Training Organizations (RTO's). Upon meeting the 

standards the RTO is permitted to issue VET qualifications. Individuals or organizations 

can apply to become a RTO and thereby have the authority to issue course completion 

parchments. 
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The AQF sets out all nationally agreed education and training qualifications in 

Australia. (AQF), which offers the following styles of courses: 

1. Associate Degrees, Bachelor Degrees, Masters Degrees, and Doctorial 

Degrees; 

2. Diplomas and Advanced Diplomas; and 

3. Vocational Graduate Certificates (Levels I- IV). In order of hierarchy, 

with Certificate IV being the highest level. Level I is considered a base 

level and is comprised of all mandatory courses, whereas Levels II-IV are 

comprised of optional (elective style) courses as well as required study; 

a. Level I basic, 

b. Level II trade specific, 

c. Level III trade qualification, and 

d. Level IV VET qualification. 

The optional (elective) courses taken in various areas of study can be combined to 

form additional qualifications. For example if during a course of study in the field of 

mechanics, a student chose to take electives in electronics, then at the completion of 

Certificate IV in mechanical technology the student may have several courses within the 
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.-------------------- -----------------

electronics technology curriculum that could then be applied toward a Certificate in 

electronics technology. 

As well as having the opportunity to diversify fields during a course of study the 

AQF offers the ability to assess an individual's lifelong experience using a Record of 

Current Competency (RCC), under a Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) assessment. 

The assessment comprised of evidence of work experiences, Curriculum Vitae (CV), 

employment reports, employee assessments, log books, testing on core competencies, 

experience and training in similar fields, will give credit toward a particular certification 

as well as provide areas of study that must be completed in order to satisfy all required 

objectives and competencies for the certification in question. 

The AQTF training products include national training packages and accredited 

courses, which outline the qualifications, competencies and assessment criteria for 

specific areas of training. The training packages promote quality, consistency and 

industry relevance ("Overview", 201 0). The training packages describe the knowledge 

and skills that industry has identified as required so that employees can perform 

effectively in the workplace. They are effectively standards that identify what has to be 

assessed and it is up to the teachers, trainers and mentors to develop delivery and learning 

strategies. 

The students will be assessed against the standard and if judged competent they 

will be granted the qualification. This criteria based assessment provides a means for 
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instructors to ensure that the students have met the objectives of the course by measuring 

them against a set of assessment guidelines. The respective industry groups, to ensure 

currency, periodically review these guidelines and package contents. 

5.1.1 Training Package Components 

The training packages are comprised of mandatory materials (endorsed by 

industry), and optional non-endorsed materials. The mandatory materials consist of a set 

of competency standards, qualifications and assessment guidelines. The mandatory 

materials are compulsory to the training package and cannot be changed, as they have 

been quality assured to meet industry skill and qualification requirements. The optional 

support materials are comprised of a set of learning strategies, assessment materials and 

professional development materials that can be used by the trainer or assessor as required 

as long as they do not compromise the integrity of the compulsory components. 

The training package is broken down into smaller competency standards know as 

units of competency, and they define the skills and knowledge that industry has identified 

as required to enable people to work effectively in the workplace. 

The training packages and their individual units of competency exist for a large 

number of disciplines. The same unit of competency can appear in a variety of training 

packages. For example a unit of competency for Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) 

appears in the training package for electronics technician as well as in the package for 

commercial welding. 
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To train an AUV operator selected units of competencies can be selected from 

various packages as required to build up their knowledge and skill sets in those particular 

areas. In the case where no particular unit exists an AUV specific unit can be tailor-made 

to facilitate the teaching and assessment of the required competencies. 

5 .1.2 Performance Criteria 

The particular performance criterion for any given unit within the package is 

guided by industry standards, and is under periodic review to ensure currency. The 

performance criteria are the learning outcomes of the unit. 

5.2 Employability Skills 

Employability skills are key competencies or enabling skills (Back, 2007, p25) 

that cross all disciplines. These employability skills are a part of the T AFE system. The 

employability skills were developed through a national project managed by the Business 

Council of Australia and the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, which 

resulted in the Employability Skills for the Future report produced in 2002 (Back 2 

Basics, 2007,p25). 

In the T AFE system the employability skills are: 

1. Communication skills; 

2. Teamwork skills; 

3. Problem-solving skills; 
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4. Initiative and enterprise skills; 

5. Planning and organizing skills; 

6. Self-management skills; 

7. Learning skills; and 

8. Technology skills. 

Dr. J. Field provides a model of the interaction of these employability skills 

published in a case study Industry Speaks: Skill Requirements of Leading Australian 

Workplaces (Field, 2001) as shown in figure 5.1. Dr. Fields' case study and subsequent 

employability skill list originated from the study Employability Skills for the Future and 

is slightly different from the now adapted T AFE framework. 
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Figure 5. 1 A Model of Employability Skills (Field, 2001) 

Organisati ona,l a:nd Job Con text 

Learning 

Communicat ing 

Personal & 
in te.rpersonal 

skills and 
attributes 

Thinking 

Systems 

Source: Industry Speaks 

The study consisted of a research interview with 13 large enterprises in Australia. 

These enterprises were comprised of companies from the food service industries, 

aviation, engineering, manufacturing and banking sectors. The common themes that 

emerged from the study were compiled into TAFEs employability skills: 

1. Communication Skills; 

a. Speaks, listens and empathizes with others, 

b. Writes clearly, 
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c. Comprehends information in a range of formats, 

d. Makes clear and logical presentations, 

e. Effectively negotiates, 

f. Effectively facilitates meetings, 

g. Effectively coaches peers and clients, and 

h. Forms and articulates logical arguments. 

2. Thinking Skills; 

a. Assesses quality and relevance of information to decision, 

b. Analyses, evaluates, interprets, extrapolates and differentiates 
data, 

c. Interprets needs and responds accordingly, 

d. Brings a multidisciplinary approach to decision making, and 

e. Takes a system approach to problem solving. 

3. Learning skills; 

a. Uses networks (both people and technology) to support 
learning, 

b. Supports others in their learning, and 

c. Open to new ideas. 

4. Skills in managing projects and priorities; 

a. Plans, Schedules and maintains realistic timelines, 

b. Appreciates interdependencies and systems implications of 
projects, 
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c. Attains cooperation, 

d. Allocates resources effectively, 

e. Monitors progress and recommend actions, and 

f. Ensures quality. 

5. Skills in working with and understanding systems; 

a. Understands role within work environment, 

b. Understands workplace relationships with respect to people, 
processes and technology, and 

c. Takes a holistic or systemic approach to work. 

6. Skills in applying & using information technology; 

a. Understand principles of software, 

b. Uses IT as a management tool, and 

c. Identifies uses of IT on problem solving. 

7. Leadership skills; and 

a. Provides a vision and sets goals, 

b. Monitors performance, 

c. Influences encourage and support others, and 

d. Accountable for self and team. 

8. Personal and interpersonal skills and attributes; 

a. Have a sense of humour, 

b. Confident, 
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c. Enthusiastic about work, 

d. Willingness to seek information to solve problems, and 

e. Good judgment. 

As previously stated these employability skills are key competencies that cross all 

disciplines. Moreover they are the basic skills required to acquire, retain and excel on a 

job. Employability skills can be taught. These skills are transferrable between 

occupations and once learned they are skills that employees take with them. They are 

their set of life skills which contribute to empowerment. Employers require empowered 

employees to work as a team and solve problems as they arise, by taking initiative as 

required. Employers recognize that employability skills are extremely important for 

sharing ideas, coordinating efforts, managing activities and learning. 

There was a time when employers wanted a 'cookie cutter' work force, where 

creativity was to be avoided. They wanted employees who would 'just do a job' and 

nothing else. In today's technically advanced workforce, especially considering 

underwater vehicle operations with its advanced technology and integration of systems 

'just doing a job' is not enough. As a matter of fact seldom can one individual or more 

especially individuals from one specific academic or technological background 'just do a 

job' in isolation. They require a team capable of solving all problems, technical or 

otherwise, by taking the initiative applying their employability skills: their "common 

sense". 
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Chapter 6 A Vocational Education Training Model 

6.1 Introduction 

There is a need for comprehensive training in all aspects of underwater vehicle 

operations so that operators can attain the competency required to perform all required 

tasks within the scope of the vehicles operating domain. The size of an underwater 

'team' is normally small however, the aggregate academic education, technical 

background, work experience, employability skills and competencies provide the team 

with core knowledge and experience that is required to achieve mission success. Each 

member of the team is an integral part of the whole contributing more than their base 

knowledge as they build on each other's experiences and competencies while adding to 

the overall development of an effective team. 

Several organizations have developed competency standards for ROV operations 

whereas standards for AUV operations are not specifically developed although AUV's 

are considered ROV's under some vehicle classification schemes. Both ICMA and 

NORSOK classify an AUV as an ROV and their respective competency schemes can be 

used as guidelines for AUV training as well as ROV training. MATE does not use the 

same classification system, but does provide a KSG for ROV Technicians (included in 

Appendix C) which, when combined with MATE's KSG's for Hydrographic Survey 
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Technicians (included in Appendix C), and Marine Technicians who work aboard 

research vessels (included in Appendix C) provide a base guideline that can be adapted to 

AUV competency guidelines. 

The training required qualifying both ROV and AUV personnel could be 

described within a TAFE package framework. TAPE units of competency exist for a 

plethora of occupational areas, which when collected and mapped to standardized 

requirements for ROV operations would provide an assessable framework for an ROV 

package. 

Similarly AUV operators requiring a different scope and depth of knowledge than 

ROV operators can use existing guidelines such as MATE's KSG's as well as units of 

competency from T AFE packages in electronics, aerospace, manufacturing, and marine 

operations to tailor make an AUV operators package. 

Both AUV and ROV training can be assessed by measuring the trainees' 

performance against a set of required assessment guidelines, which provide a means for 

instructors to ensure that the students have met the objectives ofthe course. 

By using a TAFE model of training an organization can collect existing units of 

competency and map them to the objectives of the respective tasks required. In the case 

where no existing units can fulfill the objectives a new unit could then be built with the 

required competencies assessed. The overall collection of units could then be registered 
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as a new package. This package could then be used to train operators in underwater 

operation. 

6.1.1 Recognition of Prior Learning 

Learning can occur in many ways although not all methods are as effective as 

others. Learning is a 'lifelong' process and some life skills are acquired over time 

throughout many various situations and environment, and often individuals are not aware 

that they are in fact learning. Traditionally higher learning has been the ' keystone' of 

academic success however, it in itself is not an indicator of employability, as there are 

certain attributes that are desirable for an employee to possess and these attributes span 

disciplines. There is a need to assess the learning that an individual acquires and 

understand how learning is used in the workplace. 

Figure 6-1 , shows the pathways through which learning used in the workplace can 

occur and be assessed. We know that learning can be formal (deliberate and recognized 

through tertiary education and various training courses), or informal (incidental learning 

occurring through life experiences) or nonformal (occurring on the job or through 

structured programmes that do not lead to qualifications) (Doyle, et al, 2009). 
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Figure 6- 1 Prior Learning Assessment 
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Source Doyle et al. 

Combining formal, non-formal and informal learning for worliforce development (Misko, 

2008), shows how combinations of formal , informal and non-formal learning, coupled 

with cross-training, multi-training and mentoring programs can be used to progress 

workers through their respective job fields. 

Most organizations recognize that formal learning is required for job entry. This is 

especially true when considering most accredited occupations require a formal learning 

process. The reality is however, that most of a persons learning is acquired through 
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informal and non-formal learning. There are many people in the workforce who are 

currently under-employed with respect to their potential aptitude. 

The employer should be interested in the final results of learning such as the 

expertise, skills and technical job knowledge required to do the job. It is no secret that 

technology is advancing faster than the skills of the workforce. To keep up with the 

demand for skilled labour, employers and educators must realize that prior learning 

should be recognized in order to use it as a stepping-stone to fill the gaps in the 

educational stream as they permit the growth and acceleration of the workforce. 

In the new, global knowledge economy of the 21st century 

prosperity depends on innovation, which, in turn, depends on the 

investments that we make in the creativity and talents of our 

people. We must invest not only in technology and innovation but 

also, in the Canadian way, to create an environment of inclusion, in 

which Canadians can take advantage of their talents, their skills and 

their ideas; in which imagination, skills and innovative capacity 

combine for maximum effect (The Right Honourable Jean 

Chretien, Prime Minister of Canada) (Knowledge, 2002). 

Combining formal, non-formal and informal training to develop skills needs a 

commitment from both employers and employees: the trainees. Not only must there be a 

commitment from the employers but the trainee must also have a willingness to learn. It 

is common practice at the entry level to combine formal training with informal on the job 
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training. The result is on-the-job training, where there is a lack of structure, and a lack of 

assessment of the outcome of the training. 

The T AFE design of various entrance and exit points for the package via units of 

competency would complement apprentice trairung and thereby strengthen formal and 

non-formal education. 

An alternative of this is a combination of formal on the job and informal on the 

job training, where not only are new employees performing on-the-job training, but they 

also take regular theory lessons and are assessed on the outcome by senior trades' people 

or technicians. These lessons occur at the workplace in 'mini' classrooms designed for 

the sole purpose of providing constructive programmed training combined with 

assessment techniques, followed by practical use of the new found skills. This learning 

bay technique, (Dehnbostel, Molzberger, 2006) is used by German companies with great 

success. 

Another method of integration or combinational learning involves using 

experienced workers who have gained practical on job skills and then blend that with 

learning acquired in non-formal settings. Before the workers go back to the job site they 

will then use simulators to practice their combined skills in scenarios similar to the ones 

expected of them in the workplace. When they return to work they will be ready and 

virtually experienced to perform their tasks at a higher level than before their training. 
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The common elements that are required to thrive, survive and effectively 

contribute to any working scenario, not withstanding appropriate working knowledge in 

the field, are employability skills. Employability skills are the non-technical skills that an 

individual requires in order to be an effective and successful participant in the workforce. 

Everyone has heard of and likely used the term 'common sense', but the exact definition 

and logic of this eludes most everyone. The capturing of employability skills may offer 

insight into a measurement of' common sense'. 

To take full advantage of prior learning, including employability skills for both 

new and experienced operators the use of a TAFE based system which not only provides 

entry and exit points for apprenticeship training, but also provides competency building 

on a continual basis is required. The T AFE system as previously described offers 4 

certification schemes from Certification I - Certification IV, as well as diploma and 

advanced degrees based on accumulation of units of competency, assessment, and 

package requirements. 

The underwater vehicle industry needs a trained competent workforce of 

operators, technicians, and designers that understand the inherent problems of planning, 

maintenance, deployment, operations, recovery, data interpretation, innovative functional 

designs and risk management. A T AFE style based program could provide RPL, 

standardized and measurable competency development and progression toward advanced 

degrees in not only underwater operations, but also underwater systems design as well. 
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6.2 Courses Required 

Training for AUV operators and ROV pilots/technician can be separated into 30 

areas of competency each encompassing a major area of study. Table 6-1 Courses of 

Study for AUVROV VET shows the 30 subject areas for AUV and ROV vocational 

education training. Each major subject area is comprised of multiple units of 

competencies. The collection of competencies can be combined into 2 major package 

areas, one for ROV the other for AUV operations. Most of the individual competency 

units required for the packages can be found within other T AFE approved packages. 
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Table 6-1 Courses of Study for AUVROV VET 

Acoustics CAD/CAM Controls Communications Computer 

Interfacing 

Electronic Fabrication Hydrodynamics Logistics Mission 

Planning 

Modifications Oceanography Positioning Propulsion Risk 

Systems Systems Management 

Occupational Sensors Sonar Software Design Electrical 

Health & 

Safety 

Cabling & Hydraulics LARS Maintenance Mechanical 

Fiber Optics 

Operations Robotics Subsea Manipulators Manufacturing 

Structures Practice 

Source Author 
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The TAPE system generally consists of one package with many units 

(competencies). In this AUVROV VET scheme there are two packages with multiple 

units, and the units are comprised of multiple competencies. The units in this scheme are 

comparable to packages in the T AFE scheme and within the units multiple competencies 

exist. 

The AUVROV VET scheme then consists oftwo packages one package an AUV 

package the other a ROV package. Progression through the respective packages occurs 

by completing individual competencies, which are mapped to standards. Once a major 

area of study (a unit) has been completed with all the required competencies assessed, 

then that unit is given a weight toward the overall package. 

The package will be completed and certification given when all units for that 

package have been successfully assessed. Partial completion of a unit occurs by 

completion of various competencies within the unit. Partial completion of various units 

will combine to give varying levels of completion (certifications). Elective style courses 

can be selected from competencies that normally do not appear in a unit. 

As the industry grows additional packages could be added that include pre

existing units and thereby build on the framework, competencies and skills previously 

attained by the trainees. For example courses for designing AUV's or subsystems could 

be implemented that use the operators' baseline knowledge thereby speeding the 

progression through the package to competency in design. 
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This type of progression or any progression through a package for that matter can 

occur while an offshore worker is on 'days off by offering the competencies in short 

duration courses. The continuum of knowledge building results in a recognition of higher 

learning and increased competencies for the industry. 

6.2.1 ROV Courses 

The competencies required for the ROV related courses can be mapped from 

IMCA, NORSOK and MATE standards as well as from the DCBC certification scheme. 

Many ofthe units can also be found within TAPE units of competency. Where 

competency descriptions do not exist in the TAPE system a new competency, mapped to 

the standards can be added to the competencies in the major area of study (the individual 

unit). As technology demands increase so will the knowledge required of operators and 

technicians resulting in the requirement of the addition of new units to their respective 

package. 

6.2.2 AUV Courses 

The competencies required for AUV related courses can use some of the IMCA 

standards, omitting specific piloting behaviours, and the MATE KSGs for ROV 

Technician, Hydrographic Survey Technicians, and Marine Technicians who work 

aboard research vessels ("Guidelines", n.d.). The combination of these defined skill sets 

would provide a solid baseline upon which to base AUV competencies. 
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The MATE ROY KSG as discussed earlier provides knowledge in: 

1. Operating equipment; 

2. Performing maintenance and repairs on equipment; 

3. Maintaining communications; 

4. Using seamanship skills; and 

5. Integrating system modifications. 

The MATE Hydrographic Survey Technician KSG provides knowledge in the 

following areas: 

1. Conduction of pre-cruise logistics and survey planning; 

2. Conduction of field operations; 

3. Management of data; and 

4. Maintenance of equipment. 

The MATE Marine Technicians KSG provides knowledge in the following areas: 

1. Operation of equipment/instrumentation; 
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2. Maintenance of instrumentation; 

3. Repair, install and calibrate equipment/instrumentation; 

4. Design and fabricate equipment/instrumentation; 

5. Collect physical, biological and oceanographic data; 

6. Manage and maintain computer networks; 

7. Use software to perform scripting and programming; 

8. Launch and retrieve sampling equipment; 

9. Mobilize/de-mobilize scientific equipment; 

10. Write reports; and 

11. Facilitate pre and post-cruise logistic. 

These 20 knowledge competencies from the MATE KSG' s along with requirements from 

the IMCA standards provide input for a model framework for AUVROV VET. 
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6.3 The Model Framework 

The model framework for the AUVROV VET as designed by the author consists 

of 30 units comprised of 69 proposed competencies as presented in Table 6-2. A 

thorough investigation into the T AFE packages by the author resulted in the identification 

of 58 out of the 69 competencies as being pre-existing units within the TAFE framework. 

These competency descriptions were then compiled into course descriptions using a 

standard 'course description' format, and are included as Appendix B. 

The model thus far has not identified which particular units belong to either, or 

both of, the AUV or ROV packages. This work will be completed when the remaining 

11 proposed competencies have been described. 
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Table 6-2 Framework Model for AUVROV VET 

Package 
Units Competencies Major Area 

AUV ROV 

1 NUE 171 Sonar Transducers & Acoustics 
Arrays 

NUE 172 Sonar Systems 
Operational Principles 

AUVROV ACOUO I 
NUE 174 Sonar Applications 

NUEI78 Principles of 
Underwater Sound 
Transmission 

2 MEM09002B Interpret technical CAD/CAM 
drawing 

AUVROVCADDOl 
MEM09003B Prepare basic 
engineering drawing 

MEM090 I OC Use CAD to 
create and display 3D models 

3 AUVROVCNTLOl MEMI8060BMaintain, repair Controls 
control instrumentation 

MEMI8062B Install, maintain 
and calibrate instrumentation 
sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements 

MEMI8067BTune control loops 
- multi controller or multi 
element systems 

4 Communications 
AUVROV Specific 
Communications Systems 

AUVROVCOMMOI 
NUE 189 ElectroComms 
Principles 

5 AUVROVCOMPOI UEENEED028B Develop and Computer 
test code for Interfacing 
Microcontroller devices 

MSL977005A Integrate data 
acquisition and interfacing 
systems 
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Memory types, PLC, 
M icrocontro Hers 

6 MEM 180578 Maintain/service Electronic 
analog/digital electronic 
equipment 

MEM 120048 Perform precision 

AUVROVELTROl 
electrical/electronic 
measurement 

MEM0500 1 B Perform manual 
soldering/desoldering 
electrical/electronic components 

7 AUVROVFABSO I MEM0500 I B Perform manual Fabrication 
soldering/desoldering 
electrical/electronic components 

MEM18001C Use hand tools 

MEM 18003C Use tools for 
precision work 

8 AUVROVHYDROI Introduction to hydrodynamics Hydrodynamics 

9 AUVROV Specific Logistical 
Procedures 

Logistics 

AUVROVLOGSOI TLlP 1307 A Implement and 
monitor logistics planning and 
process 

10 LMTGN3002B Organize and Mission 
plan work to achieve planned Planning 

AUVROVMISPOI 
outcome 

AUVROV Specific Mission 
Planning Competencies 

11 AUVROVMODSOl MEM 180558 Dismantle, Modifications 
replace and assemble 
engineering components 

MEM18058C Modify electronic 
equipment 

12 AUVROVOCNGOl CPPSIS6020A Develop 2D and Oceanography 
3D Terrain Visualizations 

Introduction to Oceanography, 
Physical, Biological, chemical 
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13 ROY AUVPOSSO I AURE321831 A Install marine Positioning 
electronic components/systems Systems 

TDMMH 1607 A Determine 
Positioning of the Vessel using 
LBL, SBL, INS, DP, Acoustic 
Doppler 

14 A UVROVPROPOl AUVROV Specific Thrusters, Propulsion 
Propulsion Systems, Electric Systems 
Motors, Ballast systems 

15 AUVROVRISKO I MNQGEN500A Implement and Risk 
maintain management plan to Management 
control risk 

16 MEMilOllB Undertake Occupational 
manual handling Health & Safety 

AUVROVSAFEO l 
MSAPMOHS200A Work safely 

17 AUVROVSENSO I MEM 180628 Install, maintain Sensors 
and calibrate instrumentation 
sensors, transmitters and fi nal 
control elements 

18 UEENEEH0408 Diagnose and Sonar 
rectify faults in sonarapparatus 
and systems 

AUVROVSONROI 
CPPSIS60 17 A Conduct 
Advanced Remote Sensing 
Analysis 

19 AUVSWDESIGO I Software Design 
UEENEEHO 158 Develop 
software solutions 
inmicrocontroller based systems 

Assembly and High Level 
Language 

20 MEM I 0003 8 Install and test Electrical 
electrical wiring and circuits up 
to 1000 volts a.c. and 1500 volts 
d.c 

MEM 180468 Fault find/repair 

ROY A UVELECO I 
electrical 
equipment/components up to 
I 000 volts a.c./1500 volts d.c. 

MEMI80498 
Disconnect/reconnect fixed 
wired equipment 
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MEMl00028 Tenninate and 
connect electrical wiring 

MEM 120028 Perfonn 
Electrical/electronic 
measurement 

NUE202 lnsulating Oil- Testing 
and Decontamination 

21 ROYAUYFIBROI lCTTCO 15C Locate and identify Cabling and 
cable system faults Fiber Optics 

ICTTC065C Splice optic fiber 
cable 

22 Hydraulics 
MEM 18021 B Maintain 

ROYAUVHRALO I 
hydraulic systems 

MEM180198 Maintain 
pneumatic systems 

23 MEM 180068 Repair and fit LARS 
engineering components 

ROYAUYLARSOI TDMMR330 I A Perfonn 
rigging and lifting operations on 
board a vessel 

24 ROY AUYMANTO I MEM 180658 Diagnose and Maintenance 
repair digital equipment and 
component 

TDMMR2301A Operate and 
maintain batteries, starter 
motors and power distribution 
systems 

25 MEM 180 18C Maintain 
pneumatic system components 

Mechanical 

MEM12023A Perform 
engineering measurements 

ROY AUYMECHOI 
MEM 18013 8 Perform gland 
packing 

MEM0700 I 8 Perform 
operational maintenance of 
machines/equipment 

MEM 180058 Perfonn fau lt 
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diagnosis, installation and 
removal of bearings 

26 Operations 
ROVAUVOPEROl AUVROV Specific Operational 

Characteristics 

27 ROV AUVROBSOl Introduction to Robotics Robotics 
including calculations of 
Kinematic Equations, Reverse 
Kinematic Equations 

MEM07039A Write programs 
for industrial robots 

MEM 180618 Maintain/calibrate 
complex control systems 

28 Typical Sub Sea Structure Sub Sea 
ROVAUVSUBCOI Identification, Purpose and Structures 

Operation 

29 Practical Manipulator Manipulators 

ROVMANIPSOO I 
Operations Simulated 
Equipment 
Actual Equipment 

30 MEM 180028 Use Power Manufacturing 
tools/hand held operations Practice 

TDMM81301A Carry out 

ROVWKSHOPOO I 
shipboard fabrication and repair 
operations 

MEM080 158 Apply protective 
coatings (advanced) 

Source Author 

6.3 .1 Common off the Shelf Courses 

Currently 58 common pre-existing courses (TAFE units of competency) have 

been identified by the author, however, further investigation into other packages will 

likely reveal that other areas of competency with very similar outcomes exist and can be 

used in the AUVROV VET framework. Simulation providers also have IMCA aligned 
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pre-existing scenarios and fault modules that can be used in AUVROV VET training 

provided their simulation equipment is selected for the training. 
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Chapter 7 Facilities Required for VET 

7.1 Location 

As determined by the survey, one location will not suit all potential users, and for 

that matter, some users are of the opinion that trying to select a location is not a valid 

exercise. The survey did bring out a few interesting points: 

1. The location should be close, within one (1) hour of useable water depths 

of 50 to 100 metres, with small sea heights and light winds ideally less 

than 10 knots; 

2. The area should have access to deep warm water as well as a variety of 

water depths and various terrain features from gentle 15° slopes to 

rugged canyon features; and 

3. It should be ice-free year round. 

The preferred location, as far as the author of this thesis is concerned should be 

selected in New Zealand or Australia. This would offer accessibility to the TAFE system 

for educational support, access to varied subsurface bottom features and access to the 

Antarctic for one of the most interesting places in the world to take an A UV for a 

'cruise'. 
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7.2 Equipment 

Producing an equipment list for an underwater vehicle VET is not trivial. The 

list of equipment should contain but is not limited to: reliable, proven and cost effective 

COTS AUV's, and ROY's; simulators for ROY piloting similar to the FGRL 

ROVolution®, simulators to support the selected AUV under bench test, a LARS 

suitable for both AUV and ROY deployments, an ROY minimum of Class II, a TMS, a 

dive support vessel, various workshops, machine shops, high-voltage training systems, 

ROY 'cabins', electronics, computer and communication laboratories, sub-marine mock-

ups of subsurface infrastructure and a large test tank for acoustic research work. 

The task of setting up an AUVROV VET would be greatly expedited if an 

existing maritime style college focused on the creation of AUVROV VET by leveraging 

off of its current infrastructure and human resources. 

7.3 Advisors 

Each class of stakeholder as listed in 1.2 should have an advisor on the AUVROV 

VET advisory committee, as each class would have access to the product of the training: 

A qualified underwater vehicle operator. Inclusion on the advisory committee promotes 

stakeholder cohesiveness. 

7.4 Partners 

The AUVROV VET program should partner with; academic and government 

sponsored research institutions, equipment manufacturers, AUV and ROY manufacturers, 
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preferred simulator providers, and industry to position itself on the cutting edge of 

technological advances and to be informed of operational best practices. 

Articulation agreements should be established between colleges and universities 

to build strong partnerships between these institutions. Articulation agreements would 

enable students to be recognized for competencies earned at either institution. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions 

8.1 Contributions of this Thesis 

This thesis shows that while considerable guidelines are explicitly in place for 

ROY training, the guidelines for AUY training have not yet been formally developed. As 

a result there is essentially no AUY operator training available. The only AUV training 

lies in the domain of specific manufacturers and localized user support groups. 

The ROY industry is working toward competency validation and certification 

using the IMCA as a baseline reference. There is no such reference for AUY operators, 

however, using the IMCA frameworks for Competence Assurance & Assessment and 

training as well as the guidelines for ROY Technician, Hydrographic Survey Technician, 

and Marine Technicians who work offshore, as developed by MATE a baseline 

knowledge guideline can be developed for an AUY operator. 

This AUY KSG can then be mapped to existing COTS courses available within 

existing frameworks such as the TAFE units of competencies. This thesis identified 58 

courses that cover appropriate competencies, and the additional competencies not 

covered by COTS courses can be assessed by developing appropriate competencies to 

cover the unmapped knowledge and skills now defined within the new AUY KSG. The 

total competencies then can be grouped into units based on major areas of study. The 
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units then become packages that will either be designated AUV or ROV specific 

qualifications. 

The use of existing T AFE courses will enable an APL for those individuals who 

have previously completed courses within the T AFE system and if successful they can 

then take advantage of their previous baseline knowledge as they work toward 

competency as an operator of an underwater vehicle. 

8.2 Suggestions for Further Work 

The following work should be completed: 

1. The remaining unmapped competencies should be delineated and assigned a 

unit; 

2. The units should be collected into appropriate AUV and ROV packages; 

3. Partner with other stakeholders to build membership in an advisory 

committee; 

4. Partner with higher training organizations and investigate articulation 

agreements; 

5. Locate a precise location for a school; 
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6. Identify which specific equipment is required for training for both types of 

underwater vehicles; 

7. Register with TAFE to become a RTO; 

8. Application to TAFE should be made to include new competencies as a part 

of a registered underwater vehicle package; and 

9. Develop partnerships for industry wide certification and regulation. 
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Appendix A: Email Survey 

I am an Engineering Graduate Student from Memorial University In Newfoundland 

Canada. I am completing my masters in ocean engineering. I am studying how the AUV 

industry can keep up with the demand for operators so that companies can continue to 

supply outstanding products to industry, military and academia. The ROV industry has 

NORSOK, or ICMA recommended standards that provide a framework for ROV 

operators/technicians and for the most part they involve a 3-7 week course for basic 

operator, as you know. 

From an academic standpoint using AUV' s for research normally means that operators 

are in that position for a short while, during which they complete their masters or PhD 

studies however, most operators come from a variety ofbackgrounds and some are 

lacking such training as control theory, and others microprocessor/software interfacing. 

How do we bridge the gap? 

I am interested in the training required to bring new AUV operators in the field up to a 

level where they will be proficient operational leads capable of performing all aspects of 

a "typical" AUV mission. As underwater systems become more specialized and 

sophisticated they demand a higher level of skills from their operators and support 

crews. Currently most operators of these vehicles evolve into their respective fields 
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through academic interests or operational requirements without specific background 

knowledge of the systems or the environment in which they will operate. 

Stakeholders of the various projects in which AUV's are employed rely heavily on the 

data collected and the functions performed by the vehicles and the expertise of their 

operators. The qualities of your vehicles are outstanding and have evolved though many 

years of engineering analysis and prototyping. In order to complement your vehicles 

there is a requirement that the quality of the operators be outstanding as well. 

All operators are not trained by one organization. Some operators migrate from other 

platforms and use their previous knowledge as a baseline. The content of their baseline 

knowledge is a paramount concern. 

I have included a plethora of questions and I would appreciate it if you could find the 

time to answer a few of them for me. My real focus is on trying to find a reliable method 

to train operators for a growing AUV marketplace, and moreover ascertain what 

education level is required as a baseline and then decide how we can take advantage of 

their prior learning skills. 
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Especially as we enter an era of ice-free arctic environments there will be an increased 

need for experienced operators. The A UV manufactures are doing their part, but there is 

an increased need to work in concert with academia, industry, military and other 

equipment manufacturers to achieve the best training methods possible for this growing 

industry. Here are some questions that I have. 

Background Information 

1. Do you require a University Degree, Technical Diploma or Associates Degree to 

operate an A UV? 

2. Is it preferable to have operators that have a wide base of knowledge in such areas 

as: underwater vehicle design, hydrodynamics, mechanical systems, electrical systems, 

hydraulic systems, electronic circuits, microprocessor interfacing, fiber optics, acoustic 

communications theory, oceanography and numerical analysis; or is it preferable to have 

operators that have specialized skills who would work in a group environment with 

others of complementary skill sets? 

3. Which facets of prior learning would be most beneficial to bring a novice operator up 

to operational status? 

4. Would it be advantageous to train skilled trades people versus university graduates? 
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Training 

1. Is the training that you provide specialized, generic or proprietary in nature? 

2. Does your training provide a comprehensive academic background? 

3. Is there a minimum educational time frame or number of completed missions that 

should be completed before an operator is considered capable of deployment? 

4. Since AUV systems are inherently varied by type and manufacturer, what common 

elements would be paramount in cross training operators to be capable of operating 

vehicles of various types or from different manufacturers? 

5. Does each trainee require complete training in all underwater vehicle components? 

6. Do supervisors require more training than operators? 

7. How many ' live' deployments do you do in your current operator training courses 

including launch and recovery operations? 

8. Is your training transferrable to other platforms? 

9. Have you had much experience cross-training personnel to operate your vehicles 

who were initially trained on other manufactures vehicles? 
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------------

Formal Training 

1. What formalized training is available for AUV operators? 

2. If a formal training environment were not available to train operators, what would be 

the best method to take advantage of their previous experiences and education to advance 

them to qualified operators? 

3. Are there any current accredited AUV training centres other than those of the 

specific manufacturer? 

On Job Training 

1. What is the best vehicle to use for training? The actual vehicle operated in real-time 

or simulators along with ' bench top' components for illustrative purposes? 

2. Do you use on job training currently as your prime method to train operators? 

3. Is apprenticeship training an appropriate method to develop AUV operators? 

Refresher Training 

1. At which interval do you recommend that operators complete refresher training? 

2. Do you notify your clients after hardware and software modifications have been 

completed so that they can complete further training? 
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Marine Specific Training 

10 What marine specific training is paramount in safe AUV operations? 

20 What level of marine navigation or chart work, either paper based charting or 

electronic charting is required of an AUV operator? 

3 0 Should operators be required to attain certificates in offshore safety and survival, first 

aid, and marine emergency duties? 

Specific Technical Skill Sets Required 

10 In your opinion what type of training is mission critical for your 

operators/technicians to obtain? 

20 Is knowledge of microcontrollers and embedded systems an essential AUV operator 

skill? 

3 0 What skill sets are required in addition to a Degree in an Engineering/Computer 

Science/Earth Science? 

Management Skills 

10 What risk management and assessment training should be included in an operators 

training? 
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2. Would courses in engineering management be considered essential for AUV operator 

training? 

Regulatory Bodies 

1. What regulations currently exist which protect the integrity of the AUV industry? 

2. Are there any current AUV certifications, which would verify that an operator is 

trained in a particular area of AUV operations? 

3. Is there a requirement for a regulatory body or international organization to oversee 

standardized training for AUV operators? 

Future Considerations 

1. If you were to select a preferred worldwide location from which to conduct your 

AUV training centre where would that be? 

2. What features, including simulated bottom features would this contain? 

3. For training purposes would a sandy bottom be preferred to one comprised of rocks 

and coral? 

4. Which type or class of vehicle would provide the best training environment for 

operator candidates while keeping in mind the benefits of cross training? 
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Thank you for your time and cooperation. I will provide feedback in response to your 

email. 

Thorn Mercer 

BEng 

Graduate Student in Ocean Engineering 

Memorial University ofNewfoundland Canada. 

Currently Teaching in Doha 

Thomas Mercer 

Instructor Telecom Engineering 

School of Engineering Technology 

College of the North Atlantic- Qatar 

E-mail: thomas.mercer@cna-qatar.edu.qa 

Website: www.cna-qatar.com 
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SURVEY2 

I am a grad student working under Neil Bose and he suggested that I email you with a 

few questions that I have related to my Thesis. I am interested in the training required to 

bring new AUV operators in the field up to a level where they will be proficient 

operational leads capable of performing all aspects of a 'typical' AUV mission. As 

underwater systems become more specialized and sophisticated they demand a higher 

level of skills from their operators and support crews. Currently most operators of these 

vehicles evolve into their respective fields through academic interests or operational 

requirements without specific background knowledge of the systems or the environment 

in which they will operate. Stakeholders of the various projects in which AUV's are 

employed rely heavily on the data collected and the functions performed by thevehicles 

and the expertise of their operators. The qualities of your vehicles are outstanding and 

have evolved though many years of engineering analysis and prototyping. In order to 

complement your vehicles there is a requirement that the quality of the operators be 

outstanding as well. I know you train operators for your clients and that has served them 

quite well, however all operators are not trained by your organization. Some operators 

migrate from other platforms and use their previous knowledge as a baseline. The content 

of their baseline knowledge is a paramount concern. I have included a plethora of 

questions and I would appreciate it if you could find the time to answer a few of them for 

me. My real focus is on trying to find a reliable method to train operators for a growing 

AUV marketplace, and moreover ascertain what education level is required as a baseline 
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and then decide how we can take advantage of their prior learningskills. Especially as we 

enter an era of ice-free arctic environments there will be an increased need for 

experienced operators. The AUV manufactures are doing their part, but there is an 

increased need to work in concert with academia, industry, military and other equipment 

manufacturers to achieve the best training methods possible for this growing industry. 

Here are some questions that I have. 

Background Information 

1. Do you require a University Degree, Technical Diploma or Associates Degree to 

operate an AUV? 

2. Is it preferable to have operators that have a wide base of knowledge in such areas 

as: underwater vehicle design, hydrodynamics, mechanical systems, electrical 

systems, hydraulic systems, electronic circuits, microprocessor interfacing, fiber 

optics, acoustic communications theory, oceanography and numerical analysis; or 

is it preferable to have operators that have specialized skills who would work in a 

group environment with others of complementary skill sets? 

3. Which facets of prior learning would be most beneficial to bring a novice operator 

up to operational status? 

4. Would it be advantageous to train skilled trades people versus university 

graduates? 
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Training 

1. Is the training that you provide specialized, generic or proprietary in nature? 

2. Does your training provide a comprehensive academic background? 

3. Is there a minimum educational time frame or number of completed missions 

that should be completed before an operator is considered capable of 

deployment? 

4. Since AUV systems are inherently varied by type and manufacturer, what 

common elements would be paramount in cross training operators to be 

capable of operating vehicles of various types or from different 

manufacturers? 

5. Does each trainee require complete training in all underwater vehicle 

components? 

6. Do supervisors require more training than operators? 

7. How many 'live' deployments do you do in your current operator training 

courses including launch and recovery operations? 

8. Is your training transferrable to other platforms? 
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9. Have you had much experience cross-training personnel to operate your 

vehicles who were initially trained on other manufactures vehicles? 

Formal Training 

1. What formalized training is available for AUV operators? 

2. If a formal training environment were not available to train operators, 

what would be the best method to take advantage of their previous experiences 

and education to advance them to qualified operators? 

3. Are there any current accredited AUV training centres other than those of 

the specific manufacturer? 

On Job Training 

1. What is the best vehicle to use for training? The actual vehicle operated in 

real-time or simulators along with 'bench top' components for illustrative 

purposes? 

2. Do you use on job training currently as your prime method to train 

operators? 

3. Is apprenticeship training an appropriate method to develop AUV 

operators? 
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Refresher Training 

1. At which interval do you recommend that operators complete refresher 

training? 

2. Do you notify your clients after hardware and software modifications have 

been completed so that they can complete further training? 

Marine Specific Training 

1. What marine specific training is paramount in safe AUV operations? 

2. What level of marine navigation or chart work, either paper-based charting 

or electronic charting is required of an AUV operator? 

3. Should operators be required to attain certificates in offshore safety and 

survival, first aid, and marine emergency duties? 

Specific Technical Skill Sets Required 

1. In your opinion what type of training is mission critical for your 

operators/technicians to obtain? 

2. Is knowledge of microcontrollers and embedded systems an essential 

AUV operator skill? 
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3. What skill sets are required in addition to a Degree in an 

Engineering/Computer Science/Earth Science? 

Management Skills 

1. What risk management and assessment training should be included in an 

operators training? 

2. Would courses in engineering management be considered essential for 

A UV operator training? 

Regulatory Bodies 

I. What regulations currently exist which protect the integrity of the AUV 

industry? 

2. Are there any current AUV certifications, which would verify that an 

operator is trained in a particular area of AUV operations? 

3. Is there a requirement for a regulatory body or international organization 

to oversee standardized training for AUV operators? 

Future Considerations 

1. If you were to select a preferred worldwide location from which to 

conduct your AUV training centre where would that be? 
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2. What features, including simulated bottom features would this contain? 

3. For training purposes would a sandy bottom be preferred to one comprised 

of rocks and coral? 

4. Which type or class of vehicle would provide the best training 

environment for operator candidates while keeping in mind the benefits of 

cross training? 

Thank you for your time and cooperation. I will provide feedback in response to 

your email. 

Thomas Mercer BEng. 

Graduate Student in Ocean Engineering 

Memorial University ofNewfoundland 
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Compiled Answers to Survey Questions 

Background Information 
1. Do you require a University Degree, Technical Diploma or Associates Degree to 
operate an AUV? 

• Our group 2 PHD, 2MSc, 2 Technical Diploma: on an individual basis No. 
o Ability is more important than qualification. But within the overall group a 

certain mix of skills are needed. 
• We normally require a university degree but we take a look at the whole 

picture. Experience and demonstrated accomplishments will go a long ways. 
• To operate (drive) an AUV, no diploma or degree is required. Jlowever, to 

maintain an AUV, technical training is essential. Normally, to keep the size of 
the operating crews to a minimum, the operators have to be maintainers as well. 
ln our experience, university graduates and technical associates work equally as 
well. 

• Our operators mostly have a technical diploma equivalent to 3 years after school. 

2. Is it preferable to have operators that have a wide base of knowledge in such areas 
as: underwater vehicle design, hydrodynamics, mechanical systems, electrical systems, 
hydraulic systems, electronic circuits, microprocessor interfacing, fiber optics, acoustic 
communications theory, oceanography and numerical analysis; or is it preferable to have 
operators that have specialized skills who would work in a group environment with 
others of complementary skill sets? 

• It depends very much on factors such as: How many people are in the operation 
(1-4) 

o What are the level of spare equipment. .. from component level through to 
entire spare AUV 

o What is the maturity of the vehicle and its reliability? Typically not very 
reliable (some Gliders) 

o For AUTOSUB 
• We take 3 or 4 people on mission. 
• We take system level spares. E.g. spare transponder, and 

component level spares 
• Reliability: Several faults occur during cruises, this is typical 
• With only 3 people you need a moderate range of skills. 

• Last mission: 
o Generalist, electronics, hydrodynamics, software, 

control, navigation, some mechanics 
o SW and IT specialist 
o Mechanical engineer with wide range of mechanical 

skills, as well as driving the LARS 
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• We require that operators are familiar with basic software and hardware 
and beyond that, we expect them to have at least one area of specialization. 
This could be in electronics, software development, or just about anything 

else. We don't do a lot with fiber optics (yet) and we have enough expertise 
on oceanography so we'd favor the more vehicle-related aspects rather than 
scientific or data-reduction capabilities. 

• In an operating team, it is essential to have one person with solid grounding in 
electrical systems, one with a solid grounding in mechanical systems, and one 
who can use whatever software programs accompany the AUV. Quite often in 
our experience, the electrical and software people are the same. 

• You also need to define bow missions and fai lsafe-fault responses are planned 
(ahead of time ashore, or onboard (launch vessel). Generally some of this is done 
aboard and one or two of the operating crew will nee to have exposure to these 
systems. 

• Finally, you need to figure out who is responsible for processing the mission data, 
and therefore if your operating team needs experience in these programs as well 
as the interpretation of the data. Most often, the agency chartering the AUV w.ill 
want to look after this. 

• AUV teams are smalL 3 persons in our case. The difficulty with small teams is to 
cover the required competences. 1) to operate A UV safely and optimally, 2) to be 
able to troubleshoot and perform maintenance \\rithout external help at sea Lead 
competencies without ranking. 

o Electronics and electrical systems 
o Computer hardware, operating systems management and networks 
o Understanding/experience of underwater vehicle systems and sea 

operations. 
• The competencies in yom list have to be acquired by training. 

3. Which facets of prior learning would be most beneficial to bring a novice operator up 
to operational status? 

• Numeracy 
o Team work Management 
o IT skills 
o Data processing skills e.g. Matlab 

o Workshop engineering- Tech qualification 

• Electronics and software are key; without these basics, a person if of little 
value to us. We can teach the deck operations and normal procedures but 
the ability to troubleshoot a problem is paramount. 

• It depends on the individual and the circumstances. I have to be a competent 
'Jack-of-all' but if the group is larger then specialist expertise is the way to go. At 
the very minimum one needs electrical technical skill and some software aptitude. 
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• From a pure operational perspective electrical (software and electrical), 
mechanical, acoustic and oceanography competencies would be core to a sound 
operator in my opinion. 

• Graduate of a technical institute or a university in a technical program 
• General electrical systems 
• Robotic systems 
• Computer systems and networks 

4. Would it be advantageous to train skilled trades people versus university graduates? 
• Good question; we've never considered this. A person with a trade degree 

might be quite useful but, so far, we have required a university degree. 

• Doesn't make too much difference (as discussed above). Probably the real issue 
is who is available and what are you prepared to pay them . . 

• A versatile technical background is necessary, a mix of technicians and engineers 
(for system and operation responsibility) is appropriate. 

Training 

1. Is the training that you provide specialized, generic or proprietary in nature? 
• Yes, yes, yes 

o Specialized e.g. the Lon Works operating system 
o Generic training in Matlab 
o Proprietary tends to be ad hoc or as the need arises, i.e. we train each other 

with respect to our jobs so that the skills are shared. 
• Generic 
• We provide generic training - common sense training in how to operate the AUV 

as well as specialized training that gets into proprietary infonnation. 
• I am a research engineer who has responsibility over system I sub system 

development, and operation up to the point where an operator team takes over. 
Thus I would say my training is generic on underwater systems. navigation etc., 
than specific to our AUV's. 

2. Does your training provide a comprehensive academic background? 
• I would say not 
• No, not at all; it's very specific and hands on. 
• Sara was trained by ISE, but her training experience fell woefully short and it was 

her general competency that enabled her to lead AUV operations capably. 
• Our training assumes a comprehensive academic background as in question 2. 
• PhD in robotics 
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3. Is there a minimum educational time frame or number of completed missions that 
should be completed before an operator is considered capable of deployment? 

• Depends on the complexity of the missions. I can't see why it should require more 
than a few missions before a pilot is capable of solo. 

o Due to the nature of what we do, we have never embarked on a training 
program. As our team has been loosely together for a long time. 

• We work as a team so each new operator is transitioned gradually into 
positions of increasing responsibility. 

• In our training package, we involve the operator(s) in the planning and 
execution of 5 (minimum) to 10 (maximum) missions that are 3 to 4 hours in 
length. We expect that this would enable them to carry out simple missions 
of short duration and that they would probably conduct another 5 to 10 
missions such as these before moving progressively on to more difticu]t work. 

• Typically 1 cruise with mean of 10 deployments for a person having already 
experience at sea. 

4. Since AUV systems are inherently varied by type and manufacturer, what common 
elements would be paramount in cross training operators to be capable of operating 
vehicles of various types or from different manufacturers? 

• Concepts of navigation 
• Battery systems, network and communications, acoustic communications and 

navigation, deck operations. 
• The common (sense) parts arc mostly to do with operations. However, all of 

the commercially available AUV's work in much the same way and we have 
found that operators experienced on one brand of AUV can very quickly 
appreciate and understand the way in which another functions. 

• All aspects representing the physical limits: communication, navigation, 
mapping, electronics; then autonomous systems, robotics, undenvater 
connectors, underwater actuators; finally operational: vessel operations, 
deployment, maritime knowledge and experience. 

5. Does each trainee require complete training in all underwater vehicle components? 
• Depends on the size of the team. In General No. 
• Eventually; at first we can fill in for deficiencies, but we like to have as much 

cross training as possible. 
• That is what we do. 
• There are numerous competences and few people on the team; put in another 

way: you'll need to have people with thorough (specialized) understanding in 
some fields, and rough knowledge in other fields. 

6. Do supervisors require more training than operators? 
• We don't really have supervisors; we work as a team. 
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• Ideally, a supervisor wiJI have spent time as an operator. When we arc 
training teams, or t rials manager will 'coach' the AUV super·visor. 

• They only need more experience. 

7. How many 'live' deployments do you do in your current operator training courses 
including launch and recovery operations? 

• N/ A we don't do courses 
• It's all live; we do not have a separate training course. 
• Our AUV operators come from other systems (ROV, manned sub); l cruise 

with 10-20 deployments is good adaption to the AUV, completed with some 
lab work to learn the specific background. 

8. Is your training transferrable to other platforms? 
• N/A 
• Inasmuch as there is a lot of overlap, yes, but there are limits. 
• One cannot transition immediately to another platform. There are subtle 

differences that if unappreciated can result in significant problems. This is largely 
due to the higher stakes of AUV operations rather than the fundamental difference 
in technologies though 

9. Have you had much experience cross-training personnel to operate your vehicles 
who were initially trained on other manufactures vehicles? 

• Some e.g. with license to subsea to develop their own AUV based on Autosub. 
They were ROV operators. The training was limited to a few days workshop. 

• No, not yet. 
• I have operated other AUV's products and there are similarities and differences. 

A little or casual mistake can really ruin a day. 
• A little bit- one from Gavia vehicle and one from Autosub. 
• A trained operator will be efficient on another system in a few days, a 

supervisor· a few weeks. These operators will work on any of our systems, in 
order to optimize human resources management over longer periods of time. 

Formal Training 

1. What formalized training is available for AUV operators? 
• None that I know of. 
• I am not aware of formal training programs. 
• I don't know of any formalized training available with AUV platforms from either 

the manufacturer of the Memorial platform (ISE) or available institutionally. 
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• I do know that it is possible to get hire an experienced consultant in to put off a 
short course 

• We have a 10 to 15 day maintenance and operations course that we provide 
at our site using our ship, or at the clients site using his ship. We provide it 
to teams of between 3 and 10. We also provide a 5-day course in our 
software. 

• Checklists, vehicle configurations, payload configurations, data control, 
vessel mobilization, maintenance. 

2. If a formal training environment were not available to train operators, what would be 
the best method to take advantage of their previous experiences and education to 
advance them to qualified operators? 

• We use hands on; get new people involved as quickly as possible and see 
what they have to contribute. 

• At this point in time we bridge gaps individual tutelage of new operators through 
informal methods (ie not class setting) and experience as alluded to above. I 
believe that it is a current risk management exercise on terms of entrusting 
operators with such valued equipment. An institution, organization or company 
assumes that the person they have in control of this type of asset has the ability 
and sensibility to run the gear and not beat it up. 

• I have no formal training for AUV operations, but I would recommend that 
approach for no one. 

• What I did do was ride shotgun here on some trials and spent time with other 
organizations operating the same model AUV. Our internal model for training has 
been very much on the job with a 'teacher to pupil' relationship. 

• I do not have an opinion on this. 
• Harbor training deployments= low cost. Training on the job (trainee operator or 

novice operator with 2 experienced colleagues). 
3. Are there any current accredited AUV training centres other than those of the 

specific manufacturer? 
• Not that I know of. 
• Not to my knowledge. Cybernetics in France is thinking about it. 
• We only train in house, essentially for cost and time constraints. 

Manufacturer training applies for new systems. 

On Job Training 

1. What is the best vehicle to use for training? The actual vehicle operated in real
time or simulators along with 'bench top' components for illustrative purposes? 

• Both needed - we don't have detailed enough simulators- but this would be very 
useful. 
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• Remus is the simplest and the most user friendly; it's a good place to start. 
• Simulation of missions has a role to play. However the nature of AUV work is not 

like ROV deployments. The lack of continuous real time control means that 
mission simulation in a 'simulator' sense has no use. Where simulation is used is 
on various aspects of AUV performance and operations, as opposed to simulating 
an entire AUV mission or deployment. Simulation cannot replace hands on 
learning. Moreover, hands on experience is a tremendously evolving exercise. 
One mission doesn't 'learn you' an AUV. 

• Really, one needs a lot of hours and some hard trouble shooting/fall on your face 
lessons to become a capable AUV operator. 

• The actual vehicle by a long shot. 
• No simulator replaces sea conditions, work conditions and live n the vessel 

(work hours, logistics, environment etc.); we do not train on simulators, we 
do train on the real systems in the lab (background, engineering, 
maintenance, troubleshooting) and in harbor trials. Operational aspects are 
not trained, they are experience. 

2. Do you use on job training currently as your prime method to train operators? 
• Yes 
• Yes 
• Yes 
• Yes. Typically a team of3 can do with one novice operator. But lab training 

must be provided for the background, it's the balance of both kinds of 
training. 

3. Is apprenticeship training an appropriate method to develop AUV operators? 
• Yes 
• I suppose so; the team is small enough that it isn't a consideration here. 
• I don't know. 
• If apprenticeship training means to have a student part time in our facilities 

or at sea, the answer is no. Other wise is (2) 

Refresher Training 

1. At which interval do you recommend that operators complete refresher training? 
• N/A 
• Every cruise is refresher training for us. 
• Don't think this is necessary. The operators learn much more by being 

operators. 
• After 1 year without cruise experience. 
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2. Does the manufacturer notify you after hardware and software modifications have 
been completed so that you can incorporate them into your vehicle and then 
complete further training as required? 

• N/A 
• Just the opposite; we develop new hardware and software and pass it back to 

them. 
• Yes. We provide the details so they can update their knowledge themselves. 
• Modifications come ft·om: 

o In house developments 
o Manufacturer 
o Third party subsystems. 

• We have procedures on updating the system and testing, in order to avoid 
inconsistency in system training, side effect problems and so on. Technical 
trials at sea are programmed once a year for validation of major 
modifications. 

Marine Specific 

1. What marine specific training is paramount in safe AUV operations? 
• Marine specific training is paramount for safe A UV operations 
• We do not operate at all in fresh water 
• Common sense and seamanship. 
• In our case it is expet·ience with deploying underwater systems -vehicle 

operators receive marine skills and ship operators develop skills in vehicle 
deployment: untrained or unskilled ship operators can be a problem for 
AUV work.. 

2. What level of marine navigation or chart work, either paper based charting or 
electronic charting is required of an A UV operator? 

• We don't have formal qualifications. We always work off of a ship, and we take 
advice from the master in regard to safety at sea. 

• We use an eChart based planning and navigation system so basic charting 
ability is assumed. 

• Familiarity with both paper and electronic charts is a good thing. 
• The chief operator is the contact for the (scientific) end user. He has to 

understand and use chart material to translate the user requirements into an 
operational AUV mission. Our AUV mission programming software 
MIMOSA, has been developed to the requirement that it makes mission 
programming easy as possible, ideally free of vehicle specific technical 
details; thematic maps can be loaded as reference data t the AUV mission, 
scientists are able with this tool to build draft realistic AUV missions which 
need only to be revised and validated by the operator. 
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.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Should operators be required to attain certificates in offshore safety and survival, 
first aid, and marine emergency duties? 

• This is a requirement for our at sea work. 
• No. 
• It wouldn't hurt and quite often, the operator requires it. 
• They obtain the same safety instructions as any scientist on board. 

Specific Technical Ski.ll Sets Required 

1. In your opinion what type of training is mission critical for your 
operators/technicians to obtain? 

• They should have competency in the relevant fields. Safety is paramount. 
• We use an eChart based planning and navigation system so basic charting 

ability is assumed. 
• AUV system insight as navigation, acoustics, security system, batteries ... 

plus specific knowledge of payloads. 

2. Is knowledge of microcontrollers and embedded systems an essential AUV 
operator skill? 

• No 
• Yes, definitely, including software and interfacing. 
• No 
• No 

3. What skill sets are required in addition to a Degree in an Engineering/Computer 
Science/Earth Science? 

• A degree is not needed. Skills needed depend on the size of the team and the 
spares levels as explained in Background 2. 

• Software and interfacing. 
• Electrical Engineering. 
• Sea and underwater vehicle experience. 

Management Skills 

1. What risk management and assessment training should be included in an 
operators training? 

• Risk Management training is needed. 
• Common sense as applied to making the go/no-go decision as it applies to 

weather and equipment status. 
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• There are huge risk management aspects of operations. Any decent operator 
should have the capability to continually assess the ongoing risks as part of any 
deployment. Frankly at times, these stakes can get quite high (ie not just $$ but 
lives). In some ways, it can be like skippering a ship. Training alone does not 
make a good operator- there is a personality aspect to it as well. 

• .I would leave this out of a basic course. 
• Insight to the technical risks, operational risks and risks related to end user 

mission achievement (a successful mission is only that which brings home a 
complete and consistent data set). 

2. Would courses in engineering management be considered essential for AUV 
operator training? 

• Not essential. 
• No, not at all. 
• Ability to maintain a good, accurate Jog of events. 
• Not mandatory. 

Regulatory Bodies 

1. What regulations currently exist which protect the integrity of the AUV industry? 
• Don't know of any. 
• None that I know of. 
• No regulations are in place that I am aware of. 
• None. SUT is thinking about this sort of stuff. 
• Not aware of any specific regulation. 

2. Are there any current AUV certifications, which would verify that an operator is 
trained in a particular area of AUV operations? 

• I Don't think so. 
• None that I know of. 
• No. 
• Not aware. 

3. Is there a requirement for a regulatory body or international organization to 
oversee standardized training for AUV operators? 

• I Don't think so. 
• No. 
• There is not presently a formal requirement. The probability that one or 

more agencies may in the near term setup training courses for AUV 
operators and maintainers is relatively high. This will likely create the 
requirement, as operators will specify this training when they hire AUV 
personnel. 
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• This does not even exist for manned subs. 
Future Considerations 

1. If you were to select a preferred worldwide location from which to conduct your 
AUV training centre where would that be? 

• Near deep water, warm, sheltered. Eastern Med. 
• There is no one preferred site. It's important to have a variety of conditions, 

water depths, and terrain scales to deal with but you could find that just 
about anywhere. 

• Somewhere with 365 days of ice free waters, in a place close (less than l hour 
by boat) to useful water depths (50 to 100 meters) where the wind is generally 
less than 10 knots and the sea heights less than 1-2 feet. Ideally, in a place 
where there is little boat traffic- especially pleasure boats and water skiers. 
And for sure a good pub nearby. 

• Not realistic in my humble opinion. We go towards balanced operations by 
technicians where training must be cost-effective. 

2. What features, including simulated bottom features would this contain? 
• Who said anything about simulated? Currents, and various density profiles. 
• Simulated? Not necessary. Go to the real thing; there is plenty of it around. 

It's very important to include rough weather operations at some point. 
• A slope with an incJine of 15 to 20 degrees would be nice. 
• Not realistic, to many different vehicle types, mission types, depth/shallow, 

under ice I heavy traffic areas, environmental conditions etc. 

3. For training purposes would a sandy bottom be preferred to one comprised of 
rocks and coral? 

• I suppose - safer - muddy might be better. 
• Rough terrain is essential; a sandy bottom isn't very useful except in the very 

early stages of training. 
• Yes. 
• Obviously start with the easy one, but then do canyons, under-ice, deep

water etc. ; again this does not seem realistic. 

4. Which type or class of vehicle would provide the best training environment for 
operator candidates while keeping in mind the benefits of cross training? 

• Something you could afford to lose. 
• I think it would be better to train on the actual vehicle the person would use. 

Cross training is valuable but only after initial training on the project 
vehicle. 
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• Right now, almost aJI AUV's are 'cruising' which means they have one 
thruster and cannot hover. They are intended for long-range survey 
operations. 

• Train on the vehicle they will operate - cross training is a side effect, not to 
be over estimated. See cost-effectiveness. AUV's wiiJ be significantly used if 
operation does not require years of programming. 
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Appendix B Units 

AUVROVACOUOl 
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AUVROVCADDOl 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit AUVROVCADDOI 

MEM09002B 

Interpret Technical Drawings 

Students will learn to interpret technical drawing 
relating to any of the full range of engineering 
disciplines. Technical drawings may utilise 
perspective, exploded views or hidden view 
techniques. Interpretation may require guidance 
particularly in respect to any geometric tolerancing. 

Nil 

Nil 

54 

MEM 9.2A.l Interpret Technical Drawings, 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. check and validate drawing against job requirements or equipment. 
2. check and validate drawing version. 
3. recognize components, assemblies or objects as required. 
4. identify dimensions as appropriate to field of employment. 
5. identify and follow instructions as required. 
6. identify material requirements as required. 
7. recognise symbols in the drawing as appropriate. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Selecting correct technical drawings 
2.0 Technical drawing interpretation 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Selecting correct technical drawings 

1.1 Describe the purpose of a technical drawing. 
1.2 Check the drawing against job requirements/related equipment in 

accordance with standard operating procedures. 
1.3 Explain the importance of using the most current version of a drawing. 
1.4 Obtain the current version of the drawing in accordance with standard 

operating procedures. 
1.5 Confirm the drawing version is the most current in accordance with 

standard operating procedures. 

2.0 Technical drawing interpretation 

2.1 Describe the type of sectional or pictorial view presented in a drawing. 
2.2 Describe all objects represented in a presented drawing. 
2.3 Explain the purpose of all symbols used in a presented drawing. 
2.4 Read and interpret information on the drawing, written job instructions, 

specifications, standard operating procedures, charts, lists and other 
applicable reference documents. 

2.5 List sources of clarification for technical drawings 
2.6 Clarify, where necessary, task related information from a drawing. 
2. 7 State and calculate the limit and fit illustrated in a drawing. 
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2.8 Ensure units of measurement used in the preparation of the drawing are 
consistent. 

2.9 Report on the actions undertaken in response to instructions. 
2.10 Describe, from the drawing information, the materials from which the 

object(s) are made. 
2.11 Describe any hazard and control measures associated with interpreting 

technical drawings, including housekeeping. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information/or VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Unit AUVROVCADDOJ 

MEM09003B 

Prepare basic engineering drawing 

This unit covers identifying the drawing 
requirements, preparing or making changes to 
engineering drawings, preparing an engineering 
parts list and issuing the drawings. 

NIL 

NIL 

Instructor supplied handouts 

1.1 Requirements and purpose of drawing are determined from customer and/or 
work specification and associated documents. 

1.2 All data necessary to produce the drawing is identified and collected. 
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1.3 Drawing requirements are confirmed with relevant personnel and timeframes for 
completion are established. 

1.4 Drafting equipment is selected appropriate to the drawing method chosen. 
1.5 Drafting principles are applied to produce a drawing that is consistent with 

standard operating procedures within the enterprise. 
1.6 All work is undertaken safely and to prescribed procedure. 
1. 7 Completed drawing is approved in accordance with standard operating 

procedures. 
1.8 Components parts are identified and organised by component type and/or in 

accordance with organisation/customer requirements. 
1.9 Drawings and or parts lists records are completed in accordance with standard 

operating procedures. 
1.1 OApproved drawings and or parts lists are copied and issued to relevant personnel 

in accordance with standard operating procedures. 
1.11 Approved drawings and or parts lists are stored and catalogued in accordance 

with standard operating procedures. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Identify drawing requirements 
2.0 Prepare or make changes to engineering drawing 
3.0 Prepare engineering parts list 
4.0 Issue drawing 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 
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Course Information for VET A UV Operator ROV Pilot 

Unit A UVROVCADDOJ 

COURSE NUMBER: MEM09010C 

COURSE TITLE: Create 3D models using computer aided design system 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This unit covers preparing the 3D CAD 
environment, creating and modifying 3D models, and producing output from the 3D 
model. 

PREREQUISITES: Nil 

CO-REQUISITES: Nil 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: This unit applies to the production of 3D models 
utilizing computer equipment. Operations at this level include, but are not limited to, the 
creation and manipulation of entities such as arcs and lines and primitives such as 
spheres, cones, cylinders and boxes using industrial software. The unit applies to the 
fields of mechanical, electrical/electronic, fabrication, and fluid power. 
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MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 1. Prepare 3D environment 
2.0 2. Create and modify 3D model 
3.0 3. Produce output from 3D model 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Establish coordinate system to job requirement. 
2.0 Establish orientation to job requirement. 
3.0 Establish views to job requirement. 
4.0 Create entities in 3D space to job requirement. 
5.0 Manipulate entities in 3D space to job requirement. 
6.0 Create surfaces in 3D space to job requirement including ruled and 

revolved. 
7.0 Modify existing 3D model to job requirement. 
8.0 Save file in various formats for retrieval as per standard operating 

procedures. 
9.0 Extract physical properties to job requirement including volume, mass and centre 

of gravity. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 
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REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 

AUVROVCNTLOl 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

UnitA UVROVCNTLOI 

MEM18060B 

Maintain, repair control instrumentation 

This unit covers determining control loop 
characteristics, monitoring and recording the 
operation of a control loop, localizing the fault 
condition, and replacing or repairing the faulty 
condition 

MEM05001B Perform manual 
soldering/desoldering - electrical/electronic 
components 

MEM09002B Interpret technical drawing 

MEM12004B Perform precision 
electrical/electronic measurement 

MEM12023A Perform engineering measurements 

MEM18001C Use hand tools 

MEM18002B Use power tools/hand held operations 

MEM18054B Fault find, test, calibrate 
instrumentation systems and equipment 

MEM18055B Dismantle, replace and assemble 
engineering 
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CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

MEM18057B Maintain/service analog/digital 
electronic equipment 

MEM18062B Install, maintain and calibrate 
instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements 

Nil 

Ninety (90) 

MEM 18.6B Maintain, repair control 
instrumentation - single and multiple loop control 
systems 

Instructor supplied handouts 

Upon successful completion ofthis course, the student will be able to: 

1. Obtain and interpret relevant engineering specifications, technical 
information, software data, diagrams and drawings, historical records and 
documents pertaining to the system components and operational data. 

2. Consult system operators and other relevant plant personnel with respect 
to the control loop characteristics. 

3. Confirm function/malfunction of the system and/or its components. 
4. Check operational characteristics of control devices, signal conversion 

instruments and final control elements for conformance to specification. 
5. Identify faults/defects in control system. 
6. Locate/read in-built fault indicators and error codes. 
7. Obtain relevant pneumatic, electrical and electronic circuit diagrams. 
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8. Test and monitor the control loop for correct operation. 
9. Monitor and record responses of the control system. 
10. Use appropriate faultfinding and diagnostic techniques and procedures 

throughout the monitoring and testing process. 
11. Compare collected data with the operational specifications of the control 

system. 
12. Mark components for repair or replacement. 
13. Dismantle/disassemble serviceable items. 
14. Set up appropriate test and calibration equipment. 
15. Set and adjust the controller modes. 
16. Check the control instrumentation for correct zero, span and range. 
17. Adjust the control system as required. 
18. Complete all necessary reports including appropriate follow-up 

procedures. 
19. Commission the control system. 
20. Interpret trends from operational data. 
21. Interpret information from in-built devices. 
22. Calculate control loop characteristics. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Determining control loop operating characteristics 
2.0 Monitoring and recording operation of a control loop 
3.0 Localizing fault condition 
4.0 Replacing or repairing faulty condition 
5.0 Calibrating and adjusting control instrumentation 
6.0 Completing service reports and recommissioning 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
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r-----------------------·---·--

1.0 Determining control loop operating characteristics 

1.1 Examine engineering specifications, technical information and historical 
trends for relevant data 

1.2 Examine, read and interpret system specifications, operational data and 
other relevant data sources and relevant conclusions are noted 

1.3 Carry out consultation with system operators and other relevant plant 
personnel and relevant data is extracted and documented by appropriate 
means 

1.4 Observe operation of the system using knowledge of all control 
loopdevice characteristics, controller mode principles and adjustment 
methods 

1.5 Use appropriate test equipment and testing procedures 

1.6 Utilize fault finding and diagnostic techniques 

1.7 Collect relevant data by appropriate means from all sources including 
maintenance records, fault indicators, charts, error codes operational 
symptoms, observation monitoring and consultation with appropriate 
personnel 

2.0 Monitoring and recording operation of a control loop 

2.1 Interpret pneumatic, electrical and electronic circuit diagrams 

2.2 Test and monitor loop operation from the controller response to set point and 
manual output changes using knowledge of all control loop device 
characteristics, controller mode principles and calibration/adjustment 
methods, using correct test equipment, principles and procedures are 

2.3 Interpret software configuration data for digital control systems 

2.4 Monitor and record operational responses by appropriate means 

2.5 Utilize fault finding and diagnostic techniques throughout checking and 
testing procedures including simple and multi-controller type control schemes 

2.6 Analyse diagnostic results and conclusions against predetermined operational 
specifications 

3.0 Localizing fault condition 

3.1 Test circuits to the level necessary to identify and localize faults 
3.2 Utilize drawings/diagrams and operational testing data in identifying and 

localizing fault conditions 

3.3 Localize and verify fault condition to major component level using 
appropriate test equipment, principles and procedures 
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4.0 Replacing or repairing faulty condition 

4.1 Dismantle components for repair or replacement using appropriate tools, 
equipment and procedures 

4.2 Select replaceable items from manufacturers' catalogues, spare parts lists, or 
data sheets 

4.3 Repair serviceable items using correct principles, tools, equipment and 
procedures 

4.4 Reassemble repaired and replaced items using appropriate tools, equipment, 
techniques and procedures 

5.0 Calibrating and adjusting control instrumentation 

5.1 Calibrate and adjust panel mounted, split architecture single loop/multiple 
loop using correct calibration principles, equipment and methods for all 
devices according to manufacturers' instructions 

5.2 Adjust controller modes and actions according to specifications 

5.3 Undertake zero span and range checks using correct and appropriate 
configuration 

5.4 Make final adjustments to control instrumentation using correct and 
appropriate procedures, techniques, tools and equipment 

6.0 Completing service reports and recommissioning 

6.1 Complete service reports to standard operating procedures 

6.2 Adopt appropriate follow up procedures 

6.3 Recommission control instrumentation to standard operating procedures 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 
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REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

UnitA UVROVCNTLOI 

MEM18062B 

Install, maintain and calibrate instrumentation 
sensors, transmitters and final control elements 

This unit covers selecting and installing appropriate 
sensors and signal transmitters, maintaining and 
diagnosing correct operation of sensors and signal 
transmitters, and completing fault documentation 

AUVROVELTR01-MEM05001B Perform manual 
soldering/desoldering -electrical/electronic 
components 

AUVROVCADD01-MEM09002B Interpret 
technical drawing 

AUVROVELTR01 -MEM12004B Perform 
precision electrical/electronic measurement 

ROVAUVMECH01-MEM12023A Perform 
engineering measurements 

AUVROVFABS01-MEM18001C Use hand tools 

ROVWKSHOP001-MEM18002B Use power 
tools/hand held operations 

AUVROVMODSO 1-MEM18055B Dismantle, 
replace and assemble engineering components 
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CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

AUVROVELTRO 1-MEM18057B Maintain/service 
analog/digital electronic equipment 

Nil 

Ninety (90) 

MEM 18.62B Install, maintain and calibrate 
instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements, 

Instructor supplied handouts 

Upon successful completion of this unit, the student will be able to select and install 
appropriate sensors and signal transmitters. Maintain and diagnose correct operation of 
sensors and signal transmitters and be capable of completing fault documentation. 

1. Access relevant data sheets, circuit diagrams, engineering drawings, instructions, 
specifications, information and supplier catalogues and replacement components. 

2. Select sensors, transmitters and final control elements. 
3. Install and test sensors, transmitters and final control elements to specification. 
4. Obtain and perform relevant scheduled/preventative maintenance schedules for 

sensors, transmitters and final control elements. 
5. Determine correct function of sensors, transmitters and final control elements 
6. Record test results. 
7. Identify, localize, monitor and report/record faults in sensors, transmitters and 

final control elements. 
8. Prepare sequential action plan to correct faults in sensors, transmitters and final 

control elements. 
9. Apply procedures to sequential and loop testing test results. 
10. Check sensors, transmitters and final control elements and marking for 

replacement, repair or overhaul. 
11. Repair/overhaul faulty items for fitting and /or refitting. 
12. Fit/ refit sensors, transmitters and final control elements. 
13. Prepare fitted/refitted sensors, transmitters and final control elements for testing 
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and calibration. 
14. Configure, calibrate, test, adjust, tune and validate system performance. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Selecting for installation appropriate sensors, transmitters and final control 
elements 

2.0 Installing instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final control elements 
3.0 Maintaining, diagnosing correctoperation of sensors, transmitters and final control 

elements 
4.0 Completing faultdocumentation and plan corrective action 
5.0 Analyzing controlloopand localize faults 
6.0 Repairing/replacing, overhauling sensors, transmitters and final control elements 
7.0 Calibrating and testing instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final control 

elements 
8.0 Returning sensors, transmitters and final control elements and control loops to 

servtce 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Selecting for installation appropriate sensors, transmitters and final control 
elements 

1.1 Determine specification requirements from data sheets, circuit diagrams, 
engineering drawings 

1.2 Interpret and define and knowledge of device characteristics and 
principles of operation, specification requirements 

1.3 Select according to their device characteristics, principles of operation and 
measurement capabilities, in conformance to specifications measurement 
range, processes and environment, sensors, transmitters and final control 
elements 

2.0 Install instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final control elements 

2.1 Install sensors, transmitters and final control elements using sound 
working knowledge of installation principles, procedures, techniques, 
tools and test equipment, according to appropriate codes of practice, 
standards, safety and legislative requirements 
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2.2 Plan installation access for maintenance and mounting connections for 
power, signal, and process 

2.3 Diagnose installed sensors, transmitters and final control elements for 
correct operation using appropriate test equipment and procedures. Results 
are assessed against specifications or manufacturers' technical data sheets 

3.0 Maintaining, diagnosing correctoperation of sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements. 

3.1 Apply preventative maintenance schedules and procedures using 
knowledge of device characteristics and principles of operation to 
maintain sensors, transmitters and final control elements in optimum 
condition 

3.2 Clean and service sensing elements using knowledge of device 
characteristics and principles of operation, to maintain optimum operating 
condition particularly at the process interface, using correct principles, 
tools, test equipment, techniques and procedures 

3.3 Determine correct operation or malfunction using appropriate test 
equipment and procedures, sensors, transmitters and final control elements 
which are diagnosed within the system or as individual devices 

3 .4 Monitor and assess against predetermined specification or manufacturers ' 
technical data operation of sensors, transmitters and final control elements 

3.5 Localize and monitor using appropriate test equipment/procedures, correct 
operation of sensors, transmitters and final control elements is checked or 
fault condition identified, 

4.0 Completing fault documentation and plan corrective action 

4.1 Document and report faults and malfunctions to standard operating 
procedures 

4.2 Plan corrective action autonomously or in consultation with appropriate 
personnel and auctioned 

5.0 Analyzing controlloopandlocalize faults 

5.1 Obtain and interpret engineering specifications and technical information, 
control device, signal transmission and final element specifications. Read 
and interpret system specifications, including operational data, and 
historical records and trends 
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5.2 Extract and document relevant data in consultation with system operators 
and other relevant plant personnel to standard operating procedures 

5.3 Observe operation of the system is using sound knowledge of all external 
control device characteristics, controller modes, signal transmission, final 
control devices 

5.4 Set up correct and appropriate signal transmission test equipment using 
appropriate technique 

5.5 Test circuits and control lines to the level necessary to detect and localize 
fault 

6.0 Repairing/replacing, overhaul sensors, transmitters and final control elements 

6.1 Examine and verify sensors, transmitters and final control elements for 
replacement, repair overhaul using correct tools/test equipment and 
appropriate principles, techniques and procedures 

6.2 Select replacement items from manufacturers ' parts lists or catalogues to 
meet specifications 

6.3 Obtain replacement items 

6.4 Repair and overhaul faulty items using correct principles, techniques, 
tools, test equipment and procedures 

6.5 Prepare repaired, overhauled and replacement items for refitting according 
to standard workshop procedures 

6.6 Refit sensors, transmitters and final control elements using correct 
principles, tools, test equipment and procedures 

6. 7 Prepare refitted sensors, transmitters and final control elements for testing 
and calibration 

7.0 Calibrating and testing instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements 

7.1 Calibrate sensors, transmitters and final control elements against 
appropriate physical standards using correct calibration devices, test 
equipment, techniques and procedures 

7.2 Perform zero, span and range tests using correct calibration devices, test 
equipment, principles, techniques and procedures 

7.3 Assess zero span and range results against manufacturers ' instructions 
sheets 

7.4 Repair and overhaul faulty items using correct principles, techniques, 
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tools, test equipment and procedures 

7.5 Apply zero, span adjustments to align sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements to manufacturers' instruction sheets using correct 
calibration equipment, principles, techniques and procedures 

8.0 Returning sensors, transmitters and final control elements and control loops 
to service 

8.1 Put into service sensors, transmitters and final control elements on 
conformance to specifications with due regard to process requirements, 
safety, installation/commissioning procedures and sequence of operation 

8.2 Controller modes and actions are adjusted according to specifications 

8.3 Test electrical and pneumatic transmission lines and appropriate action is 
taken including the use of signal conditioning devices 

8.4 Apply correct procedures in returning instrumentation to service, 
including configuring, calibrating, adjusting, tuning and validating system 
performance 

8.5 Return system to service in accordance with standard operating 
procedures. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

Unit A UVROVCNTLOI 

MEM18067B 

Tune control loops- multi controller or multi 
element systems 

This unit covers determining and recording control 
loop characteristics, tuning control loops and 
completing service records 

MEM0500 1 B Perform manual 
soldering/desoldering- electrical/electronic 
components 
MEM09002B Interpret technical drawing 
MEM12004B Perform precision 
electrical/electronic measurement 
MEM12023A Perform engineering measurements 
MEM18001C Use hand tools 
MEM18002B Use power tools/hand held operations 
MEM18054B Fault find, test and calibrate 
instrumentation systems and equipment 
MEM18055B Dismantle, replace and assemble 
engineering components 
MEM18057B Maintain/service analog/digital 
electronic equipment 
MEM18060B Maintain, repair control 
instrumentation- single and multiple loop control 
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CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

systems 
MEM18062B Install, maintain and calibrate 
instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements. 

Nil 

Ninety (90) 

SUGGESTED TEXT: MEM 18.67B Tune control loops- multi controller or multi 
element systems, 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Calculate control loop characteristics. 
2. Obtain and interpret relevant engineering specifications, technical information, 

software data, diagrams and drawings, historical records and documents 
pertaining to the system components and operational data. 

3. Consult system operators and other relevant plant personnel with respect to the 
control loop characteristics. 

4. Confirm function/malfunction of the system and/or its components. 
5. Check operational characteristics of control devices, signal conversion 

instruments and final control elements for conformance to specification. 
6. Identify faults/defects in control system components. 
7. Locate/read in-built fault indicators and error codes. 
8. Obtain relevant pneumatic, electrical and electronic circuit diagrams. 
9. Determine corrective action and interpreting trends from operational data. 
10. Test/monitor the controls loop for correct operation. 
11. Monitor and record operational responses of the control system/loop. 
12. Use appropriate faultfinding and diagnostic techniques and procedures throughout 

the monitoring and testing process. 
13. Compare collected data with the operational specifications of the control system. 
14. Mark components for repair or replacement. 
15. Dismantle/disassemble serviceable items. 
16. Set up appropriate test and calibration equipment. 
17. Set and adjust the controller modes. 
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18. Check the control instrumentation for correct zero, span and range. 
19. Adjust the control system as required. 
20. Implement diagnostic techniques and procedures. 
21. Tune the control loop. 
22. Complete all necessary reports including appropriate follow up procedures. 
23 . Commission control system. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Determining control loop characteristics 
2.0 Recording control loop responses 
3.0 Tuning control loops 
4.0 Completing service reports 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Determining control loop characteristics 

1.1 Examine engineering specifications, technical information and 
historicalprocess, records and trends for relevant data 

1.2 Consult with system operators and other relevant plant personnel and extract 
and document relevant data to standard operating procedures 

1.3 Read programmed maintenance/service reports and note relevant data 

1.4 Analyse data and ascertain control loop characteristics 

2.0 Recording control loop responses 
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2.1 Using chart recorders and data loggers, recorded control loop responses in 
open and closed loop mode 

2.2 Test unit for tuning using appropriate diagnostic techniques 

2.3 Analyse diagnostic results against specifications 

3.0 Tuning control loops 
3.1 Using knowledge of control loop device characteristics, controller mode 

principles and adjustment methods, perform tuning operations using correct 
and appropriate techniques, procedures and equipment 

3.2 Test and correct, where necessary, recording equipment used for monitoring 
and adjustment of control loop components during controller tuning 
operations 

3.3 Apply step response- open loop tuning calculations to achieve specified loop 
characteristics 

3.4 Use closed loop tuning methods including ultimate sensitivity and systematic 
trials to achieve specified loop characteristics 

3.5 Use correct sequence oftuning on multi controllers and/or multi element 
systems to achieve specified characteristics 

3.6 Tune control loops to optimum mode settings utilising correct and appropriate 
techniques, tools, test equipmentand procedures 

4.0 Completing service reports 
4.1 Complete service reports to standard operating procedures 

4.2 Adopt appropriate follow up procedures 

4.3 Recommission process control loop to specifications 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 
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RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

UnitAUVROVELTROI 

MEM18057B 

Maintain/Service Analog/Digital Electronic 
Equipment 

Students willmaintain/service analog/digital 
electronic equipment and carry out the testing and 
maintenance of electronic equipment and systems, 
where a series of checks and pre-determined tests is 
applied in accordance with workshop manuals, 
testing procedures etc. Checks, tests and 
calibrations apply to a wide range of electronic 
systems and sub-assemblies used in engineering 
environment including telecommunication, process 
control, computer systems, security monitoring and 
alarm systems, etc. 
This course also covers the replacement of faulty 
components identified during these tests. 

AUVROVELTR01-MEM05001B Perform manual 
soldering/desoldering - electrical/electronic 
components 

AUVROVCADD01-MEM09002B Interpret 
technical drawing 

AUVROVELTROl-MEM 12004B Perform 
precision electrical/electronic measurement 
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AUVROVFABS01-MEM18001C Use hand tools 

CO-REQUISITES: Nil 

COURSE HOURS: 54 

SUGGESTED TEXT: None 

LEARNING RESOURCES: MEM 18.57 book_ VI , MEM 18.57 book_ V2, 
MEM 18.57 book_ V3 (Instrumentation Texts), 
Instructor supplied materials 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Undertaking Maintenance Checks and Routine Tests 
2.0 Maintaining and/or Servicing Electronic Equipment 
3.0 Returning Electronic Equipment to Service 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Undertaking Maintenance Checks and Routine Tests 

1.1 Determine electronic equipment and functions by reference to circuit 
diagrams, equipment manuals and/or consultation with equipment operator 
where appropriate. 

1.2 Describe electronic equipment and functions by reference to circuit 
diagrams, equipment manuals and/or consultation with equipment operator 
where appropriate. 

1.3 Run equipment built-in test functions to standard operating procedures 
where appropriate. 

1.4 Record results of equipment built-in test functions to standard 
operating procedures where appropriate. 

1.5 Note and record built-in faults/status display to standard operating 
procedures. 

1.6 Check equipment/sub-assemblies, components, connections, 
terminations etc. visually and with correct and appropriate test equipment and 
techniques. 

1. 7 Remove faulty components where appropriate. 

1.8 Replace faulty components where appropriate. 
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1.9 Check all results for compliance with manufacturers' requirements or 
specification, and results are recorded to standard operating procedures. 

2.0 Maintaining and/or Servicing Electronic Equipment 

3.0 

2.1 Isolate sub-assemblies according to standard operating procedures, 
where appropriate. 

2.2 Adjust electronic equipment/sub-assemblies to specifications, 
manufacturers' requirements and/or standard operating procedures using 
correct and appropriate techniques, tools and test equipment. 

Returning Electronic Equipment to Service 

3.1 Return equipment/sub-assemblies into service utilizing correct and 
appropriate techniques and procedures. 

3.2 Check equipment/sub-assemblies for operational compliance to 
specifications and/or manufacturers' requirements. 

3.3 Carry out documentation requirements related to the checking of 
equipment/sub-assemblies to standard operating procedures. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Course Projects 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course lnformationfor VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit AUVROVELTROI 

MEM12004B 

Perform precision electrical/electronic measurement 

This unit applies to the identification of measuring 
requirements, the selection of appropriate 
measuring devices and calibration and care of 
devices to obtain accurate, precision measurements. 

Nil 

36 

MEM 12.4AA: Precision electrical/electronic 
measurement, 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion ofthis course, the student will be able to: 

l. Interpret specifications accurately from drawings, instructions. 

2. Select appropriate equipment to achieve specified outcome. 
3. Use correct and appropriate measuring techniques. 

4. Interpret readings and measurements correctly and accurately. 

5. Set up equipment to specifications utilizing manufacturers ' or standard operating 

techniques. 
6. Adjust and maintain measuring equipment to required accuracy, utilizing manufacturers ' 

specifications or standard operating techniques. 
7. Undertake care and storage of equipment to manufacturers ' specifications or standard 

operating procedures. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Using equipment for precision measurement 
2.0 Setting measuring devices 
3.0 Maintaining precision equipment 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Using equipment for precision measurement 

1.1 List the sources of specifications for the circuitry and/or components that 
is to be tested. 

1.2 Interpret drawings, specifications, data sheets and instructions. 
1.3 Describe the applications where analog and digital meters, cathode ray 

oscilloscopes, bridges and potentiometers, wattmeters and digital probes 
would be used. 

1.4 List the units of measurement used in conjunction with precision 
electrical/electronic measurement. 

1.5 Describe the procedures/techniques for obtaining a range of 
electrical/electronic measurements. 

1.6 Take measurements such as peak and transient voltages, transient 
frequencies, digital wave form analysis using precision electrical/ 
electronic measuring devices. 
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1. 7 Interpret measurements for a range of precision electrical/electronic 
measuring devices including analog and digital meters, cathode ray 
oscilloscopes, bridges and potentiometers, wattmeters and digital probes. 

2.0 Setting measuring devices 

2.1 Describe the tools and equipment necessary in setting precision 
electrical/electronic measuring devices. 

2.2 List the sources to find the specifications of the equipment to be set. 
2.3 Describe the procedures for setting a range of precision 

electrical/electronic measuring devices used in your shop. 
2.4 Set and adjust precision electrical/electronic measuring devices including 

analog and digital meters, cathode ray oscilloscopes, bridges and 
potentiometers, wattmeters and digital probes. 

2.5 Describe the adjustments that can be made to a range of precision 
electrical/electronic measuring devices in your shop. 

2.6 Describe the procedures for adjusting a range of precision 
electrical/electronic measuring devices 

3.0 Maintaining precision equipment 

3.1 Describe the procedures for maintaining a range of precision 
electrical/electronic measuring devices. 

3.2 Describe the procedures for storing precision electrical/electronic 
measuring devices. 

3.3 Maintain and store precision electrical/electronic measuring devices to 
manufactures specifications and following standard operating procedures. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
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2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit AUVROVELTROJ 

MEM05001B 

Perform manual soldering/desoldering 
electrical/electronic components 

Students will learn to perform manual 
soldering/desoldering for the installation and 
fabrication of electrical/electronic components. 

Nil 

Nil 

54 

MEM 5.1 AA Manual Soldering/Desoldering
Electricallelectronic components 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion ofthis course, the student will be able to: 

1. follow verbal or writtenmaterial preparationinstructions. 

2. prepare materials using correct tools, equipment, materials and procedures. 
3. prepare materials to specifications using instruction or standard operating procedures. 

4. select correct soldering techniques, procedures, materials and soldering tools. 

5. joint, mount, and shape materials to specification using standard operating 

procedures. 

6. apply solder using correct and appropriate techniques. 

7. where appropriate, remove excess material using correct tools and techniques. 
8. observe procedures for the protection of components according to standard operating 

procedures. 

9. undertake inspection procedures to standard operating procedures. 

10. report/record inspection results to standard operating procedures as required. 

11. select correct and appropriate techniques, procedures, desoldering tools and 

equipment for given task. 

12. desolder materials/components using correct procedure minimising damage to 

materials/ components. 

13. remove and clean material/components to specifications using standard operating 

procedures. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Prepare materials for soldering 

2.0 Solder materials 

3.0 Inspect solder joints 
4.0 Undertake desoldering 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Prepare materials for soldering 
1.1 Read and interpret routine information on written job instructions, 

specifications and standard operating procedures 
1.2 Follow oral instructions 
1.3 Describe cleaning solutions, their properties and cleaning procedures 
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related to soldering 
1.4 Describe the appropriate personal protective equipment for manual 

soldering/desoldering 
1.5 Describe methods of joint preparation 
1.6 Describe the types of, and reasons for, flux used in your shop 
1. 7 Undertake material preparation 

2.0 Solder materials 
2.1 Describe hazard control practices in your shop when using 

soldering/desoldering equipment 
2.2 Describe the procedure for preventing electrostatic discharge damage 
2.3 Perform routine soldering 
2.4 Performing desoldering 

3.0 Inspect solder joints 
3.1 Describe how to test and inspect soldered joint 
3.2 Perform an inspection of a soldered joint 

4.0 Undertake desoldering 
4.1 Describe the procedure and precautions to desolder a finished component 
4.2 Desolder a finished component 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information/or VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit AUVROVFABSOI 

MEM05001B 

Perform manual soldering/desoldering 
electrical/electronic components 

Students will learn to perform manual 
soldering/desoldering for the installation and 
fabrication of electrical/electronic components. 

Nil 

Nil 

54 

MEM 5.1 AA Manual Soldering/Desoldering
Electricallelectronic components 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. follow verbal or writtenmaterial preparationinstructions. 
2. prepare materials using correct tools, equipment, materials and 

procedures. 
3. prepare materials to specifications using instruction or standard operating 

procedures. 
4. select correct soldering techniques, procedures, materials and soldering 

tools. 
5. joint, mount, and shape materials to specification using standard 

operating procedures. 
6. apply solder using correct and appropriate techniques. 
7. where appropriate, remove excess material using correct tools and 

techniques. 
8. observe procedures for the protection of components according to standard 

operating procedures. 
9. undertake inspection procedures to standard operating procedures. 
10. report/record inspection results to standard operating procedures as 

required. 
11. select correct and appropriate techniques, procedures, desoldering tools 

and equipment for given task. 
12. desolder materials/components using correct procedure minimising 

damage to materials/ components. 
13. remove and clean material/components to specifications using standard operating 

procedures. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Prepare materials for soldering 
2.0 Solder materials 
3.0 Inspect solder joints 
4.0 Undertake desoldering 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Prepare materials for soldering 
1.1 Read and interpret routine information on written job instructions, 
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specifications and standard operating procedures. 
1.2 Follow oral instructions. 
1.3 Describe cleaning solutions, their properties and cleaning procedures 

related to soldering. 
1.4 Describe the appropriate personal protective equipment for manual 

soldering/desoldering. 
1.5 Describe methods of joint preparation. 
1.6 Describe the types of, and reasons for, flux used in your shop. 
1. 7 Undertake material preparation. 

2.0 Solder materials 
2.1 Describe hazard control practices in your shop when using 

soldering/desoldering equipment. 
2.2 Describe the procedure for preventing electrostatic discharge damage. 
2.3 Perform routine soldering. 
2.4 Performing desoldering. 

3.0 Inspect solder joints 
3.1 Describe how to test and inspect soldered joint. 
3.2 Perform an inspection of a soldered joint 

4.0 Undertake desoldering 
4.1 Describe the procedure and precautions to desolder a finished component. 
4.2 Desolder a finished component 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 
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DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Jnformationfor VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit AUVROVFABSOJ 

MEM18001C 

Use Hand Tools 

Students will develop basic hand skills that are the 
foundation for becoming a mechanical technician. 
They will complete shop projects using metal 
cutting tools, holding tools, striking tools, and 
assembling tools. The course will help students 
develop knowledge and skill in tool identification, 
tool selection, tool maintenance and tool use 

MEME1301 4A Apply principles of occupational 
health and safety in the work environment 

MEME 14004A Plan to undertake a routine task 

54 

MEM 18.1 C : Use Hand Tools, 

Fitting and Machiningby T AFE Publications 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

ISBN 0 7241 3819 6 

Videos: 160103a Millwright Bench work (Non
Cutting Hand Tools), 160103b Bench work (Hand
Held Cutting Tools), AB Apprenticeship and 
Training -Millwright - First Period - ISBN-07785-
4321-8, 

Instructor supplied handouts 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Identify and select appropriate hand tools to complete a given task. 

2. Demonstrate the correct use of hand tools to complete a given task. 

3. Demonstrate safe working practices when using hand tools. 

4. Identify, label and report hand tools which are in an unsafe or faulty condition. 

5. Maintain hand tools, including sharpening, using correct standard operating 
procedures, principles and techniques. 

6. Safely store hand tools in appropriate locations according to standard operating 
procedures and manufacturer's recommendations. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Hand tools identification and selection 
2.0 Safe hand tools usage 
3.0 Hand tools maintenance 
4.0 Hand tools storage 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
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1.0 Hand tools identification and selection 

1.1 Identify tools as presented in the shop 
1.2 Describe the use for which the tool is designed 
1.3 Select the correct tools to: 

1.3.1.1 Secure 
1.3.2 Measure 
1.3.3 Mark out 
1.3.4 Cut 
1.3 .5 Shape 
1.3 .6 Finish 
1.3.7 Disassemble and assemble 

2.0 Safe hand tools usage 

2.1 Discuss the need for correct personal protective equipment in a shop 
environment. 

2.2 Demonstrate the proper use of personal protective equipment in a shop 
environment. 

2.3 Describe examples of, and rationale for, proper techniques and control 
measures when using a tool to complete a task. 

2.4 Demonstrate proper techniques and control measures when using a 
required tool to complete a task. 

3.0 Hand tools maintenance 

3 .1 Describe standard operating procedures for reporting hand tools that are 
identified to be unsafe or faulty. 

3.2 Identify and report hand tools that are in an unsafe or faulty condition. 

3.3 Describe the need for routine maintenance of the hand tools in the shop. 

3.4 Demonstrate the correct maintenance procedures of the hand tools in the 
shop. 
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4.0 Hand tools Storage 

4.1 Discuss the need to safely store hand tools according to 
manufacturers' recommendations and standard operating procedures of the 
shop. 

4.2 Demonstrate the correct and safe storage of hand tools. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

Unit AUVROVFABSOJ 

MEM18003C 

Use tools for precision work 

Thisunit involves using a variety oftools, 
instruments and power equipment to perform 
precision tasks on a range of metallic and non
metallic materials. The types of precision work 
covered by this unit could include: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

scraping machine beds to precise tolerances 

broaching a tapered keyway 

hand reaming the bore of a spigot or bush to 
a positive transition fit with shaft 

core drilling (finishing) a blind locating hole 
to receive a mating pin 

lapping a mechanical seal to fine finish 

filing complex angles and mating edges 

precision grinding using flex-drive 
attachment or similar 

18001 Use hand tools 

18002 Use power tools/hand held operations 
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CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

12023 Perform engineering measurements 

None 

36 

MEM18.3A Resource Book: Use tools for precision 
work 

MEM18.3A Trainee WorkBook: Use tools for 
precision work 

Fitting and Machining by T AFE Publications 

ISBN 0 7241 3819 6 

Instructor supplied handouts 

1.0 Determining job requirements 
2.0 Preparing tools and tooling to produce precision outcome 
3.0 Using toolsto produce work to precise specifications 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Determining job requirements 
1.1 Determine task requirements and specifications from drawings, specification 

documentation instruction or work orders 
1.2 Clarify, where necessary, task requirements and specifications with appropriate 

persons 
1.3 Select processes/techniques such as cutting out, drilling, fitting, filing, reaming, 

lapping, broaching, burnishing, scraping, polishing, hand held grinding, or 
chiselling appropriate to task, specifications and material 
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2.0 Preparing tools and tooling to produce precision outcome 
2.1 Select tools, accessories and consumables appropriate to task, specifications and 

material 
2.2 Where applicable, use engineering principles to determine any necessary cutting 

tool modifications such as shape, rake angle and clearance angles required to 
produce specified outcomes 

2.3 Prepare and modify tools/tooling as required 

3.0 Using tools to produce work to precise specifications 
3.1 Describe hazards and control measures associated with the work area, tools and 

equipment in your shop area 
3.2 Prepare the work area to ensure safe conditions prior to commencing work 
3.3 Prepare and secure the work piece using appropriate method for selected 

operations 
3.4 Use tools according to acceptable engineering principles, methods, applications 

and procedures to produce specified outcome to the required accuracy 
3.5 Inspect tools and equipment for safe and proper working order before, during 

and after use 
3.6 Identify, repair where appropriate, or mark for repair and/or disposal 

unserviceable tools/equipment according to prescribed procedure 
3. 7 Check condition of all tools and equipment for conformance to specifications 

and safe and proper operation prior to storage 
3.8 Maintain tools/equipment to ensure serviceability 
3.9 Store tools/equipment in appropriate locations 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

Unit AUVROVMODSOI 

MEM18055B 

Dismantle, replace and assemble engineering 
components 

This unit covers dismantling and identifying faulty 
components, selecting replacements, and 
assembling engineering components into assemblies 
or sub-assemblies in accordance with standard 
operating procedures. 

AUVROVCADD01-MEM09002B Interpret 
Technical Drawing 

AUVROVMECH01-MEM12023A Perform 
Engineering Measurements 

AUVROVFABS01-MEM18001C Use Hand Tools 

ROVWKSHOP001MEM18002B Use Power 
Tools/Hand Held Operations 

Nil 

54 
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SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

MEM 18.55A A Dismantle, replace and assemble 
engineering components 

Instructor supplied handouts 

Upon successful completion ofthis course, the student will be able to: 

1. analyse engineering components and inspect task requirements. 
2. select appropriate tools and equipment and prepare component/s for 

dismantling. 
3. dismantle components using standard operating procedures, tools and 

equipment. 
4. clearly mark engineering components to aid reassembly. 
5. Obtain, interpret and understand specifications for components from 

appropriate sources. 
6. assess damaged or faulty components against specifications according to 

standard operating procedures. 
7. identify faulty components for repair, replacement or adjustment 

according to standard operating procedures. 
8. select where applicable, replacement and/or repaired parts for reassembly 

according to standard operating procedures. 
9. apply appropriate techniques in the preparation, assembly and 

adjustment of components using fastening equipment and methods which 
ensure conformance to specifications, operational performance, quality 
and safety of the completed assembly according to standard operating 
procedures. 

10. select and apply correct lubrication, packing, sealing materials correctly in 
conformance to job specifications. 

11. inspect, test and adjust final component assembly as necessary for compliance 
with operational specifications and returned to use according to standard 
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operating procedures. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Dismantle engineering components 
2.0 Identify faulty components 
3.0 Select replacement components 
4.0 Assemble engineering components into assemblies or sub-assemblies 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Dismantle engineering components 
1.1 Explain why tasks need to be performed in accordance with standard 

operating procedures. 
1.2 Describe potential hazards and control measures in place in your shop for 

dismantling and assembling engineering components, including 
housekeeping. 

1.3 Describe specialty tools and equipment used to dismantle components. 
1.4 Prepare component for dismantling. 
1.5 Dismantle components using appropriate techniques, tools and equipment. 
1.6 Mark component parts appropriately for identification purposes. 
1. 7 Obtain and interpret all relevant instructions, standard operating 

procedures, drawings and specifications. 

2.0 Identify faulty components 
2.1 Describe how to check components for conformance to specifications. 
2.2 Explain where specifications of the components can be found. 
2.3 Check components visually and dimensionally for conformance to 

specification. 
2.4 Where appropriate, mark faulty parts for repair, replacement or 

adjustment. 

3.0 Select replacement components 
3.1 Describe features and/or dimensions upon which replacement parts are to 

be selected. 
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3.2 Describe the process of identifying replacement parts from "third party" 
suppliers' catalogues. 

3.3 Select and confirm replacement parts to specifications. 
3.4 Obtain and use all relevant supplier catalogues for assemblies in your 

shop. 

4.0 Assemble engineering components into assemblies or sub-assemblies 
4.1 Describe the procedures for assembling two component assemblies in your 

shop. 
4.2 Prepare and assemble components using appropriate techniques in 

accordance with standard operating procedures. 
4.3 Explain why specifications, operational performance, quality and safety 

are important when assembling components. 
4.4 Describe two procedures for lubricating component assemblies in your 

shop. 
4.5 Where appropriate, apply lubricants correctly to the assembly in 

accordanc.e with specifications and standard operating procedures. 
4.6 Describe all checks to be undertaken during inspection ofthe final 

assembly. 
4. 7 Inspect and check the final assembly for conformance to specification. 
4.8 Describe the procedures for returning components/assemblies into use. 
4.9 Where appropriate, return the final assembly to use. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 
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DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit AUVROVMODSOI 

MEM18058C 

Modify electronic equipment 

This unit covers undertaking modifications to 
electronic system(s) including the testing and 
evaluating the modified system. 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

1. 1.1 Determine modification requirements as understood by reference to 
schematics, circuit diagrams, documentation and/or consultation with 
appropriate authority. 

2. 1.2 Analyze appropriate, maintenance reports and system output 
information to confirm to the need and nature of modification. 

3. 1.3 Confirm the scope and nature of modifications as determined by 
standard operating procedures and with appropriate authority. 

4. 2.1 Carry out modifications using correct and appropriate techniques, 
tools and procedures. 

5. 2.2 Amend documentation including all reports and circuit drawing etc. 
using standard operating procedures. 

6. 3.1 Check, test and evaluate modifications for compliance with desired 
outcome or specification using correct and appropriate techniques, tools 
and test equipment. 

7. 3.2 Recommend any additional modification changes, if required using standard 
operating procedures. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 1.0 Determine modification 
2.0 2.0 Undertake modifications 
3.0 3.0 Test and evaluate modified electronic systems 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 
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RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit AUVROVSAFEOI 

MEM11011B 

Undertake manual handling 

This unit covers lifting and moving materials 
manually and/or using basic manual handling 
equipment in a wide range of environments. 

None 

None 

6 

None 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. determine material weightcorrectly utilising most appropriate technique 
(scales or signage). 

2. assess risks associated with lifting. 

3. undertake lifting techniques to standard operating procedures 
individually and as a team. Types of movement, methods, storage, height 
and position are considered .. 

4. select appropriate equipment where required. 

5. place material safely and securely on moving equipment. 

6. relocate material ensuring safety of personnel and security of material. 

7. unload material from moving equipment and place in a safe and secure manner. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Lifting materials manually 
2.0 Moving/shifting materials manually 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Lifting materials manually 
1.1 Describe the procedure for lifting materials of various weights and sizes 

according to standard operating procedures 
1.2 Describe the potential hazards of using incorrect handling techniques 
1.3 Assess the weight of material using scales, signage and/or written or oral 

information 
1.4 Assess the risk of manually handling the material 
1.5 Demonstrate proper techniques for lifting materials of various weights and 

sizes both individually and as a team 
1.6 Where necessary select the appropriate lifting equipment for the material 

2.0 Moving/shifting materials manually 
2.1 Place material safely and securely on various types of moving equipment 
2.2 Relocate material ensuring safety of personnel and security of material 
2.3 Unload material from moving equipment and place in a safe and secure 

manner 
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FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information/or VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

Unit A UVROVSAFEOJ 

COURSE NUMBER: MSAPMOHS200A 

COURSE TITLE: WORK SAFELY 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: On completion of this unit, the worker will be able 
to identify Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) hazards, and assess risk, as well as 
follow instructions and procedures in the workplace with minimal supervision. The 
worker will also be capable of participating in and contributing to OHS management 
ISSUeS. 

PREREQUISITES: Nil 

CO-REQUISITES: Nil 

COURSE HOURS: 18 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: At the end of the course the student will be able to: 

1. Identify hazards in the work area before and during work. 
2. Assess risks for the identified hazards. 
3. Identify controls for these hazards from procedures. 
4. Review effectiveness of controls within the scope of authority 
5. Identify and report remaining risk 
6. Control risks when working under minimal supervision by following workplace 

procedures. 
7. Select, use and maintain relevant personal protective equipment (PPE). 
8. Recognise emergency situations. 
9. Take appropriate initial emergency action. 
10. Follow procedures for dealing with a range of emergencies 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Identify hazards and assess risk. 
2.0 Follow procedures for risk control. 
3.0 Follow emergency procedures. 
4.0 Initiate suggestions to enhance task/job-specific safety. 
5.0 Apply knowledge of OHS legislation and the organization OHS policies and 

procedures. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course lnformationfor VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

UnitAUVROVSENSOI 

MEM18062B 

Install, maintain and calibrate instrumentation 
sensors, transmitters and final control elements 

This unit covers selecting and installing appropriate 
sensors and signal transmitters, maintaining and 
diagnosing correct operation of sensors and signal 
transmitters, and completing fault documentation 

AUVROVELTR01-MEM05001B Perform manual 
soldering/desoldering -electrical/electronic 
components 

AUVROVCADDO l-MEM09002B Interpret 
technical drawing 

AUVROVELTR01-MEM12004B Perform 
precision electrical/electronic measurement 

ROVAUVMECH01-MEM12023A Perform 
engineering measurements 

AUVROVFABS01-MEM18001C Use hand tools 

ROVWKSHOP001-MEM18002B Use power 
tools/hand held operations 

AUVROVMODS01-MEM18055B Dismantle, 
replace and assemble engineering components 
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CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

AUVROVELTRO 1-MEM18057B Maintain/service 
analog/digital electronic equipment 

Nil 

Ninety (90) 

MEM 18.62B Install, maintain and calibrate 
instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements 

Instructor supplied handouts 

Upon successful completion ofthis course, the student will be able to: 

1. Access relevant data sheets, circuit diagrams, engineering drawings, 
instructions, specifications, information and supplier catalogues and 
replacement components. 

2. Select sensors, transmitters and final control elements. 
3. Install and test sensors, transmitters and final control elements to 

specification. 
4. Obtain and perform relevant scheduled/preventative maintenance 

schedules for sensors, transmitters and final control elements. 
5. Determine correct function of sensors, transmitters and final control 

elements 
6. Record test results. 
7. Identify, localize, monitor and report/record faults in sensors, transmitters 

and final control elements. 
8. Prepare sequential action plan to correct faults in sensors, transmitters and 

final control elements. 
9. Apply procedures to sequential and loop testing test results. 
10. Check sensors, transmitters and final control elements and marking for 
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replacement, repair or overhaul. 
11. Repair/overhaul faulty items for fitting and /or refitting. 
12. Fit/ refit sensors, transmitters and final control elements. 
13. Prepare fitted/refitted sensors, transmitters and final control elements for 

testing and calibration. 
14. Configure, calibrate, test, adjust, tune and validate system performance. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Selecting for installation appropriate sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements 

2.0 Installing instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final control elements 
3.0 Maintaining, diagnosing correctoperation of sensors, transmitters and final control 

elements 
4.0 Completing faultdocumentation and plan corrective action 
5.0 Analyzing controlloopand localize faults 
6.0 Repairing/replacing, overhauling sensors, transmitters and final control elements 
7.0 Calibrating and testing instrumentation sensors, transmitters and final control 

elements 
8.0 Returning sensors, transmitters and final control elements and control loops to 

service 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Selecting for installation appropriate sensors, transmitters and final control 
elements 

1.1 Determine specification requirements from data sheets, circuit diagrams, 
engineering drawings 

1.2 Interpret and define and knowledge of device characteristics and 
principles of operation, specification requirements 

1.3 Select according to their device characteristics, principles of operation and 
measurement capabilities, in conformance to specifications measurement 
range, processes and environment, sensors, transmitters and final control 
elements 

2.0 Install instrumentation sensors, transmitters & final control elements 
2.1 Install sensors, transmitters and final control elements using sound 

working knowledge of installation principles, procedures, techniques, 
tools and test equipment, according to appropriate codes of practice, 
standards, safety and legislative requirements 
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2.2 Plan installation access for maintenance and mounting connections for 
power, signal, and process 

2.3 Diagnose installed sensors, transmitters and final control elements for 
correct operation using appropriate test equipment and procedures. Results 
are assessed against specifications or manufacturers' technical data sheets 

3.0 Maintaining, sensors, transmitters & final control elements 

3.1 Apply preventative maintenance schedules and procedures using 
knowledge of device characteristics and principles of operation to 
maintain sensors, transmitters and final control elements in optimum 
condition 

3.2 Clean and service sensing elements using knowledge of device 
characteristics and principles of operation, to maintain optimwn operating 
condition particularly at the process interface, using correct principles, 
tools, test equipment, techniques and procedures 

3.3 Determine correct operation or malfunction using appropriate test 
equipment and procedures, sensors, transmitters and final control elements 
which are diagnosed within the system or as individual devices 

3.4 Monitor and assess against predetermined specification or manufacturers' 
technical data operation of sensors, transmitters and final control elements 

3.5 Localize and monitor using appropriate test equipment/procedures, correct 
operation of sensors, transmitters and final control elements is checked or 
fault condition identified, 

4.0 Completing fault documentation and plan corrective action 

4.1 Document and report faults and malfunctions to standard operating 
procedures 

4.2 Plan corrective action autonomously or in consultation with appropriate 
personnel and auctioned 

5.0 Analyzing controlloopandlocalize faults 
5.1 Obtain and interpret engineering specifications and technical information, 

control device, signal transmission and final element specifications. Read 
and interpret system specifications, including operational data, and 
historical records and trends 

5.2 Extract and document relevant data in consultation with system operators 
and other relevant plant personnel to standard operating procedures 

5.3 Observe peration of the system is using sound knowledge of all external 
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5.4 

5.5 

6.0 

6.1 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

6.5 

6.6 

6.7 

control device characteristics, controller modes, signal transmission, final 
control devices 

Set up correct and appropriate signal transmission test equipment using 
appropriate technique 

Test circuits and control lines to the level necessary to detect and localize 
fault 

Repairing/replacing sensors, transmitters & final control elements 

Examine and verify sensors, transmitters and final control elements for 
replacement, repair overhaul using correct tools/test equipment and 
appropriate principles, techniques and procedures 

Select replacement items from manufacturers ' parts lists or catalogues to 
meet specifications 

Obtain replacement items 

Repair and overhaul faulty items using correct principles, techniques, 
tools, test equipment and procedures 

Prepare repaired, overhauled and replacement items for refitting according 
to standard workshop procedures 

Refit sensors, transmitters and final control elements using correct 
principles, tools, test equipment and procedures 

Prepare refitted sensors, transmitters and final control elements for testing 
and calibration 

7.0 Calibrating and testing sensors, transmitters & final control elements 

7.1 Calibrate sensors, transmitters and final control elements against 
appropriate physical standards using correct calibration devices, test 
equipment, techniques and procedures 

7.2 Perform zero, span and range tests using correct calibration devices, test 
equipment, principles, techniques and procedures 

7.3 Assess zero span and range results against manufacturers ' instructions 
sheets 

7.4 Repair and overhaul faulty items using correct principles, techniques, 
tools, test equipment and procedures 

7.5 Apply zero, span adjustments to align sensors, transmitters and final 
control elements to manufacturers' instruction sheets using correct 
calibration equipment, principles, techniques and procedures 

8.0 Returning sensors, transmitters and final control elements to service 
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8.1 Put into service sensors, transmitters and final control elements on 
conformance to specifications with due regard to process requirements, 
safety, installation/commissioning procedures and sequence of operation 

8.2 Controller modes and actions are adjusted according to specifications 

8.3 Test electrical and pneumatic transmission lines and appropriate action is 
taken including the use of signal conditioning devices 

8.4 Apply correct procedures in returning instrumentation to service, 
including configuring, calibrating, adjusting, tuning and validating system 
performance 

8.5 Return system to service in accordance with standard operating procedures 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information/or VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

Unit AUVROVSONROJ 

COURSE NUMBER: UEENEEH040B 

COURSE TITLE: Diagnose and rectify faults in sonar apparatus and systems 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This unit covers faultfinding and the repair of faults in 
sonar apparatus and system. The unit encompasses safe working practices, interpreting 
diagrams, applying logical diagnostic methods and knowledge of sonar system 
components, rectifying faults, safety and functional testing and completing the necessary 
service documentation. 

PREREQUISITES: Nil 

CO-REQUISITES: Nil 

COURSE HOURS: 24 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: Upon completion of this unit the student will be 
able to diagnose and rectify faults in sonar apparatus and systems. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Prepare to diagnose and rectify faults. 
2.0 Diagnose and rectify faults. 
3.0 Complete and report fault diagnosis and perform rectification activities. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Prepare to diagnose and rectify faults. 
1.1 Obtain and understand OHS procedures for a given work area. 
1.2 Follow established OHS risk control measures in preparation for the work. 
1.3 Determine the extent of faults from reports and other documentation. 
1.4 Consult with appropriate personnel to ensure the work is coordinated 

effectively with others involved on the work site. 
1.5 Obtain the tools, equipment and testing devices needed to diagnose faults. 

2.0 Diagnose and rectify faults. 
2.1 Follow OHS risk control measures and procedures for carrying out the work. 
2.2 Isolate all circuits/machines/plant where necessary in strict accordance OHS 

requirements and procedures. 
2.3 Apply logical diagnostic methods to diagnose sonar apparatus and system 

faults employing measurements and estimations of system operating 
parameters referenced to system operational requirements. 

2.4 Test suspected fault scenarios as being the source of system problems. 
2.5 Identify competency required to rectify fault and contact other sources where 

appropriate when it is out side the scope of electronics. 
2.6 Rectify faults in the electronic components ofthe system to raise sonar 

apparatus and system to its operation standard. 
2.7 Test system is tested to verify that the system operates as intended and to 

specified requirements. 
2.8 Make decisions to deal with unexpected situations are from discussions with 

appropriate persons and job specifications and requirements. 
2.9 Select a method for dealing with unexpected situations from a basis of safety 

and work outcomes. 
2.10 Carry out diagnostic and rectification activities efficiently without waste of 

materials or damage to apparatus and the surrounding environment. 
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3.0 Complete and report fault diagnosis and perform rectification activities. 
3.1 Make work site safe in accordance with established safety procedures. 
3.2 Rectification of faults is documented in accordance with established 

procedures. 
3.3 Record and notify appropriate people that the system faults have been 

rectified in accordance with established procedures. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Informationfor VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

Unit AUVSWDESIGOJ 

COURSE NUMBER: UEENEEHO 15B 

COURSE TITLE: Develop software solutions in microcontroller based systems 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

This unit covers developing, implementing and testing 

programming solutions in microcontroller based systems. It 

encompasses following development brief, using appropriate 

development software, writing code, applying problem solving 

procedures, testing and modifying of program. 

Nil 

Nil 

30 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 
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LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: Upon completion of this unit the student will be 
able to develop computer code for embedded architecture ensuring key features of the 
programming language are used and applied to develop and test solutions. Key features 
may include use of registers, addressing modes, assembler instructions, subroutines and 
flags. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Code development preparations. 
2.0 Code development. 
3.0 Code testing and documentation. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1. Determine the extent of code development work from performance specifications. 
2. Plan activities to meet scheduled timelines. 
3. Select appropriate development kit and software based on specified requirements. 
4. Carry out proper implementation strategies for programming. 
5. Use of correct syntax when developing code. 
6. Use of key features ofthe programming language to develop and test solutions. 
7. Use an analytical approach to provide most effective solutions. 
8. Meet standards for quality of work when monitored against established 

organizational or professional standards. 
9. Develop testing procedures to analyze code. 
10. Rectify problems in code and track outstanding issues. 
11. Ensure specifications are met. 
12. Write intermediate and final work reports in accordance with professional 

standards. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 
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RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

Unit ROVAUVELECOJ 

MEM10003B 

Install and Test Electrical Wiring and Circuits up to 
1000 volts a. c. and 1500 volts d.c. 

Students will cover theinstallation of electrical 
wiring/systems and/or enclosures, including 
specialist cables, using the full range of installation 
materials and techniques to any wiring circuits 
which are directly or indirectly connected to a 
power supply system. The scope of work includes 
electrical installation work and electrical equipment 
work. 

09002 Interpret technical drawing 

10002 Terminate and connect electrical wiring 

12002 Perform electrical/electronic measurement 

12023 Perform engineering measurements 

18001 Use hand tools 

18002 Use power tools/hand held operations 

18049 Disconnect/reconnect fixed wired equipment 
(up to 1000 volts a. c. and 1500 volts d.c.) 
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COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Planning the Installation 

108 

MEM 1 0.3A A Install and Test Electrical Wiring 
and Circuits up to 1000 volts a. c. and 1500 volts d.c 

2.0 Preparing for Electrical Installation 
3.0 Installing the Wiring/Enclosures and/or Support Systems 
4.0 Commissioning and Testing the Installed Wiring System 
5.0 Performing Emergency First Aid 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Planning the installation 
1.1 Plan electrical installation work and electrical equipment work utilizing a range of 

methods, tools and equipment appropriate to the work. 
1.2 Determine special work, hazard and safety requirements. 
1.3 Incorporate special work, hazard and safety requirements in the plan of 

installation. 
1.4 Devise work plan/strategy in accordance with legislative and regulatory 

requirements and standard operating procedures. 
1.5 Confirm work plan/strategy in accordance with legislative and regulatory 

requirements and standard operating procedures. 

2.0 Preparing for electrical installation 
2.1 Undertake all work safely and to workplace procedures, and legislative 

requirements. 
2.2 Check materials for correct specifications. 

3.0 Installing the wiring/enclosures and/or support systems 
3.1 Install to specifications using correct, appropriate techniques, tools and 

equipment 
all types of cables/conductors such as single insulated, thermoplastic insulated 
and sheathed, flat and circular, MIMS, steel wire armoured, flexible cords and 
cables, copper and aluminium, catenary systems, shielded. 

3.2 Install metallic and non-metallic conduit/enclosures to specifications using 
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correct, appropriate techniques, tools and equipment. 
3.3 Install trunking, ducting, cable tray/ladder, catenarysupport systemsto 

specifications using correct, appropriate techniques, tools and equipment. 
3.4 Mark or label cabling for identification and to specification. 

4.0 Commissioning and testing the installed wiring system 
4.1 Test all completed wiring/systems and enclosures for compliance with 

specifications, regulations, and legislative requirements, utilising appropriate 
test procedures and equipment. 

4.2 Energize the installation for compliance with specifications, where 
appropriate. 

4.3 Test the installation for compliance with specifications, where appropriate. 
4.4 Rectify faults to specification. 
4.5 Complete documentation such as including forms, short reports requiring 

comments etc., according to regulatory requirements and to required 
specifications. 

5.0 Performing emergency first aid 
5.1 Assess situation to identify points of danger to the injured person and potential 

rescuer, including the assessment of electrical hazards. 
5.2 Isolate electrical hazards in accordance with established procedures for 

electrical rescue. 
5.3 Undertake rescue/recovery of injured person, or assistance to injured person, 

in accordance with recognized standards/procedures. 
5.4 Describe the procedure for contacting appropriate medical and rescue 

authorities. 
5.5 Record details of first aid given. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 
1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Course Projects 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 

Knowledge Assessment 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

Unit ROVAUVFELECOJ 

MEM18046B 

Fault find and or repair electrical equipment/ a nd 
components up to 1000 volts a.c./1500 volts d.c. 

Studentswilllocate and rectify faults in equipment 
and components using up to 1000 volts a.c./1500 
volts d.c. single and multi-phase power where these 
are disconnected from the electrical supply. This 
course includes basic mechanical disconnection, 
dismantling and re-assembly of equipment 
components, enclosures, drives etc. 

09002 Interpret technical drawing 

10002 Terminate and connect electrical wiring 

12002 Perform electrical/electronic measurement 

12023 Perform engineering measurements 

18001 Use hand tools 

18002 Use power tools/hand held operations 

126 

None 
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LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied resources. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Locating fault 
2.0 Rectifying fault(s) 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Locating fault 
1.1 determine function of the following equipment/components by reference to 

circuit diagrams, schematics, manual and/or consultation with technical 
adviser: 

1.2 Single and multi phase motor drive and heating appliances, relays, coils, 
transformers, thermostats, gauges, illuminating devices, switches, circuit 
fuses and breakers, etc. using up to 1000 volts a.c.1500 volts d.c. power 
supplies on non-interconnected circuits. 

1.3 Brushes, armatures, windings, contactors, relays, programmable controllers or 
other electronic switching devices, switches, fuses, circuit breakers, relays, 
transformers, semi-conductor devices, regulators, and motors. 

1.4 Examine built-in fault indicators and error codes to standard operating 
procedures. 

1.5 Interpret built-in fault indicators and error codes. 
1.6 Record results of built-in fault indicators and error codes, where appropriate. 
1.7 Isolate equipment correctly from power supply, where required. 
1.8 Check and test equipment/component using correct and appropriate 

techniques,such as testing for voltage, current, frequency, polarity, phase, 
circuit continuity, insulation resistance, and earth continuity, following 
standard operating procedures. 

1.9 Check and test equipment/component using tools and test equipment such as 
continuity testers, ammeters, voltmeters, multimeters, tong testers, 
wattmeters, and cathode ray oscilloscopes. 

1.1 0 Check and test results, where required, are interpreted and verified to 
specification. 

1.11 Identify and localize equipment/component fault. 
1.12 Ensure equipment/component fault/s are correctly recorded to standard 

operating procedures. 
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2.0 Rectifying fault(s) 
2.1 Repair, equipment/component/s using correct and appropriate techniques, 

procedures, tools and equipment to specifications or manufacturers' 
requirements. 

2.2 Replace equipment/component/s using correct and appropriate techniques, 
procedures, tools and equipment to specifications or manufacturers' 
requirements. 

2.3 Adjust equipment/component equipment/component/s using correct and 
appropriate techniques, procedures, tools and equipment to specifications or 
manufacturers' requirements. 

2.4 Check and test equipment/components using correct and appropriate 
techniques, procedures, tools and equipment for compliance with site or 
manufacturers ' specifications. 

2.5 Record rectifications report to standard operating procedures, where 
appropriate. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 
1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Course Projects 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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---·--------------------------------------------------------------------

Course Information for VET A UV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

Unit ROVAUVELECOJ 

MEM10002B 

Terminate and connect electrical wiring 

This unit applies to the connection of wiring and 
includes termination and connection of all types of 
cords and cables, excluding specialist cables. 

All testing is undertaken on completed circuits 
where these are not connected to main supply, using 
appropriate methods such as continuity and 
resistance checks. 

Specifications are obtained from 
electrical/electronic circuit drawings and data 
sheets. 

MEME09002B, 

MEME 12002A, 

MEME18001C 

Nil 

108 
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SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

MEM 10.2A A Terminate and connect electrical 
wmng 

Instructor supplied handouts 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. undertake all work safely and to workplace procedures and State regulations and 
legislative requirements. 

2. checked materials for correct specifications. 
3. undertake or check/inspect preparation of work for correct specifications and 

locations such as cable trays, brackets, and trenches. 
4. make terminations/connections to specifications, manufacturers' requirements and 

to safety and State regulations and legislative requirements. 
5. adjust and fix all brackets, clamps, holders etc. to specifications. 
6. mark/tag and label all cables, wires, conductors and connections etc. to 

specification. 
7. test all completed wiring and connections for compliance with specifications. 
8. complete correctly all reports and documentation to required specifications. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Prepare for electrical wiringtermination and connection 
2.0 Connect electrical wiring 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Prepare for electrical wiringtermination and connection 
1.1 Discuss safety hazards associated with the termination and connection of 

electrical wiring. 
1.2 Describe where to find statutory and regulatory requirements associated 

with the termination and connection of electrical wiring. 
1.3 Check materials for conformance to specifications. 
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1.4 Check existing and new installation site for correct location and 
specification. 

1.5 Read and interpret routine information on written job instructions, 
specifications, drawings and standard operating procedures. 

1.6 Discuss relevant manufacturer requirements for connecting and 
terminating electrical wiring and circuits. 

1. 7 Describe specific personal protective equipment used when terminating 
and connecting electrical wiring. 

2.0 Connect electrical wiring 
2.1 Describe the types of wiring support. 
2.2 Adjust and fix wiring supports. 
2.3 Discuss protection requirements and regulations under which you work. 
2.4 Describe the methods for terminating different materials. 
2.5 Make terminations/connections to specification, manufacturer and 

regulatory requirements. 
2.6 Compare two wiring support techniques and discuss where each be more 

benficial. 
2.7 Discuss marking, tagging and labelling requirements for cables, wires, 

conductors and connections. 
2.8 Mark, tag and label cables, wires, conductors and connections to 

specification. 
2.9 Describe techniques used to test wiring connections. 
2.10 Undertake testing of wiring and connections for conformance to 

specification. 
2.11 Use language and literacy skills to complete short reports and required 

documentation. 
2.12 Use measurements to check connections and components. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit ROVAUVELECOI 

MEM12002B 

Perform Electrical/electronic measmement 

This unit applies to the measmement of voltage, 
cmrent, resistance, power, frequency etc. on a.c. 
and d.c. circuits up to 1000 volts, using appropriate 
measming devices and for a range of general 
applications. 

MEME13014A Apply principles of occupational 
health and safety in the work environment 

Nil 

72 

MEM 12.2: Electrical Measming Instruments 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. select appropriate device or equipment (analogue/digital multi meters, clip-on 
meter, oscilloscopes, potentiometers) and setting to obtain required measurement. 

2. make appropriate connections to obtain required measurement according to 
standard operating procedure. 

3. obtain, interpret readings correctly and convert, where necessary, into the required 
units of measurement. 

4. undertake routine care such as zero and linear adjustments, inspection, checks for 
serviceability and safe operation and storage of devices to manufacturer's 
specifications or standard operating procedures. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Using electro-measuring devices to measure variables 
2.0 Maintaining electro devices 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Using electro-measuring devices to measure variables 
1.1 Define terminology and discuss concepts relating to electrical/electronic 

measurement. 
1.2 Describe any relevant State legislative and regulatory requirements, 

industry standards, and code of practice necessary to safely complete 
required tasks. 

1.3 Select appropriate measuring devices for specific applications within the 
scope of this unit. 

1.4 Describe where to find specifications of the electro-measuring devices in 
your shop. 

1.5 Locate specifications of the electro-measuring devices in your shop. 
1.6 Describe how to apply the settings on each electro-measuring device. 
1. 7 Apply the settings on each electro-measuring device. 
1.8 Describe the procedures for connecting electro-measuring devices to 

circuitry. 
1.9 Connect electro-measuring devices to circuitry. 
1.10 Describe situations where the scale for each setting on the electro

measuring device would be different. 
1.11 Describe the scale factor needed to be applied to readings taken from each 

electro-measuring device. 
1.12 Apply any required scale factors when using the device. 
1.13 Describe potential hazards and control measures associated with 
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electrical/electronic measurement in your shop. 
1.14 Demonstrate any control measures associated with electrical/electronic 

measurement in your shop. 
1.15 Describe the appropriate personal protective equipment to be used 

depending on the task. 
1.16 Use appropriate personal protective equipment for the task. 
1.17 Read and, where necessary, interpret information on standard operating 

procedures. 
1.18 Describe the procedures for obtaining electrical/electronic measurements 

with the devices in your shop. 
1.19 Obtain electrical/electronic measurements with the devices in your shop. 
1.20 Obtain and interpret specified electrical measurements. 
1.21 Perform arithmetic operations required to convert measurements into 

appropriate units of measurement. 

2.0 Maintaining electro devices 
2.1 Describe maintenance and storage requirements for a range of electro

measuring devices. 
2.2 Maintain and store electro-measuring devices to industry standard. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

UnitROVA UVFJBROJ 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

ICTTC015C 

Locate and identify cable system faults 

This unit teaches methods to locate and identify 
fibre optic and cable system faults. 

Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: Upon completion of this unit the student will be 
qualified to identify faults in fibre optic cables and recommend means to rectify the fault. 
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------------------------------------------

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Identify and clarify nature of fault 
2.0 Recommend means to rectify fault 
3.0 Establish context and background information 
4.0 Determine and rank likely causes of fault 
5.0 Apply simple checks and tests 
6.0 Obtain suitable tools and equipment to test fault if required 
7.0 Apply fault finding methodology 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

Unit ROVA UVFIBROJ 

COURSE NUMBER: ICTTC065C 

COURSE TITLE: Splice optic fibre cable 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This unit applies to all telecommunications 
applications including telephony, data, video and multi media. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: By the end of this unit the student will learn how to 
correctly splice, terminate and test fibre optic cables. Special emphasis will be 
placed on underwater applications of fibre use. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Prepare for splicing 
2.0 Verify optical fibre cable placement 
3.0 Secure optical fibre cable 
4.0 Splice optical fibre cable 
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5.0 Install optical fibre termination connectors 
6.0 Complete splicing operation 
7.0 Complete installation administration 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1. Use safety equipment to protect self and public in accordance with enterprise 
guidelines and occupational health & safety practices. 

2. Read and interpret installation plan and physical conditions at site to determine 
layout of job. 

3. Locate and identify adjoining services in accordance with enterprise guidelines and 
occupational health & safety practices. 

4. Test for presence of dangerous gases in accordance with enterprise guidelines. 

5. Undertake approved alterations to the design in accordance with enterprise 
guidelines. 

6. Verify that cable installation is in accordance with the installation plan. 

7. Check cable visually for signs of possible sheath damage. 

8. Maintain bend ratios to manufacturer's and regulation requirements. 

9. Use correct securing methods to avoid damage to cable and I or sheath. 

1 0. Verify operation of power meters and I ight sources before use. 

11. Strip cable end to expose optical fibres in accordance with splicing method in use. 

12. Handle optical fibre cable in a safe manner to avoid risk of injury. 

13. Clean optical fibres by removing all coatings from fibre to remove all possible 
contaminants. 

14. Prepare connection ends to a smooth flat surface to ensure no optical path 
redirection from join. 

15. Splice fibres using manufacturer's tool in accordance with enterprise guidelines. 
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16. Test joint for signal strength to manufacturer's and design requirements. 

17.Select connector to match terminating frame to design specifications. 

18. Fit connector without damage to fibre or thread. 

19. Fibre is affixed within connector to manufacturer's specifications. 

20. Test connection for signal strength to manufacturer's and design specifications. 

21. Place cables in enclosure and lay up in accordance with manufacturer's instructions 
and enterprise guidelines. 

22. Remove waste and debris from worksite and disposed of in accordance with 
environmental requirements and to maintain safe worksite conditions. 

23. Maintain tools in accordance enterprise guidelines. 

24. Complete reports in accordance with enterprise policy. 

25. Document changes by noting alterations to plans using appropriate symbols. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET A UV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Unit ROVAUVHRALOI 

MEM18019B 

Assist in search and rescue operations 

This unit covers undertaking preventive 
maintenance checks/adjustments on pneumatic 
systems, and fault finding, replacing, repairing or 
overhauling, and recommissioning pneumatic 
systems. 

Instructor supplied handouts 

1. Identify and prepare system components, assemblies or sub-assemblies for 
inspection/preventative maintenance. 

2. Carry out visual inspection and testing with appropriate test equipment according 
to fluid power principles, procedures and safety requirements. 

3. Perform scheduled preventative maintenance tasks including obvious repairs and 
adjustments according to manufacturers' specification using fluid power 
techniques/practices. 

4. Identify and carry out a visual inspection of designated pneumatic system 
components for the collection of fault-finding data. 
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5. Consult the system operator where appropriate and collect additional data. 
6. Check maintenance reports and preventative maintenance schedules for additional 

fault finding data. 
7. Undertake fluid power principles, checks and tests using appropriate test 

equipment and techniques. 
8. Identify and verify faults and malfunctions. 
9. Document and report faults and malfunctions or reported to designated personnel 

and actioned. 
I 0. Discharge system or sub-assembly in isolated safety and discharge residue 

pressure in accordance with prescribed procedures or checked for correct 
isolation. 

11. Ensure isolated system or sub-assembly is tagged according to designated means. 
12. Ensure component or sub-assembly is removed from system using correct 

removal principles and techniques. 
13. Ensure components or sub-assemblies are dismantled, examined and verified for 

replacement, overhaul or repair, using correct and appropriate techniques and 
procedures. 3.5 Identify replacement items and select them from manufacturers ' 
catalogues to meet specifications 

14. Ensure faulty items are repaired/replaced/overhauled, using correct and 
appropriate principles, techniques and procedures. 

15. Make sure component or sub-assembly items are refitted to equipment and tested 
for correct operation assessed against specifications. 4.1 System or sub-assembly 
is recommissioned according to prescribed procedures and specifications. 

16. Verify using fluid power principles and system application techniques, that the 
system is working correctly. 

17. Ensure appropriate follow-up procedures are instigated. 
18. Update all maintenance records/service reports and ensure they are completed by 

appropriate designated means. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Undertake preventative maintenance checks/adjustments on pneumatic systems 
2.0 Undertake fault finding on pneumatic systems 
3.0 Repair and/or overhaul pneumatic power system 
4.0 Recommission pneumatic system 
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FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Urut Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several uruts of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

Unit ROVAUVHRALOI 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 
CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

MEM18021B 

Maintain hydraulic systems 

This unit covers undertaking preventive 
maintenance checks/adjustments on hydraulic 
systems, and fault finding, repairing, rectifying or 
overhauling, and recommissioning hydraulic 
systems. 

Instructor supplied handouts 

1. Prepare system components, assemblies for inspection/preventative maintenance. 
2. Carry out visual inspection and testing with appropriate test equipment using fluid 
power principles, procedures and safety requirements. 
3. Perform scheduled preventive maintenance tasks including obvious repairs and 
adjustments according to manufacturers' specifications. 
4. Identify designated hydraulic system components and perform a visual inspection of 
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the system to collect faultfinding data. 
5. Consult system operator where appropriate and collect additional data. 
6. Check maintenance reports and preventative maintenance schedules for additional 
fault finding data. 
7. Perform checks and tests using fluid power principles and appropriate equipment and 
techniques. 
8. Identify and verify faults and malfunctions. 
9. Document faults and malfunctions by appropriate means. 
10. Tag isolated system or sub-assembly by designated means. 
11. Remove components or sub-assembly from system using correct removal principles 
and techniques. 
12. Dismantle, examine and verify Components or sub-assemblies for replacement, 
overhaul or repair, using correct and appropriate techniques and procedures. 
13. Select replacement items from manufacturers' catalogues to meet specifications. 
14. Rectify faulty items using correct and appropriate principles, techniques and 
procedures. 
15. Connect component or sub-assembly items to equipment and test for correct 
operation against specifications. 
17. Investigate appropriate follow-up procedures. 
18. Update maintenance records/service reports by appropriate designated means. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Undertake preventative maintenance checks/adjustments on hydraulic systems 
2.0 Undertake fault finding on hydraulic systems 
3.0 Repair and/or rectify hydraulic system 
4.0 Recommission hydraulic system 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 
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RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

Unit ROVAUVLARSOJ 

MEM18006B 

Repair and fit engineering components 

Thisunit covers fault finding, repairing faulty 
components, manufacturing new parts/components, 
and fitting mechanical engineering components into 
assemblies or sub-assemblies. 

18001 Use hand tools 

18002 Use power tools/hand held operations 

18003 Use Tools for precision work 

12023 Perform engineering measurements 

9002 Interpret technical drawings 

18055 Dismantle, replace and assemble engineering 
components 

None 

54 
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SUGGESTED TEXT: Nil 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Fitting and Machining by T AFE Publications 

ISBN 0 7241 3819 6 

Instructor supplied handouts 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Identifying scope of repair and/or fit required 
2.0 Repairing/replacing faulty components 
3.0 Manufacturing parts/components 
4.0 Fitting engineering components into assemblies or subassemblies 
5.0 Checking operation of repaired components/unit 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Identifying scope of repair and/or fit required 
1.1 List possible sources of operational specifications for components. 
1.2 Obtain operational specifications for components from appropriate 

source(s). 
1.3 Interpret operational specifications for components or request, 

where necessary, clarification from your supervisor. 
1.4 Discuss the purpose of using gland packing, jointing or gasket 

materials. 
1.5 Discuss the importance of applying different types of lubricants 

and the consequences of using inappropriate or no lubricant. 
1.6 Describe how to assess operation and condition of components 

against specifications. 
1.7 Describe possible of out of specification indicators. 
1.8 Assess operation and condition of components against 

specifications. 
1.9 Identify faulty/worn components. 
1.10 Determine causes of faults using appropriate engineering 
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principles, techniques, procedures, tools and equipment. 
1.11 Determine repair, replacement, adjustment or manufacture 

requirements. 

2.0 Repairing/replacing faulty components. 
2.1 Where applicable, determine appropriate method of repair. 
2.2 Describe possible types of adjustment of faulty components. 
2.3 Select correct tools and equipment to be used to dismantle the 

components. 
2.4 Where applicable, repair or adjust faulty components to conform to 

specifications. 
2.5 Where applicable, selected replacement parts from manufacturers' 

cataloguesand assess against specifications. 

3.0 Manufacturing parts/components 
3.1 List possible sources of parts/component specifications. 
3.2 Determined parts/component specifications from appropriate source. 
3.3 Select materials to meet specification requirements. 

3.4 Produce new components in conformance to specifications using 

appropriate workshop practices such as drilling, scraping, filing, 

reaming, tapping or threading. 

3.5 Inspect completed components for compliance with 

dimensions/specifications. 

3.6 Where appropriate, mark component parts for identification prior to 

assembly. 

4.0 Fitting engineering components into assemblies or subassemblies 

4.1 Determine fitting requirements and sequence of assembly. 

4.2 Apply appropriate fitting principles and techniquesin the preparation 

and assembly of component parts using fastening equipment and 

methods which ensures conformance to specifications, operational 

performance, quality and safety. 

4.3 Using acceptable engineering practices, select and apply correct gland 

packing, jointing/gasket materials correctly in conformance to 

specifications and operational requirements. 

4.4 Determine correct lubrication requirements by appropriate means and 

attend to where applicable. 
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Perform final adjustments on component assembly to meet operational 

specifications using acceptable engineering principles, fitting techniques 

and procedures. 

5.0 Checking operation of repaired components/unit 
5.1 Check components/unit under operational conditions for compliance to 

operational specifications using acceptable engineering principles to 
standard operating procedures. 

5.2 Discuss the need to have approval for out of specification modifications. 

5.3 Ensure out of specification modification/alterations are approved by 
appropriate authority. 

5.4 Discuss the need for recording and documenting out of specification 
modification/alterations. 

5.5 Record and document out of specification modification/alterations to 

standard operating procedures. 
5.6 Discuss applicable "return to service" procedures conducted in your work 

place. 
5.7 Commission and return to service final component assembly according to 

standard operating procedures. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 
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REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information/or VET A UV Operator ROV Pilot 

UnitROVAUVLARSOI 

COURSE NUMBER: TDMMR3301A 

COURSE TITLE: Perform rigging and lifting operations on board a vessel 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This unit covers the proper use of ropes, knots, 
hitches and bends, using fiber and synthetic ropes 
and wire to ensure safe can correct operations 
aboard a vessel in support of rigging and lifting 
operations. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: On successful completion of the course the student 
will be able to: 

1. Recognize the correct material to use for lashing and lifting. 
2. Apply appropriate knots, hitches and bends in fiber and synthetic ropes. 
3. Fabricate eye splices and short splices in fiber and synthetic rope in 

accordance with established nautical practice. 
4. Maintain rope, wire and cables in accordance with company and 

manufacturer' s instructions. 
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5. Identify and isolate and report defective lifting gear. 
6. Correctly rig a load using appropriate gear according to safety procedures. 
7. Ensure maximum lifting load is not exceeded. 
8. Perform safety checks on lifting gear. 
9. Recognize the proper use of PPE 
10. State required equipment for work aloft practices 
11. Use appropriate safety precautions when working aloft or over the side. 
12. State and demonstrate the appropriate use of safety chairs, stages, safety 

harnesses in accordance with shipboard practices. 
13. Effectively and safely use a portable ladder. 
14. Correctly maintain all lifting and rigging gear. 
15. Identify faulty lashing techniques. 
16. Correctly lash cargo. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Use and maintenance of ropes and wires 
2.0 Operation of lifting gear 
3.0 Rigging and maintenance of access ways 
4.0 Lifting and lowering considerations 
5.0 Proper lashing and storage of cargo 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

Unit ROVA UVMANTOJ 

COURSE NUMBER: MEM18065B 

COURSE TITLE: Diagnose and repair digital equipment and components 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This unit covers locating faults in digital electronic 
equipment or sub-assemblies and replacing faulty 
components. 

PREREQUISITES: 
CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

1. Reference equipment manuals and circuit diagrams so that the system/equipment 
functions and principles are determined and understood. 
2. Run built-in test functions, and check fault indicators error codes and review 
appropriate maintenance records. 
3. Using appropriate fault finding techniques reproduce and verify fault symptoms. 
4. Isolate and remove faulty equipment from system, using appropriate tools and 
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techniques. 
5. Check and test equipment using correct and appropriate test equipment and 
faultfinding techniques. 
6. Identify faulty component/sand/or locate the fault cause. 
7. Remove faulty component as required using correct and appropriate tools and 
techniques. 
8. Repair faulty component in accordance with manufacturers' recommended procedures 
or to standard operating procedures. 
9. Fit repaired/replacement components in accordance with manufacturers ' recommended 
procedure or to standard operating procedures using correct and appropriate tools and 
techniques. 
10. Check and test system equipment for correct operational compliance to specifications 
using correct and appropriate test procedures and equipment. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Locate fault 
2.0 Repair/replace faulty components 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

UnitROVA UVMANTOJ 

TDMMR2301A 

Operate and maintain batteries, starter motors and 
power distribution systems 

On completion ofthis unit the student will be able 
to operate and monitor electrical machinery, power 
distribution systems and batteries. 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

On successful completion of this course the student will be able to: 

1. Operate and monitor batteries, starter motors and power distribution systems in 
accordance with manufacturer' s instructions. 

2. Correctly operate and maintain shore power. 
3. Identify poor performance and faults in power distribution systems using 

established faultfinding techniques. 
4. Isolate faulty or malfunctioning batteries and starter motors. 
5. Isolate faulty or malfunctioning power distribution systems. 
6. Perform repairs on damaged and faulty equipment, and replace if required 
7. Silence and reactive alarms as required 
8. Effective coordinate repairs with established procedures 
9. Keep records on the operation, testing, repair and maintenance of equipment 

0 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Operate and monitor electrical machinery and electronic equipment 
2.0 Repair faults in electrical machinery and electronic equipment 
3.0 Complete maintenance and repair documentation 
4.0 Follow safety and hazard control procedures 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit ROVAUVMECHOJ 

MEM07001B 

Perform operational maintenance of 
machines/equipment 

This unit covers carrying out programmed safety 
and maintenance checks on machines/equipment 
including manual, semi-automatic and automatic 
machines of a stand-alone continuous production or 
process nature. 

MEMM13014A Apply principles of occupational 
health and safety in the work environment 

MEMM1 1011B Undertake Manual Handling 

36 

Nil 

Fitting and Machining by T AFE Publications 
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ISBN 0 7241 3819 6 

Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. undertake programmed safety and maintenance checks to prescribed procedure 
2. record status/report on proforma or report orally. 
3. follow instructions and undertake removal/replacement of consumable components 

such as air filters, oil wipers, grease containers, tool tips, indicator globes, fluids and 
lubricants, guides and limit switch actuators to prescribed procedure. 

4. replace and/or top up fluids and lubricants to prescribed schedule. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Programmed safety and maintenance checks 
2.0 Programmed maintenance 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Programmed safety and maintenance checks 

1.1 Explain the difference between 'programmed' and ' operational ' 
maintenance checks 

1.2 Explain the difference between 'programmed' and 'operational' safety 
checks 

1.3 Explain why programmed maintenance checks and safety checks are 
necessary 

1.4 Explain why operational maintenance checks and safety checks are 
necessary 

1.5 Describe potential hazards associated with the machines/equipment in 
your workshop 
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1.6 Describe the measures used to control potential hazards in your workshop 
associated with machines/equipment 

1. 7 Describe how you record and report results of maintenance checks and 
safety checks in your workshop 

1.8 Describe the programmed maintenance check and safety check procedures 
for machines in your workshop 

1.9 Conduct the programmed maintenance checks and safety checks on 
machines in your workshop 

1.10 Record and report results of programmed maintenance checks and safety 
checks in your workshop 

2.0 Programmed maintenance 

2.1 Describe examples of operational maintenance on machines/equipment in 
your workshop 

2.2 Conduct any required operational maintenance such as replacing and or 
topping up comsumable components on machines/equipment in your 
workshop 

2.3 Record and report results of operational maintenance in your workshop 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

Unit ROVAUVMECHOI 

MEM12023A 

Perform Engineering Measurements 

Students will use a variety of measuring tools and 
measming techniques appropriate and necessary to 
make non-precision and precision measurements in 
either imperial or metric standard in a range of 
manufactming, engineering and related 
environments. It includes, where required, 
adjustment of measming devices through simple 
means and typically includes zeroing or scale 
adjustment. 

MEME 130 14A Apply principles of occupational 
health and safety in the work environment 

MEME15002 

MEME12024 Practical assessment only 

72 
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SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

MEM 2.5C 11: Measure with graduated devices, 
Commonwealth of Australia 2002 

Fitting and Machiningby TAPE Publications 

ISBN 0 7241 3819 6 

Videos: 160102a Measurement Basics, 160102b 
Measuring Tools, 1601 02c Layout, 1601 02d 
Precision Measuring Tools, AB Apprenticeship and 
Training -Millwright - First Period - ISBN-07785-
4321-8, 

Instructor supplied handouts 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. determine measurement requirements from specifications of drawings, sketches, 
schematics, diagrams and technical manuals. 

2. select appropriate device or equipment according to standard operating 
procedures to achieve required outcome. 

3. use correct and appropriate measuring technique. 

4. obtain accurate measurements such as length, squareness, flatness, angle, 
roundness, and clearances using analog, digital and other devices. 

5. determine or verify dimensions using basiccalculations, where required. 

6. undertake routine care and storage of devices to manufacturers' specifications or 
standard operating procedures. 

7. make and check routine adjustments such as zeroing in and scale adjustment to 
devices. 

8. record measurements accurately, where required. 

9. prepare freehand sketches which depict required information, such as dimensions, 
base line or datum pints, as required. 
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MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Selection of appropriate device or equipment 
2.0 Obtaining measurements using a range of measuring devices 
3.0 Maintaining measuring devices 
4.0 Communicating measurements 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Selection of appropriate device or equipment 
1.1 Identify basic measuring tools used in the shop. 
1.2 Describe terms associated with measuring such as zero line, zero error, 

tolerance, clearance, scale, range, variation, datums, limits, allowance and 
fit. 

1.3 Convert between metric and imperial measures. 
1.4 Convert between fractions and decimals. 
1.5 Describe vernier instruments and their uses. 
1.6 Describe the types of micrometers and their uses. 
1. 7 Select the correct measuring device for a given measuring task 

2.0 Obtaining measurements using a range of measuring devices 
2.1 List ways of obtaining and clarifying measurements. 
2.2 Assess the effect oftemperature change on the dimensions of various 

materials being measured. 
2.3 Describe how to validate a measuring instrument by conducting "zeroing 

in" and scale adjustment. 
2.4 Record measurements using the finest graduation of the following 

measuring devices: protractors, combination squares, set squares, dial 
protractors, thermometers, tape measures, rulers, micrometers and vernier 
scaled instruments. 

2.5 Check measurements for conformance to specifications. 

3.0 Maintaining measuring devices 
3.1 Discuss why proper storage of measuring devices is important. 
3.2 Maintain measuring devices according to standard operating procedures or 

manufacturer's specifications. 

4.0 Communicating measurements 
4.1 List ways of communicating measurements 
4.2 Communicate accurate measurements using drawings where necessary. 
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FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

Unit ROVAUVMECHOI 

MEM18005B 

Perform fault diagnosis, installation and removal of 
bearings 

This unit covers performing routine bearing checks 
during operations and non-operation, diagnosing 
bearing faults, identifying bearing requirements for 
replacement or installation, and removing and 
installing bearings. 

9002 Interpret technical drawing 

12023 Perform engineering measurements 

18001 Use hand tools 

18002 Use power tools/hand held operations 

18003 Use tools for precision work 

18006 Repair and fit engineering components 

18055 Dismantle, replace and assemble engineering 
components 

Nil 
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COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

45 

MEM 18.5A A Bearings - Fault diagnosis 
installation and removal 

Instructor supplied handouts 

1.0 Performing routine bearing checks during operation and non-operation 
2.0 Diagnosing bearing faults 
3.0 Identifying bearing requirements for replacement or installation 
4.0 Removing bearings 
5.0 Installing plain bearings 
6.0 Installing anti-friction bearings 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Performing routine bearing checks during operation and non-operation 
1.1 Determine task requirements and inspect bearing installation by the most 

appropriate means. 
1.2 Check bearing installation during operation using standard procedures of 

listening, feeling, observing and with test equipment appropriate to the 
installation. 

1.3 Check seal condition for seal and wear leaks using correct and appropriate 
means. 

1.4 Check lubricating devices for correct operation using tools and techniques 
appropriate to the task. 

1.5 
2.0 Diagnosing bearing faults 

2.1 Perform a visual and sensory inspection of bearing arrangement. 
2.2 Test bearings for correct operation and malfunction using manufacturers' 

specification and diagnostic equipment appropriate to the task. 
2.3 Identify faulty bearings for replacement using relevant engineering 

principles. 
2.4 Identify causes of failure using techniques and equipment 

appropriate to the task. 
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2.5 Determine, where necessary, corrective action to avoid recurrences. 
3.0 Identifying bearing requirements for replacement or installation 

3.1 Inspect bearing installation and determine task requirements. 
3.2 Determine operational function of bearings to be installed or replaced 

using bearing and engineering principles. 
4.0 Removing bearings 

4.1 Determine tools and bearing removal techniques for the task. 
4.2 Remove bearings from shafts or bearing housings with minimal damage to 

components. 
4.3 Inspect serviceable items using measuring and test equipment appropriate 

to the task. 
4.4 Repair serviceable items using engineering techniques, tools and 

equipment appropriate to the task. 
5.0 Installing plain bearings 

5.1 Select standard replaceable items for plain, wrapped, flanged, split bush 
and thrust bearings from manufacturers' parts lists, catalogues or 
engineering drawings. 

5.2 Select tools and installation techniques appropriate to the task. 
5.3 Size bearings to correct clearance. 
5.4 Ensure lubrication requirements are catered for to meet specification 

and/or application requirements. 
5.5 Fit bearings correctly. 
5.6 Tension down and run bearings according to standard operating 

procedures or manufacturers' recommendations. 
5.7 Check final clearance, adjustments and lubrication and take corrective 

action if necessary. 
6.0 Installing anti-friction bearings 

6.1 Select standard replaceable ball and roller anti-friction bearings from 
manufacturers' catalogues, spare parts lists or from interpretations of 
engineering drawings. 

6.2 Determine inside/outside bearing diameters from specifications or 
manufacturers' catalogue. 

6.3 Check inside/outside bearing diameters using measuring instruments 
appropriate to the task. 

6.4 Check housings size and shafts for correct fit and clearances. 
6.5 Select installation techniques appropriate to the task. 
6.6 Fit bearings to shafts or housing using engineering principles and tools, 

equipment, techniques fitted appropriate to the task. 
6. 7 Bearings are sealed and, where required, capped to specifications. 
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FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit AUVROVMECHOJ 

MEM18013B 

Perform gland packing 

Trusunit covers inspecting glands and gland 
packing, and removing and replacing or topping up 
gland packing. The unit applies to, but is not limited 
to, packing for high or low temperatures and 
pressures, solids, gases, liquids. 

18001 Use hand tools 

12023 Perform engineering measurements 

None 

36 

MEM18.13A A resource book, 

Fitting and Machiningby T AFE Publications 
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ISBN 0 7241 3819 6 

Instructor supplied handouts 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Inspecting glands and gland packing 
2.0 Removing gland packing 
3.0 Replacing or topping up gland packing 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Inspecting glands and gland packing 
1.1 Describe the principles of gland packing 
1.2 Describe the various types of gland packing 
1.3 Discuss the reasons for selecting gland packing over other methods of sealing 
1.4 Inspect stuffing box assembly and gland packing to determine job 

requirements 

2.0 Removing gland packing 
2.1 Describe the tools/equipment used to remove gland packing 
2.2 Discuss the techniques used to remove gland packing 
2.3 Extract or remove gland packing using appropriate engineering 

techniques, tools and equipment 

3.0 Replacing or topping up gland packing 
3 .1 Select correct and appropriate gland packing to conform with application 

and/or specifications 
3.2 Describe the methods of cutting gland packing 
3.3 Cut gland packing to size and shape to conform with application and/or 

specifications 
3.4 Fill the stuffing box with appropriate packing material such as carbon, 

hemp, rubber, leather, teflon, felt, and neoprene that are flat, ribbon, 
square, round, moulded, dry and lubricated using standard operating 
procedures or manufacturers' recommended procedures 

3.5 Describe control measures, including housekeeping and permits, used 
when reassembling gland 
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3.6 Reassemble the gland using standard operating procedures or 
manufacturers' recommended procedures 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

Unit ROVA UVMECHOJ 

MEM18018C 

Maintain pneumatic system components 

This unit covers checking pneumatic system 
components, and identifying and repairing or 
replacing faulty components. Pneumatic system 
components are identified, inspected and assessed 
using fluid power principles to predetermined 
specifications interpreted from data sheets and 
circuits diagrams. Correct operational function of 
equipment components is confirmed and 
commissioned in conformance with specification, 
using standard operating procedures. 

09002 Interpret technical drawing 

12023 Perform engineering measurements 

18001 Use hand tools 

18002 Use power tools/hand held operations 

18003 Use tools for precision work 

18006 Repair and fit engineering components 

18055 Dismantle, replace and assemble engineering 
components 
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COURSE HOURS: 72 

SUGGESTED TEXT: MEM 18.18A2: Pneumatic system components 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion ofthis course, the student will be able to: 

1. correctly identify pneumatic system components such as static and dynamic seals, 
linear and semi-rotary actuators, pressure control valves, directional control 
valves, flow control valves, normally open and closed timers, counters, pneumatic 
motors, and fluid conductors. 

2. demonstrate an understanding ofthe characteristics and operational function of 
each system component. 

3. inspect and test the operational function of each component. 
4. assess correct operation of each component against specifications. 
5. localise faulty system components and confirm malfunction by inspection and 

testing using fluid power principles, procedures and safety requirements. 
6. dismantle and repair faulty system components to manufacturers' /site 

specifications. 
7. select replacement parts from manufacturers' catalogue according to required 

specifications. 
8. reassemble and verify system components for correct operation and test against 

specifications. 
9. confirm correct operation of the pneumatic system to standard operating 

procedures. 
10. adopt appropriate follow-up procedures according to standard operating 

procedures. 
11. complete, where appropriate, service reports using standard operating procedures. 
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MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Check pneumatic system components (as described in outcome section) 

2.0 Identify, repair orreplace faulty pneumatic system components 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1.0 Check pneumatic system components (as described in outcome section) 

1.1 List the individual components within the pneumatic system in your shop 
1.2 Describe characteristics/operational function of each component 
1.3 Explain where to find the specifications of each pneumatic system 

component 
1.4 Obtain, interpret and follow written job instructions, specifications, 

standard operating procedures, charts, lists, drawings, relevant data sheets 
and other applicable reference documents 

1.5 Plan and sequence testing operations 
1.6 Check and clarify task-related information 
1. 7 Describe the equipment to test pneumatic system components 
1.8 Describe the procedures for inspecting and testing pneumatic system 

components 
1.9 Check individual components within the pneumatic system for correct 

operation 
1.10 Inspect and test pneumatic system components to specifications 

2.0 Identify, repair orreplace faulty pneumatic system components 

2.1 Discuss potential hazard and control measures associated with maintaining 
pneumatic system components, including housekeeping 

2.2 Follow safe work practices and procedures 
2.3 Describe characteristics offaulty system components 
2.4 Describe the potential causes of faulty pneumatic components 
2.5 Describe the safety procedures for working on pneumatic components 
2.6 Describe the procedure for repairing pneumatic system components 
2. 7 Select replacement parts from manufacturers'/ suppliers' catalogues 
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2.8 Dismantle and repair faulty system components following procedures 
2.9 Assemble pneumatic system components as per standard operating 

procedures 
2.10 Describe the procedures for checking the repaired pneumatic system 

operation 
2.11 Check repaired/replaced pneumatic system components for correct 

operation 
2.12 Check the operation of the repaired/replaced pneumatic system for 

conformance to specification 
2.13 Describe the reporting/recording procedures associated with identifying, 

repairing or replacing system components 
2.14 Complete service reports, where necessary 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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ROVAUVROBSOl 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

UnitROVAUVROBSOI 

MEM07039A 

Write programs for industrial robots 

This unit covers planning and writing computer 
programs for robot operations. 

Instructor supplied handouts 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: This unit applies to the writing of programs to 
achieve operating specifications. Programs are in accordance with manufacturers' 
operating procedures, manufacturer specific language and the functional parameters of 
the robot. 
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MAJOR TOPICS: 
1.0 Identify robot requirements 

2.0 Plan robot program 

3.0 Write basic program 

4.0 Trial program 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
1.0 Identify robot requirements 

1.1 Identify Robot features and specifications. 

1.2 Identify Robot language. 

1.3 Identify Robot safety features. 

1.4 Interpret manufacturer's operating procedures and engineering drawings 

to define robot function and tool path geometry. 

1.5 Determine required operations for robot and end effectors in conjunction 

with appropriate technical experts or other technical reference sources. 

2.0 Plan robot program 

2.1 Identify programming requirements. 

2.2 Calculate coordinates for tool path or robot functions. 

2.3 Select programming method. 

2.4 Develop program plan. 

3.0 Write basic program 

3.1 Prepare Robot and computer equipment. 

3.2 Write program in required language and in accordance with standard 

operating procedures. 

3.3 Incorporate safety features a in robot program. 

3 .4 Prepare operation sheet. 

4.0 Trial program 

4.1 Operate Robot in manual mode to test program, in conjunction with 

operator as appropriate. 

4.2 Verify program performance against required specifications and with 
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appropriate technical experts or other technical reference sources. 

4.3 Edit program if necessary to adjust operation as required. 

4.4 Check components for conformance to specifications as required. 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

UnitROVA UVROBSOJ 

COURSE NUMBER: MEM18061B 

COURSE TITLE: Maintain/calibrate complex control systems 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This unit covers determining system specification 
and control loop characteristics, and testing, 
monitoring and recording system operation. 

This unit applies to localizing the fault condition; repairing or replacing faulty condition; 
calibrating, configming and adjusting complex control systems; and decommissioning the 
system. 
It extends to the use of pneumatic analog and digital test and recording equipment for the 
calibration, configmation and testing of multiple loop control systems including 
pneumatic, analog electronics, distributed PLC and computer-based control systems 
which include supervisory mode. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 
1. Examine engineering specifications, technical information and historical records 

and trends and ensure relevant data is documented. 
2. Obtain read and interpret system specifications and operational data including 

those for multiple loop control systems and devices. 
3. Obtain read and interpret Circuit and logic diagrams and configuration data 
4. Carry out consultation with system operators and other relevant plant personnel 

and extract relevant data and documented by appropriate means. 
5. Obtain appropriate work clearances are obtained for monitoring and testing the 

system. 
6. Ensure relevant data is collected by appropriate means from all sources including 

maintenance records, chart recorders, data loggers, fault indicators, error codes, 
operational symptoms, tests and observation monitoring. 

7. Identify that fault detection and diagnostic data are analysed against 
predetermined operational specifications, and conclusions are documented. 

8. Observe system operation using knowledge of all individual/multiple element 
loop device characteristics, controller mode principles, testing, calibration and 
adjustment methods. 

9. Choose and setup appropriate test equipment. 
10. Carry out appropriate tests using standard operating procedures. 
11. Ensure that signal transmission test equipment is set up and used where 

applicable. 
12. Determine if any adjustment/maintenance needs are required through 

interpretation and analysis of pneumatic, electrical, electronic, logic diagrams and 
configuration data for all control system devices. 

13. Connect appropriate field instrumentation to test system configuration. 
14. Connect field instrumentation and test for selected control operation, and 

performance is monitored against specifications. 
15. Carry out diagnostics checks to ensure correct operation. 
16. Carry out fault finding and diagnostic using correct equipment, techniques and 

procedures to detect faulty control system components or elements. 
17. Devise a plan to adequately test the system to the level necessary to detect and 

localise fault condition. 
18. Localize and verify the fault condition using appropriate test equipment, 

principles and processes. 
19. Dismantle faulty items for repair or replacement using appropriate tools, 

equipment and procedures according to manufacturers' recommendations. 
20. Select replaceable items from manufacturers' catalogues, spare parts lists, or data 

sheets. 
21. Follow correct maintenance procedures using manufacturers' handbooks, for 

faulty items. 
22. Ensure faulty items and/or conditions are repaired using correct maintenance 

procedures and equipment. 
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23. Reassemble repaired and replaceable items using appropriate principles, tools, 
and equipment, techniques and test procedures. 

24. Carry out diagnostic checks to ensure correct operation of system, taking 
appropriate corrective action as necessary. 

25. Select the appropriate and correct calibration and test equipment to enable 
calibration to manufacturers' specifications. 

26. Perform mechanical alignment of control devices where applicable. 
27. Ensure the system is configured using appropriate programming tools and 

techniques. 
28. Ensure relevant alignment procedures are performed for optimum control and in 

accordance with specifications. 
29. Apply the correct sequence of alignment is used on multiple control loops and 

multi-element systems. 
30. Make sure correct recording equipment is set up for adjustment and monitoring 

during alignment. 
31. Perform calibration and adjustment function on multi-loop devices, multi-element 

control loops, controller modes and actions according to operational specifications 
using correct principles and methods applicable to the type of control loop being 
serviced. 

32. Make on-line changes to parameters in the system to meet specified requirements. 
5.10 Field instrumentation is connected for selected control operation and system 
is operated to a satisfactory level of control. 

33. Undertake final adjustments to align system operation to operational 
specifications including process and optimum control efficiencies. 

34. Apply correct procedures in return to service including configuring, calibrating, 
adjusting, tuning and final validation of system performance in accordance with 
specifications. 

35. Return system to service. 
36. Complete service reports to standard operating procedures. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Determine system specifications and control loop characteristics 

2.0 Test, monitor and record system operation 

3.0 Localize fault condition 

4.0 Replace faulty items or repair faulty condition 

5.0 Calibrate, configure, adjust complex control systems 

6.0 Return system to service 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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ROVWKSHOPOOl 
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Course Information for VET A UV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Unit ROVWKSHOPOOJ 

MEM08015B 

Apply protective coatings (advanced) 

This unit applies to spraying pre-treatments and 
protective coatings including conventional, two 
pack, and plural component. 

Instructor supplied handouts 
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COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: At the end of this unit the student will be able to: 

1. Determine work requirements from job sheet, instructions, drawings or visual 
inspection. 

2. Identify required protective coating materials according to job specification. 

3. Identify required protective coating system according to materials. 

4. Prepare worksite for coating process. 

5. Inspect surface condition for readiness for application of protective coating. 

6. Identify unsuitable work surfaces and defects. 

7. Mask components that do not require protective coating. 

8. Identify overspray conditions 

9. Assemble coating material and supplies. 

10. Select PPE. 

11. Follow instructions for mixing chemicals. 

12. Apply a thin test coat. 

13. Monitor coating application and curing process. 

14. Clean equipment. 

15. Store faulty equipment in accordance with policy. 

16. Document the process. 

17. Check pieces for tolerance. 

18. Inspect work and document findings according to SOP. 
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MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Determine job requirements. 

2.0 Setup equipment. 

3.0 Inspect surface prior to cleaning. 

4.0 Prepare surfaces using abrasive blasting. 

5.0 Inspect prepared surface. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

COURSE NUMBER: 

COURSE TITLE: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

UnitROVWKSHOPOOI 

MEM18002B 

Use Power tools/hand held operations 

Students will develop basic hand skills that are the 
foundation for becoming a mechanical technician. 
They will complete shop projects using power hand 
and pedestal tools, such as drills, grinders and saws 
used in industrial applications. The course will help 
students develop knowledge and skill in tool 
identification, tool selection tool maintenance and 
tool use. 

MEME13014A Apply principles of occupational 
health and safety in the work environment 

MEME15024A Apply quality procedures 

36 

MEM 18.2AA: Use Power Tools/Hand held 
operations, 
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LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 

Fitting and Machining by T AFE Publications 

ISBN 0 7241 3819 6 

Videos: 160105a Grinders, 160105b Power Saws, 
1601 06a Drilling, AB Apprenticeship and Training 
-Millwright - First Period - ISBN-07785-4321-8 

Instructor supplied handouts 

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Identify and select appropriate power tools to complete a given task. 

2. Demonstrate the correct use of power tools to complete a given task. 

3. Demonstrate safe working practices when using power tools. 

4. Identify, label and report power tools which are in an unsafe or faulty condition. 

5. Maintain power tools, including sharpening, using correct standard operating 
procedures, principles and techniques. 

6. Safely store power tools in appropriate locations according to standard operating 
procedures and manufacturer's recommendations. 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Power tools identification and selection 
2.0 Safe hand tools usage 
3.0 Power tools maintenance 
4.0 Power tools storage 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
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1.0 Power tools identification and selection 

1.1 Identify power tools and parts as presented in the shop 
1.2 Describe the use for which the tool is designed 
1.3 Select the correct tools to mark out, shape, finish and drill. 

2.0 Safe hand tools usage 

2.1 Discuss the need for correct personal protective equipment in a shop 
environment. 

2.2 Demonstrate the proper use of personal protective equipment in a 
shop environment. 

2.3 Describe examples of, and rationale for, proper techniques and 
control measures when using a tool to complete a task. 

2.4 Demonstrate proper techniques and control measures when using 
a required tool to complete a task. 

2.5 Demonstrate proper techniques for the replacement of power tool 
attachments such as blades, bits and wheels. 

3.0 Power tools maintenance 

4.0 

3 .1 Describe standard operating procedures for reporting power tools 
that are identified to be unsafe or faulty. 

3.2 Identify and report power tools that are in an unsafe or faulty 
condition. 

3.3 Describe the need for routine maintenance of the power tools in the 
shop. 

3 .4 Demonstrate the correct maintenance procedures of the power 
tools in the shop. 

Power tools Storage 

4.1 Discuss the need to safely store power tools according to 
manufacturers' recommendations and standard operating procedures of the 
shop. 

4.2 Demonstrate the correct and safe storage of power tools. 
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FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Course Information for VET AUV Operator ROV Pilot 

UnitROVWKSHOPOOJ 

COURSE NUMBER: TDMMB1301A 

COURSE TITLE: Carry out shipboard fabrication and repair operations 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: On completion of this unit the student will be able 
to locate, isolate and effectively repair defective 
equipment using the shipboard workshop and 
supplied tools. 

PREREQUISITES: 

CO-REQUISITES: 

COURSE HOURS: 

SUGGESTED TEXT: 

LEARNING RESOURCES: 

COURSE AIMS/OUTCOMES: 
to: 

Instructor supplied handouts 

On completion ofthe unit the student will be able 

1. Carry out inspections of vessel structures and components in accordance with 
vessel's survey requirements. 

2. Investigate damaged, faulty or deteriorated structures and components in 
accordance with sound engineering practice. 

3. Recognize and report damaged and faulty equipment 
4. Take Appropriate action is taken in consultation with the responsible engineer to 
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prevent further damage in accordance with vessel's planned maintenance system 
or procedures, established marine engineering practice, safety regulations and 
manufacturer's instructions 

5. Notify senior engineer prior to carrying out repairs. 

6. Work safely with others during the manufacturing process. 

7. Identify, select and use appropriate tools to effect the repair. 

8. Fabricate and repair vessel structures, components and fittings are conducted in 
accordance with safety regulations and company procedures in consultation with 
the responsible engineer 

9. Maintain records concerning any identified structural or component faults or 
deterioration and related fabrication and repair operationsO 

MAJOR TOPICS: 

1.0 Detect, identify and investigate faulty and deteriorated structures and components 

2.0 Fabricate and repair faulty and deteriorated structures and components 

3.0 Follow safety and hazard control procedures 

4.0 Complete maintenance and repair documentation 

FORMAL ASSESSMENT TOOLS: 

1. Knowledge Based Tests 
2. Practical exercises 
3. Unit Projects 
4. Holistic Projects spanning several units of competency 

RECOMMENDED EVALUATION: 

Skill Assessment 70% 

Knowledge Assessment 30% 

DATE DEVELOPED: February 2010 

REVISION NUMBER: DATE REVISED: 
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Appendix C MATE KSG 

Knowledge and Skill Ove rview Chart fo r Remotely-Ope rated Vehicle 
(ROY) Technicians 

JOB nJNCTION TASK AREAS 

A. AI A2 A3 M AS 
Operate Operate ,-~hid< OpeW< .:amer.u O ptW£ W>UStic Op<r>t< sonar Opmtr 
e<juipment fimuions (video md .<rill) pcl!litioning sy•rcm manipubron 

( robc~lc anm) 

B. Bl &2 &3 
Pilot Ev~hr.tte Dock/undock frcrn ~avi!!•« rhe ROV 
th.< ROV cnvironrnenr.al TMS (ttther by a ouuk • wnar 

con(titioru and management •nd visu.l (1<idto) 
huards •y.rem) 

c. C l C2 C3 0 4 C5 
Ptrform M:Untain/r<p;tir Main!Jinj up:Ur ,\hinuin/ rcp.lir t.:se «st C.lrbnt< anJ 
a1aintenancej clc-nronic.s hydr.mlics me.:hanics equipment align equipment 
repairs on 
equipment 

D. Dl D2 0 3 D4 1)5 
M2int:1.in M>inrain good C'.oorJ inate/ Coordinltc/ Write reporLI Maintain rewrd• 
comniunicarlons customtr r!.!lations. intcgm < ~>ith illtcgme with rellow 

ship's crtw <rew members 

E. El E2 
Use seam.~nship P<rfnnn ln.<ic PO<StS• worldng 
skiU. rig{ring knowledge nf 

sunival skills 

F. Fl F2 F3 F4 
Iougrare sysum Design, build, •nd Doi!!Jl, huild, and ~t.inrain t~'t:hnic•l Design •nd 
atodification.t inttrfJ<r d ectricli intcrttce h~dr.,,lic docum entation con~tiUlL mounting 
(advanced skills) !l)"nt'ms ~~[1!'01:\ 'Ysrttns 
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A6 
Opcrarc LAR.S 
( laun<h •nd rr.:uvcrv 
systems) 

C6 
Pcrfom1 general 
bou><kteping and 
corl'Qiiort control 



Knowledge and Skill Overview Chart for (ROV) Technicians 
Critico~l work function A: Op~nltc equipment 

TASK Performance Indicators Technical Knowledge and Skills 
How do we know when tlle usl is p<:rfonned wrlll Whu ROV technicians need to know and/or br ~hie ro do in order 

to perfonn dus wk 11 elf 

Al. • \'chicle is oper:~~d in a timd)'. safe, and • Knowled~ of '"hide sptem•, including ded handling 
Operate vehicle successful mrnna. equipment (LA.RS) and tether mana~ment sy wru (TM ),md 

ftmctions • Vehicle functions respond .u CXJ>"tc.'d. tlleir applicatiom 

• Assigned 1..t ks are completed in a timely, • Ahilicy ro operate all •·chide funccions (e.g., lighting, cJJner~;. 
safi,, and succt'Mful manner. altimeter.<, depth transdu,en, •·chicle rontml , auto fuocrion<. 

• Cusromen are ll3tisfied. 
h)-draulic ,,.h·es) 

• 114sic kno11itdge o( computers 

• Ability to use spreadsheets, word proce ing, and daubases 
• Ability to use op<rating sysrems and OEM (original equipment 

manuf.lcrurer) sofh•':lrt 
• .~bilil)• to comprehend hardware and liOfi\\'2fC nunuah 

A2. • Desired w1uges are obuined. • Kno\\1cd~ of and abihC}· to operate C311leras and <ideo 
Operate camera.~ • Images ue clear. equipmem 
{video and still) • The Jl>pmpriatc ..:.1mcra is u~"'(j for the • Know1cdge of different can•= t:YI~' 

desired resulrs. • MO\\icdge of video wsuibution sy tcms 
• Knowledge of lighting and how it .lf't"ects •·ideo images 
• Knowledgt of emimnmrnul condition (c.g,, tu.mdicy, 

sedimcnt) 

A3. • ROV urivc:s ~~ destinarioo in a ~c and • Ability to oper:n.t acoustic cquipm~nt 

Operate acoustic timely manner. • Knowkd~ of md ability to apply principles of acoustic 
positioning system • Custumer items ~rc posiooned corw:rly. positioning 

• RO\' is lr.~<klld sucmsfully. • l\no\\1ed~ of Of.M·spccitic ..~~:oo:lli<: t'<IUtpmem 
• Emironmrnral p.uamcrtrs arc mrasun.-J • Know1cdgc of emi mnmcnul conditians (e.g., >.Tiinity, 

corre.-rly. tempaamre) •nd how 10 mcasun: those p.rrn><tcrs 
(e.g., using Xll1s) 

M. • Vehicle is deployed Jild reco.-cred 531~1y and • Knowledge of sorur (theory .tnd equipment) and ability to 

Operate sonar witllout injur)'· select proper scrrin~ 
• Ability co interpret unages 
• Abilil)• to locate ta~s) 

• .~bility to recogniu ond mid ohmdcs 

AS. • Dock/tJndock is succ~ful . • Ability ro UAC manipubtors and c;unera 
Operate manipulators • ROV .trrivcs 53fely and w1tlloot d:lllu~ . • Ability to manipulate tlle position of tlle ROV 

(robotic arms) • Telemetry i mainctined durin~; operations. • Abili ty ro demonstrllr lund·eye c-oordiruuon and 
• All mvironmrnral f.lcrorx are considered spatial awareness (30 intcrprcruion of20 imagu) 

properly. • Knowled~ of m;mipuloror spc..ifx:aoons and limitations 
• Abilil)• w aYOid collateral damage 

A6. • RO\' is laMched and re.:o.-ered u<eessfully • Al,ility co operate mc·sp<:cific handling !)~terns (e.g., winch and 
08:ratc LARS \without dam~!l" to R0\1 nnd/ or ••csscl ). A frame, mucld< boom crnnc) 

aunch and • Safety is maintained during launrh and • Knowledge of and abtlicy to implement. nil uf<ty requirements 
recovery system) 1\'rovcry. 

• Em;ronmrnr•l conditions art meJsur<'<l 
an..-1 considered properly. 
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Knowledge and Skill Guidlines for (ROY) Technicians 
Critical wot·k function B: Pilot the ROV 

TASK 
Performance ludicawrs Technical Knowledge and Skills 
How do W< know when th• t..U " performt'l well' What ROV re.:hni>i.lm n<'Cd to know .md/or be ~bl~ to do in ord<'l' 

to pcrfonn this task well 

Bl. • ROY mivo at destination in a ,..n, md timdy • J.:no\lkdJ!I' of s..f< Cl"'r2ling ~rametcn: {~a r.utc limitattotu, 
Evaluate manner. \\T2thcr~ rurreru.~J 

environmental • T .uge r is locattd correct!)'· • 1\.nowledg~ of wtathcr lllld currrnu 
conditions and 

hazards 
• Otlsuclcs are avoided. • Ability to intffj>r<t sea >tit< 
• Sonar is oper•t<'<i proper!)'. 

B2. • Daircd manipulator tAsk is completed safely • K00\>1edgr of tether management systtm 
Dock/undock and in a timely mannrr. • Al>ility m d~monmlte hand ·t')'C coordinaroon and spltial 

from TMS • No collarcral dam3ge i• susuined. awareness 
(tether nunavement 

system • Ability m measure en,oironmem.al conditions and re~cr properly 

83. • ROV arriws .u dcstin.ttion in a .. rc and • Ability ro II)' the ROV 
Navigate the trndy m:o.nner. • Ability to demonstrate hand·rye coordinarion ~nd spatial 

ROV by acoustics, • Cusrom~r irems Me potlitioned cvrr~-cly. .l.Y.'artnt~ 

sonar and visual 
• ROV is U'lcked >Ucccssfully. • Abitiry to read char!' •nd maps (video) 
• F..n\irooment:d p3ramrttn are mea:rurrd • Knowledgt of longitude and Jarimdc 

correcrly. • Ability ro US< 1·.uicnu mapping •yncm• 

• Ability ro re1d ~ "'mp· 

• Ability ro calculate >'c<ron 
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Knowledge and Skill Guidlines for (ROV) Technicians 
Critk<ll work function C: Perform nuinten,mcejrcp.lir on equipment 

TASK Perrormance Indicators Technical Knowledge and Skills 
flow do we know whrn the till i> perfurmeJ wrUI \\ih.Jt ROV tcchniciws nt-cd to know wd/ or be able to do in order 

to perfomt chi. till well 

Cl. • FJectrir.il safety is mainu1ncd . • Knowledge of basic dt'l:tronics 
. Maintain/repair • Electrical failure> are minimized. • Kno\\1edg< of tl-.:rriCll! system safecy (lockout, ugour) 

electronics 
• ElecrriC111 S)"!ems dcrnooame increased • .<\bilicy m inspect e\fUiJYlltnt (e.g., lbr corrCBion, \1-Ur, danuge, 

refiabiliry. ground faul!i) 

• lnspt~.'tion is completed regularly, as p<r • Ability to ""'" diagnmcic programs \\ithin the <y>trm 
schedule. • Knol\1edg~ of sys.tem la)'OUI 

• Rl'pairs are completed s;~kly, corr....:dy, and • Ability to solder 
in > rimdy mllllncr. 

• Ability co r"PLKe faulty components 
• Diagnos.tic prognms ar~ ust'<i pmp<r~-. 
• l'tkasllr.,nem Jau ore acrumc. 

C2. • Hydnulic r.attty u maintained. • KnowiL>d~ ofb•uc hydr.wlks and prinriplr• 
Maintai.n/repair • Hydnuhc failures lT< minmuzed. • Kno\\1edg< of hydr:mlic sptem safety (lockout, til gout) 

hydrauJici; 
• Hydrmlic systems d~monst:r.u~ imTcascd • Ahility m inspect eqt~ipmtm (~.g., corrosion. wN.r, d1ma~. 

reliability. lean) 

• lnsp«tion is nxnplmd r~gubrly, 1s P"r • Ability co us. dia!l"ostic prottrams (<.g., tlow momton) 
!<bedult. "ithin rh< sys.tL'ITI 

• Repairs ar< completed .afcly, corrc.:tly, and • M0\•1edge of ·s.tem la)'OUI 
in a timely m>nner. • Kno\\i<<ig< of b>sic physin 

• There ar~ no environmenuJ mish>ps. 

• Diagnostic programs are uu<l properly. 

• MtaS\H1?1lltnt dati art accunre. 

C3. • Mtxhmictl saftty is maintained. • Knowledge of hy!lmtlic system s;of<ty (lockout, tllgout) 
Maintain/repair • Mech.tJlic.l failur.., are minimized. • Ability co inspt'<t oqwpmr.nt (<.g., <orrosion, weM. dam•tt•. 

me.chanic.s • Mc.:hanic.II S)·stcrns demonstrate ill(Teased ltili) 
reltability. • Ability co us. dia!l"ostic prop'.llll> (q;., flo., monitors) 

• Inspection i• completed regt~arly, as per llldlin me sys.t."n 
schedule. • Knm,iedg< of 'J tt'lll la)'out 

• Repairs are completed s;~fl.oly, corr....:dy, and • Knomedg< of baste ph~-.i 
10 l timely ITWIOCT. 

• Diasnonic prosnms are used prop<~·-

• M=uremem data >re acruntc. 
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Knowledge and Skill Guidlines for (ROV) Technicians 
, ritic.~.l work t1mction ,: Perform maintcn.mccj repairs on eqnipm ·nt (continn~'<tl 

TASK 
P~rformance lndic:~tors Technical Knowledge and Skills 
Ho10• do W( know w~o me usl:. 15 p<'rformed "''UI Wh.lt ROY tochnidans nero to kno' and/or be able to do in order 

ro ~rtorm rhi> lli.Sk well 

C4. • 1'<->1: equipment is used properly to accomplish • Ability to derrnnine rhr proper equipment fur the test 
Use test equipment roquired ta!.k(s) . • Ability [0 opt'ratr v.uiou~ test and me2Surenu~m insuumcnts 

• Ttm are r.onduntd in a <>ie mann<r. (e.g., oscilk>so:o~.megohrneter, 11)R, OTDR, muhimcrer) 

• Com'Ct inmumenu are dlOS<'n for ca<h mk. in .il safe! m.mntr 

• Tc:st and mosurtmmr <hra are used co 
t:roublelhoot .md r"''"'c problems succe:!>fully. 

C5. • Equipment and insrrumtnts function • Knowledge of equipment operations 
Cali brute and align occuratrly \\ithin m>nufa<tJJrer'> spe<"ification>. • 1\ bility ro c.librate •nil illi[(ll imttlllnentl and equipment 

equipment • Calibr;uion :md alignment proe<dure> (e.g., CTD) per manufActurer Sp<'cificnion; and procedures 
.trt follow•d. 

C6. • Work ~mironmcnt i> nw and orderly. • Ability ro maintain a clean and efficient work emironrnent 
Perform general • Qc.>.ning marcri>ls are u~l . sto,..J, • Knowkdgc of saniution and hygiene procedurrs 

housekeeping and :~.nd disposed of properly. • J\no,.1edge ofHAZMXJ' sror.tse and diSJ'OI'•I corrosion control 
• Hazudous matcnal• :If< stor<d md/ or • MOW!ed&" nf g:~l1iruc cormlion, 5<3\\<Her chcmiury and bow 

disposed of properly. different metals behave Wider diffuem. conditions 
• F.quipmcnt <tunage due m <OITO<Ion is 

minirni led~ 

Knowledge and Skill Guidlines for (ROY) Technicians 
Critic.tl wo rk function D: MaintJill Communic.ttion 

TASK Performance Indicators Technic:!l Knowledge and SkilJs 
How do w< know when rhr task is p<rfurmcd weD? Wlu1 ROV r«:hnimm nud to know and/or~ able to do in order 

ro perfonn this mk well 

DI. • lnfbrmation is r<'corded ac<ur:u.dy .md legibly. • Ability to conununiute l'rrbal and written infurnurion rle.~rly 

Maintain good • Logs and other re<:ords are curreor, corrcocr. • Abiliry to solve problems 
customer relations and wdJ..lo:umemed. • Ability m dcmonJtrat< ,gocxl ru.<romcr rdarioos skills 

• Customer IS >.msfied. 

D 2. • Briefing accomplish<$ obj..:ri••t(s). • Al~lity ro conduct a bricfmydrbricfing (e.p,., communicate 
Coordinate/ • ~1isc:ommunkations art mininnJ. mi..iw and cbrify t<nninology) 

iutegrate with • Hand sigml• m .-1 rmperly . • Knowledge of chain o{ comm2nd 

.shlp's crew • Debriding providl'S good, positi•c f«dlrAil • knowledgt of ship's procrdurcs 

• Mission is successful. • Ability m uS< h.md signals 

D 3. • Te.un gooh aro a<:complishcd. • Ability to fcxu on te.m gwJ. 

Coordinate/ • Crew p<'rformance increases/ improve<. • Ability m &"l along ~~<ith fcUow member.< for ertendcd 

integrate with • Crew is con cent and happ '· periods of time J.nd in cramped qumm 

fellow crew • Missmn " ucres!li11. 
members 
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Knowledge and Skill Guidlines for (ROV) Technicians 
Critical wor k funct ion D: M.tinrain C:onununic.ttion~ ( conrinut."i} 

TA K 
Performance Indicators Technical Knowledge and Skills 
How do we know when me wlt is pt"Tfonned .. ·ell. What ROV n."<:hnicim need ro know and/ or be able to do 10 order 

ro pertllfm thi t.sk well 

D4. • R«ords Me curnnr. • Ability to write infurm1tion in • d<H concise manner 
Wriu: reports • lnfi>mution is recorded accum ely >nd ltgibly. • Ability w lonmt dcll'wnents 

• Logs Me currem, corr,..:t, and well· 
dcx.-umem:rd. 

DS. • Recor<h MC current. • hn<>"1cdgc and abihty to perfonn record keeping 
Maintain records • lnfonnarion is recorded acrur:n:ely and kgibl)'. • hn<>wlrdge of lo~ (e.g., pil"', m•intrnmcr, inventory, finmcc, 

• l.og:s arc current, mrrtcr, and well· 'ideo, cu omer) 

documenr.ed. 

Knowledge and Skill Guidlines for (ROY) Technicians 
Critical work fu nctio n E: llse seam,mship skills 

TASK 
Performance Indicarors Technical Knowledge and Skills 
How do wr know when the n.\k is pt'ffi>rmed wdll What ROY U.'(ftnkians n~d to know mdj or t.. able to do in ordrr 

to perfimn this ta.;k well 

El. • t-n01s, gear, and ri(>.glntt equipncnt arc used • Knowledgt of riggmg equipnenr (e.g , duckles, cres, sn1tch 
Perform basic. pr~r!y. blocks, bridle5, slinss) 

rigging • Rigging is accompli h•d '>!kly, correctly, and • Kncm{cdJ!r of and abtlicy to tie knOC!i 
in a timely maM<r. • Knowled!!e of salvage gear 

• ltenu are moved or J<erured safely ,md • Knowledge of trigooomcuy 
"ithout damage. • Knowfed!le of physic 

• Hand sigruls are ttstd. properly. • Kncm1edgt of dec\ 5afrcy 

• Ability to u.~.e h•nd signals 

E2. • Personal ft01atioo dc>1.:es ( PFDsj and surviv>l • Ability to use PFDs .md UJn<inl suiu properly 
Possess world~ wits Me u.M propcrlr • Ability to use liie rom 

knowledge • l.lfe bOla .>.re •ccessed and used properly. • t.:nowledgr of CI'R/fim aid survival skills • CPR/iim lid ceniliarions are rurrcm. • Ability to <t.Sscss en11ronmem.al mnditions and rea<1 prop<riy 
• E.mironmenul concern• >r< addreSS<d • Ability to be ~lm and look for dJ.n~er at .til times when on a 

adtqumly. mO\ing •nd working deck 
• Overhead lo:tds and oth<r hazards are 

a.s.w.twd properly. 
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Knowledge and Skill Guidelines for (ROV) Technicians 
Critical work function I;: Integrate ~ystem moditic.uions (advanced skill~>) 

Performam:e Indicarors Technical Knowledge and Skills 
TASK How do wr know wilen the task is penormed well/ What ROV technicians nerd ro kno" and/ or be a~le to do in ord<•r 

w ptrfonn !hi' wJ:. well 

Fl. • 1).-,si!\o .rnd fabriCltion of electrical S)' rrnu to • Abibty to design and fubri.:m eltcrrical <)''Stems 
Design, build, and mc<'t tht intent of tht pmJtct. • Knowkdge of protocols and ability to int~rchlllge sub.yuems, 
interface elrctrical • Elecuicol systems are builtwd interf.Ked tools ollld "'n""" 

systtms pmperl)· ("ith orhrr peripherals or pta:es of • Knowkdgc of .rnalo!l,lignal Jau 
tquiprncnt l-

• lnstrumcm.trion works .1nd re..:l!i-.·e proper 
d:1101. 

F2. • l~isn and faNiwion of hydraulic } terns • Abdity to de<ign and tlbricare hydraulic system' 
Dc.~ign, build, and meet the intent of the proj<-ct. • Ability to add component:> and modify cirtuitry as oa:c"""y 
interface hydraulic • lf)'llr.mtic •r rms arc built .rnd mrerfuc<J • Abilrty 10 read blueprinL~/!IChtm.VJ<> systems pmp<rly (with odlt'r peripherali or pi«c> of 

tqnipmrnt). 

• Circuitr!' is modifitd property. 

• Openrion of .uldrd "}Uipm<m ts SIJCC<~<fitl. 

F3. • nocument.uion allow.~ new ptnonntl to • Abdity to maintain and updarl technical documtnr>tion 
M.ainealn technical undentand changes. • Abilicy to coaununicnc rffrohcly, both m\1lly and in writing 

documentation • Chang<> are communicOI.<d etfo:uvely. • Knowl<dgt of CAD 
• Tools {e.g.. CAD) <11'< used properly. • Ability to create and print a s.:h<ma.tir 

F4. • Test <qnipm<nr is nstcl properly to ac<ootplish • Ability 10 dcsi~n a.nd f•brkillc mountinjt ~~-.t<m> 
Design and consrn1ct rtquirtd ta.•i'.(•)- • l:nowk-dge of CAD 

mounting system • De:si~tn and labrintion of mounting sysums • Knowk-dge of prop<r nutcri.Jls to U-"' 
m.et the intent of tht proja:t. 

• Moonting systan works. 

• l'mptr mautials .m u.ro. 

• CAD is used propcr1)'. 
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Knowledge and Skill Ove1-view Cha1·t for :\1arine Technicians who Work aboard Research Vessels 

Job drucrlptlon: Individuals who apply basic seamanship, sclenct, computer, and englnurlng skJ/is ro th1 marine envlromntnt-lncludlng rhs open octMn, coastal 
regions, 1snmriu, ri'\'Q.TS, swamps, (11ld labs. Thgy may H'ork aboard ship.s or orher Vlsnls, directly underwater (e.g .• diving. in submarines}, remot~ly und~·aflr 

(e.g .• ROYs~. In a marin• laboratory oronshor• supportfaclllry, or In an.v numberofoth•r martn1 and coastal slnlnts. 

JOB JW;tTrO:"<S TASK AREAS 
A. AI Nl A2 #2 AJ #5 M #10 AS #IJ A6 •19 

l"sr tqulpmtnr/ Operate equipm<nt/ M~int.Un Rep3it equipmentl Install equipment/ VerilY equipmentl De.sfgn and 
losrrumentalioo instrurueuta tion ~uipm~nt 1 instnunent;~tion instnunentatioo ins1nm~ot2tioo fobrlcotfi 

instruutentarioo calibration records equJpmqm/ 
lnJtnummtmlon 

B. 61 #9 8 2 e14 BJ ~10 B4 #13 B5 11]4 B6 •25 
Collt< r d:'lfa Collect physico! ond CoUect.sbip's Co/l(lctgeo- Collflct nm1ospherJc CoiiGCt blologlcnl Coll•cr 

oceanographic ebb underway d.l!a physical dolo and meteorological data f#Oduunlcal 
data data 

c. Cl #11 C2 1117 CJ 116 
:\hnaz• aud Use softwart Prnonu syst<m P.rform scrlpll•gl 

m:liauliu programs administration programming 
compurers 1\nd 

DH1\' 0I'kS 

D. Dl loJ D2 116 D3 •s 04 #IS D5 #21 
DirKr dtck opuarions J.lalmaln Ja[llty Lom.nc.b ilnd Mobillzelde- Store/ bondle Opsrat• small 

retrieve nmpliag mobtbz~ sc1eatific hn3rdous matenals boats 
tquipment tquipmt~~t 

[. El ;4 E2 #7 EJ #12 E4 ~15 E5 #16 E6 j 11 
Puform ancllllf)' lnterfac. b<tw<on 1m·••1ory, Focilif>tr prt· and Provide traimng Wrilt reports and Sall/11/o 

duriM sdeutisu and crew liWlluare, and ordllr pos.1-cruis.t: r«owme.ndations CO,HIIInJCDfiOn/ 

«quJpmtnr and logjstie~ radio 

suppliiiS comnnmlcollon 

The tasks 1n regular font were constdtrtd to bt: 1mponaat to tbe UU.JOf1t)' of lec.hntctaas Tilt rash In llallcs are Important to speclnll~td technicians Tht nnmbns 
in the up~r right b:.nd coma of r.acb tild: box indicate bow the ttthnicians r-anted the imponancr of this 13Sk. 

(#I - highest, 1126 - Iowa. 1>ut still very important to spedalized technic ions) 

Knowledge and Skill Guidellnl's for Mai'inl' Technicians who \ Vork aboal'd Research Vessel~ 

Crificnlworkftmcfion A: Use equipment/instrumentation 

TASK 

Al. 
Opet•aft 

equipment/ 
Instrumentation 

A2. 
~falnrnln 

l'<)uipm~nt/ 

instrumtutation 

Perfonnance Indicators 
How do we know wb.t.n the tuk it performed 'inU? 

Equipm.mt1isutnunrotauoo js op!'!t"ated yf~ and accOf'd.i:ns 
toplickhoH. 
Eq,uipmmtli.o.st:rume:a.tal101l obtains rnuh:s thai are wtthm 
np«red Juni'b 
h sults mut qnahty tootrol .s;tandMd., 
h!P.tlts meet expecttrioM ofpnocipa.l iD.\'estisator 

Data are propnly collec~d., ctorl!CL au.d deliv~red 10 u'er in a 
timely m.acwer. 
Log boot u curncl and C'CIISTecl. 

ConKS calibration ara:ndards are used. 

Equipmentlimtrumenlatioa. main~ u. perfor'11Md on 
schedn\t_ 
Eqw.pmeutlw.strumenU.tioo. O'pft"ttes wtlh hlgb relt.ability. 
Equipmmt/iustrumtntAtioa. tunctioo.s v.rithin sPKifteatioa.s 
Log book is cunenl. 
Custom.tn are satisf'~. 
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Teclmicnl Knowll'dge and Skilb 
W'lut m.a.rint tecbmc.uos netd to know mdfar be ab~ to do in order to 
pe:rfonn thu fad: ~~u 

Knowled~ of equipment spe-tJ(teahoalJ 

."-bility to opecat~ CTDa, 10~ ecbo ... OWlden. CWTmt profikrs, 
cor«s. nch, wi.oc.hn, &ir JUGS. GPS, tdtcommunieauoa.s 
equipmmt, ~tn e&menJ, XBTs., salwometft'l, e«c 
Ability to apply compukr" shU& 
Ability 10 ~ad. follow, Mid uudtntmd techa.ical UlA.llUIIs and 

• ·ritteu ptoeedus'H 
Know~dge ofparamtten bei01 mea.5~d. tucb u sa1ullty or 
winds~ 
Abihry to rteOJ11U.e valid dau 
Ability to c:OtWJuUlicate dearly, both onUy a.od in writllll: 
.~bihty to tc.he:dule ou.intma.DC~ ~·ttlt.s 

Xnowkd!~ o( eqwpm~ spra.ficahOill 
Kno\lo·ledge of l.1ld ability to apply basic ~'OO.ic: a.od 
mecbanical!ibJJs 
Ability 10 use ud can for cable$ and C'OJJ,D,tctors 
Abl11ty to use end c.are !ot toob 
Ability to rt'&d, foUow, a..wS uodertcaad ~b.o.tealD.la.D'Uah and 
-.·rin~pocedurn 

1\.nowle<lge of paameters beinJ me-a.stu-e~ web as u.liru.ty or 
wUldspeed 
Ability 10 write dear. coaciw log eutne'.s 



Knowlt>dgt> and Skill Guidt>lint>s for Marint' Tt>chnidans who Work aboard Rt>st>ar<"h Vt>ssels 

Criticn/work function A: Use equipment/lnstrumentntio11 (coutinuPd) 

TA K 

A3. 
Repail' equipment/ 

instt,nnenratioo 

A4. 
ln<tnll 

equipment/ 
inc;trumrutntion 

Pe11onnaure IndlratOJ"i 
How do we kaow " '.ben the taU: is ptrfora~ weU? 

Relevant repairs as:e eoord.w.attd wltb au.nufacturrr. 
LM.k out/tag out procedures an~ foUowN 

Loa book. is ctDTt"CJ. 

EquipOKut u returned to worla.a~ c:oodJooa 

Pbcemtnt is COCTtct aud equipmtnr lt lKW"~ pr.rly 
Equipmmtliru.trumtct~ti.on operates to ~U1ted 
specificatiom. 
Equipm.-ntrtmtrumftlt.ltion mH:t Am.ntc.lo BW"uu of 
Stu~ Cod< ofFedoral IUFUJIIiOIU, OSHA, USCG. 
Navol !NSURV, T.JNOL!i, and RVOC Saf>ry SlaDdards and 
'"ta~ •ad local policin 
Lo~ boot 1S lW!iared. 

TerhoJral Knowledge and Skllls 
What manne Mhnictaus oeed lo know audJor ~ able to do m or~ to 

perform this lade weU 

Know &edge of tl«.trOWt ao.d mtcbawcal te't tqwpm.eot 
Ability to b"oubleshoot systwu; 

Abibty to U.\t computa- di.ap31K1 
Abibty to pttfonu relevant tomputtt. dectrOfllc, aod mecb.lwcal 
repaiR OSI. tqu.iptae111 
Absliry 10 rud sthutt1ti« and mtc.b&nical dnlA>iDJ,S 
."-btlity to apply time OUioa~ml U:ilb 
Sc:rAI andA1. 

Knowlf.dge ofbMtc- voincg- wbat rquipo~tnr draws 1nd bo•• to 
get power toLl 
Ability to locate and comply with rrlt>vant standards, policies, 
applicable law,, attd t'egulatious 
Ability to intesf:llu tqUlpmcut 
Ability t'O teeute equ1pmen1 tafdy 
S..A3. 

Knowledgt> and Skill Guidelines for Mnrint' Tt>dmlclans who Work aboard Resenr<"h Vt>sst>ls 

Criticn/workflwction A: Use equipmPilfllnstrumenfntion (continued) 

TASK 

A5. 
Vetil)• equipJDentl 
instrn1nentation 

oalibi'Htion 
t't'cords 

A6. 
Design and 
fobt'i<ole 

equipment/ 
io\trnmentatiou 

Per1onnanrt Indicators 
How do "A-~ know wbf,n th~ tuka pe-d~ well? 

Equipmrntluatnlll.WJltation funcbOnt wdhm 
m.at~ubctunr' t $J)ttificauoua. 
Equipmt.n(/tn.strunttotabco. complie~ wi1b c.urrm.f 
calibta!IOO nanclards. 

C.ahbratioa records are ccmplete, currn1t., and ciocumeated 
Lo! book i.s. Cutl'mt. 

EquipmeoV'mstrwuentatJ.oa meets ua1al1.1boo 
~tt. 
Equ.ipmut/i~trl.l.mNtarion meen the D«d.t o! tM project 
Doe\UMD.lation i.s. cutrrot. Pfopft, 110d lto.dnltand.able. 
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Tl'<hnkal Knowledgt and Skllls 
\VUt mat'1Dir techluctaru aecd to blow and/or be abk to do Ul Ol'der to 
pufbnn this wk wrll 

f uwhanly wttb cahbratioc. p-ocltdure.s a.od tta.o.cbrdt 
MIJ.tl1aU) calibratioa recOflh 

Ability to apply cotupufu sblk 
Ba.m u.nd.tn:la.ndin! of sciU~ti!ic notauoo 
Knowled1,e of tbt sneoti6c. ut.etbod 
Knowledg~ of lAd ability to apply mathemaucalabUt. wc.ludw! 
ttati'Inct.. algebra, •ud !rocndrJ 
MKhan.ic•J apntude aod denerity 
Ability to eommu.wcate clearly, botb oraUy and Ul wntiu~ 

Knowkdt;e of cuatnt ledlnoio!ies 1\oaililble 
Ability ro creal~ buk: sc.bematicl and ot«barucal dtawutp 
Ab11Lty 10 oullme aad commou.iute a aj\"n duap 10 o1bns m oral 
and wntlen form 
S..A2. 



Knowledge and Skill Guidelines for Marine Technicians who Work aboud Researrh Vessels 

Critical work fun ction B: Collect data 

TASK 

Bl. 
Collect ph~·sirnl 

and 
orenuo&raphlr 

dntn 

B2. 
Collec t sWp's 

undrt·wny dntn 

Perfonnnnre lndir.a tot"S 
How do we k:no'o\· when the tutu perlormed weU? 

S:tmp&es are cotlectrd properly. 
Quahty control staadMds an w". 
Sc.leuhfic: s-aa tplins objcctJ\'H are a~t. 

R.tplicatc and'Of' chttk. umpiM ap-ee. 
Data have DO gaps . 

Da.ta U"r ~d and dcb\·ucd to UHr Ula tu:nely w.a.nner. 

Oonwco1anoa u compk~; loJ book is currcu.r &nd 
eon ret 

Data meet exp«tahont of the pruxlpaii.Qv~b,!.IIOI'. 

cu.romen IJ"C ••u.s1Xd. 
Samples are coUected propc:rly. 
Quality control s tandatds are meL 

Scientific sampll:ng obJf'cti\."es are ~t. 

hplicote a.od.fot check WD9~ apu. 
O;n.a lun DO g.apc. 
Data eolleC1td con:rlafe with dup' • position.. 
Data ano uortd and d.etnwtd rouser m a l'uMly mann.e:r. 

Doct.Unent~b.on is ecmpletr; \oa book " current and 
correct 
Data 1~1 e~tatioll.a oftbe pruxipaJ in\'Htig~tor. 

Custom~ are utidied. 

Technical Knowledge and Skills 
\Vh.lt aurint: tedu:uc.iaat nerd to kDow acdlor bt: able to do in order 1o 
pufonD tb.u. task well 

Abibty &o Clpft'&te .samplm& rqwpmeru 
Ability to opente deck gear {t·!·· wiDchea. m.gen:, A-frames) 

Knowledge ofbnnc pbyucal ouanopaphy. includ.m& wUld &1ld 
waves, salinity. acoustics. bathymetry, and ocean circubtioa 
Knowledge of qualily cotnrol proctduru 
Know~dge of tri,:onometry and pometty 
Ability 10 wnte dnt. coa.cue lot etttnes 
Ab1hty lo pdln required datiL to tbr mstoruer' t sabsfac-boo 

Ability to open<< """Phnli: eqwpment 
Atu.J.ay to opcta~ dt:ck: gur (e.J ., wu1cbes. tvgen, A~framet) 

Knowled'e of bAJtc physical ouauosnphy, induds.ag wifld and 
w•ves. u lia.ity, acoustics. bethymetry. and ocu.n ci:rculatioo 
Ability k) \Wde:Rtaod and ua GPS 

Know~gr of onig.atioo (theory aud ft)uipmma) 
Ability 10 rud ehtits 

Ability to apply compuae-r $kith 

Knou•ledge or quality control pnx:f'dutes 
Ability to wti\e clear, coucise log eutties 
Ab.iltty to galhtr require<l data, to the cv.Wmer'~ utiafaction 

Knowll'dgl' nnd Skill Guidl'lines for Marine Techui<'lnns who Wor k aboard Rl'search Vessels 

Crlficalworkftmctlon B: Collect rlnta (continuer!) 

TASK 

B3. 
Collect 

geophysical <L1t:t 

B4. 
Coli eel 

nlmospht rir nnd 
meteorologicAl 

dar a 

Ptrfonnnnre lndiralon 
How do we lcno'ollo' ll'~ the task ts pt'rfooned well? 

Samplu are collec:red proptf"ly 
Quality c:oottol.$tandu~ are- md. 
s~utific .t.anJPb.n& obJec:ri\.~ IJe m.t l . 

Replie11te and/or check: sampltJ agree 
Data hav~ ao pps. 
Dilta ll"f: UOI"ed aud dt-livered l:o w.er in a ~Jy Dl.llWCJ 

OoC'umrntatioo 1S eompletot; los boot u cturmt aud conect. 
Dati mHt expectatt.oo.J ot the prmeip.l m\"est1plor. 

Customers &J~ uus.fitd. 

SampiH au eollec.tt'd properly. 
Quality cootrol •iao.cbrd4 t.re wet. 
Saftltific sampllng objectives are we.t 

Replicate and/or ~k sampJ,es •!Jc-e. 
Dau hav~ no pp.s. 
D.ata att storl'd and de.lh•ered to usu 10 a timely a:wmer. 

Documentation is c:ompltte: los book i.s CWTt'nf and corr~. 
D:tfa mttf CXpKlation.l of the principal in\~tig:ttor 

Cus;totners are satisfied. 
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Tecbnicnl Kno" iedge ond Skills 
Wbalma.nne tech:nlcwu a.eed to know aud!oc- br- •ble to do Ul ~to 

pcr£onn thu ts51c well 

Abilit}' 10 open!t umpling ~uipmt.nt 
Abiliry to optnte ded:: 1ear (e.g •• wlllebt.s. NIJCR, A~Cr~) 
Knowled~ ofblli.sic: pbytic:a.l OCHuopapby. wduding wind aJld 
wa\-es. salinity. acousriet, bathytnetty, and OC'e&n cif('ulation 

IU!owl<dg< of"'"""" !<ology. U.:ludul! bolhym.uy. mapncs. 
and grovi!y 
Ability to use tqWpmt:UI web as pipe dredfes.. roc~ dredge•, 
pwon c:orts., boJt corts, w pus. s.els.a:uc S)'tteaa. and •ound 

K.nowleodse of qu11.1Jry rootrol prottdures 

Ability to wnte clttr, c.oocu:r: loa eo~s 
Ability to Jarber requirN data. to the customer' s satisfaction 

Ability to op<rat< umpliog equipm<m 
Abiliry to oper•~ dec:k !eat(~!· · w~•. fU!&ftlll, A. framH) 
.KnowJe4se ofbasicpbysical oceADOyttpby, tMhld.ul! WUld tad 
WI\'C'S. Slh.ruty. KOUSIJ.Ci. bathymetry, aw:J 0«&11 c.itculatioD 

KDowtecSge of atmotpbtnc aad ~~lopcal dilt'JPliD«, 
inch\dio« weather pattetUs. solar rad.iatioa, wind pattera.t, Ri 

staff', and doud rover 
Knowledge of balic n~.atb., £V.Ch as tTi!ooometty llll.d Jeomttl'}' 
Knowledge of quahty control procedurtt 
Ability to \lo"lltr clea.r, concise lo! entnet 
Ability to saihu requird datlll, to fhe cuuomn' t sahstactioo 



Knowleclgt> and Skill Guidt>lint>s for M a rint> Tt>rlmiciaus who Work aboard Rt>st>arclt Vt>sst>ls 

Critical work function B : Collect dntn (continued) 

TASK 

BS. 
Collect biologkal 

data 

B6. 
Collect 

geochemical datn 

PtJfonnauct Indicotors 
How do \n know wbu c:he tuk i! pHfonnrd weU7 

Sew!tlfSc sampl~ Objecb\"6 art" Dltl 

Samplu are coUedrd properly. 
Quahty control 5!ADda.r-d~o &re mrt 
Replicate andlor check umple'Si agru. 
Data ha\~ no gaps. 
Dau an ~d aod dot livered to u~r m a timely maDDer. 
DocUlllftltalloo u complete; lo& book 1$ ew:reot and 
COI'lKL 

Data mHt exptc.uuom of the pnnc:lpAI lllve-sti!ator. 
Customea arr Slllhsf~.ed.. 

01\"e piau i.e followed {if appropnatc). 

s~tific u.mpliaa objectl.\'~i are mel. 
Samples art colle<ted properly. 
QU31ity C'OClttol .uandu&o are weL 

hplJcate and/or c.hec:k .umplt's a.p-ee 

DatA ban no g:aps.. 
Dau art stor~d aud c:kli\~d to uwr in a tunely manner. 
Doc.uo~tauoo i.s complete; log book 1s cUJTeJlt and 
con~t. 

Dna meet e:q>e<:taaons of tbr pl'inc:spal tn\.'Mbgator. 
Customers an s:ansfied. 

T ecbuical Knoll1tdge and Skills 
What marine W<"hnic:i..ans net-d ro know andlot ~ able 10 do in ordu to 
pnform tbis tad: well 

Ability Co operate sa.mpha3 e.quipmt111 
Ability ro opente dtd: gur (e.g.. wiacbeu, ruuc-n, A-frl.axs) 
Knowled&e ol~.Uc phys.scal «ea.nopa.phy, Wch1din!: wuulaad 
wave. uluuty. acouslics., bathya1r:uy, and a«:au cil'culatioo 
Kaowled!t- of btolopcal cfucipline•. mclud.ul& bas1c bwloJY. 
primary producth"lty, and mari.ne I.Q.LQUIJS 

Ability to use eqwpmmt such u ntts, lfi\A'h. dred.~~- acouuic 
pro6ltts. PAR H:U.son:, and tluorome\C"n 
Kaowlq. oCbaw: lab poo«dunt 
Abthry to nsut wtib. quanutab\·c nmpling aa.d ua.dentmd 
Kieu.tistc' innructioo.s 
K.oowl~e o( quality control pc-~un!s 
Ability to write clear. c:cmo~ los t11tnes 
."-bihty to gatht-r t~uu'M data, ro tbt nn1omrr 's .-a.hs&c:bon 
Abtbry to obii.Ul SCUBA c:ttti.fkauou. ac tppropriate lc~l 

Ability to operate- s.ampl.in! t-qllipmmt 
Abthry to operate ded:: gur (~g . . wmc:hes, tugen, A- &-ames) 
Knowledse ofb.nic pbytical ocunoppby, uxloding wind and 
l\'11\'ft. uhoity, acomu«o, blthymetry, aad oc:un ctrrulation 

Knowlcd~ of geoc:bemiul duciplinn, i.uclnd.t.ag nhnity, tnc.e 
wdDl5. autnca ts, ,;ases, aDd ocuaop-aphic tracers (e-.g., CFCs) 
Knowledgt. of clean lab teduuque5 
Knowledge of qual.ny control procedurei 
Ab\Jtfy to • ·rite t.lns, conrj5e los t:nrnH 

Ability to &•~ required data, to the cudomH's ra.tlsbctioo 

Knowlt>dgt> aud Skill Guidt>liut>s for Marine Tt>clmicinns who Work aboard Rt>st>arrb Vt>ssels 

Critical work [unctiou C: 1\1nnnge nnd mnintniu computers nnd networks 

TASK 

Cl. 
t:se software 

!li"OI:l"3tn.~ 

C2. 
Pel"fonn s~·stem 

adminh lratiou 

C3. 
Perform scripting/ 

prog•·nmmine 

Pr1fonnm1ce Indicators 
How do we know wbeo the tnk i.s ~ronued well'? 

Approp.Ute soft\van it seltttf:d for eac.h task. 
D~sired md product it p~d rffkmuty. 

S~tem t'uocrioos WJtluu spectrte:tuaru. 

Sy~tc-m opentc-s wilh tugb rt:babiluy. 
MailltenaACe is ~rf01med on "'h~tlr. 

Logbooks arr curn:nt and lt g1ble. 
Multiple 'f'tem~ an interfic:ed aUGN"ftilly . 
Sw-o.lilic data .are rttordC'd.. backe-d up, aud made 
acc-essible. 
C\u:tomus an satisfied. 

Pr'Op-am pnf()I'Ulj plannf'd tasks: 
Program I.S weU.docw:nf'utt.d. 
Source. rode is p-D\:iOed. 
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Tedmic.al Knon1tdge and Skills 
What aUirine tc-cbmclaus Of'ed k) know aodlor be able co do in ordft lo 

petfonn this lA>k wtll 
Abiliry to u.n 'of'tware 10uc:h at cbtAbnu. spreadsbc-eu, wot'd
ptoces.uo.r;, commtw.ir1tl0t:1 (t-o11ilh ARC-\'it.w. and Po14--rr Point 
Abilit)' to swocen. r~du«, display, a.ad stot-e data 

Knowlf'dge or acd abtbry to m.st.all and mat.Ot.Ul operatitlg 
tV1tml.l.. softwa..'t', hardware. &nd networks 
Knov.·ledge of and ability to troublesbootlrtpw opentulr. q."StemJ, 
11oltware. bardWil'f', owd aetwotks 
Ability to wri\e dear, cooe.ue toa r11tncs 
Knowlcdse of incre.m.ental bKk-up ttdwq_ots 
&1owledg~ ofncua&e mf'dia («'·! ·· CD. du;k;~cte, Zip, fTP) 

Knowledg.e or scnpb.QJ l~es. inchtdUll PERL, c. s~n. 
KotDe Sh<l~ a .... Sh<1l. Tclf!K. ...S Awtls ""'kl .. wt 
familiarirywith propi..W.Ill.l.D.IJ..an.&ua!t.t $OCb a.s C, Ch, Fonran. 
VU.uaJ Ba'ic., and lAb-View 
Abihry to docun~t pro@:ram/.owu code in c.lc!u. c.oa.cnt 
lmpop 



Knowledge and Skill Guidelines for Marine Technicians who ·work aboard Re earch Vessels 

Crilicnl workftmctlon D: Direct deck operations 

Pelfonnnnce Indicators Technical Knowledge and Skills 
TASK How do we blow wbtt the last js performrd weJI'! Wbat ourioe techniciaus nted to blow audlor be ablr to do in order to 

perlonn this taU we U 

Dl. Safety proc:~ at~ Ul place and unp~Olftlt~ Knowledge ofaod ~ility to implement dup 's sa~ pnx.edures 

Maintain safety AU penoru are familia.r with safe-ty procedurrs:. Ability to c:®duct a \a&ty txlt'1'iu! 
Sa.~ty briefings are wHl-docum~ced. 

Workt:rt ' eou:tpen~rion dal.llU At-e au.nunu:ed. 

D2. Sampling oqwpm«>~ is lallUCbed saf<ly llld effo<tn .. ty. Ability to operate: launch and rKon~ry rquip~ot (e:.s .. peltun 

Ltnnrb nod Samplin,- eqtliplllelll is 1~trie"fl without dama~e. hooks, happy hooar riD!) 

reh·ie\'e sampling 
Sampling efforts are succ:enful Ability to wawpulate winc:hes, c:ntaes, aad fnmet ufrly 

AbJlity to optratf' a forklift 
equipment Knowledge- of $eamJIDsb.i.p aud riggua& 

Koowled!e or b.a.nd t..ip.a.b 
Uoclr-ntandin~ ofand ability to apply w1derway deck"-uf~ 
protocol 
Ability to Tttogwzc umafe cooditionf and rnd propt'J'l y 

Knowledge and Skill Guidelines for Marint> Technicians who Work abo:u·d Research Vessels 

Critical workjrmclion D: Direct deck operations (continued) 

TASK 

D3. 
~1obilize/ 

de-mobilize 
~eitutific 

equipment 

D4. 
StoreJIIanclle 
ltaz.wdous 
matel'ials 

D5. 
Operate imnU 

boat, 

Pe1fonn~uce lndicaton 
How do we know wbea the task is pedonned weU? 

Equi:pmwlani-..-n alfdtpam from 6esUAabon in good 
working 01dd". 
Equipment it safely crane-lifted oa aud off\·ess.el. 
Equipment is $1o\1ied and secnted pt~1y fix w:a-s:owg 
cood.ltioru. 

MSDS sb~tl are rudily 1\'&ibb~. 

Matenak ace propHly tton!:d, ~ re.platiom. 
Material~ are properly invttUori~. pu nl'&1a1ioo.t 
Appropoa~ coub.uuneot ptO«dw~• are in e.ffect. 
S3ftty protocol i1: in plsee. 
Sptlh an ckaued up qu.ic.t.ly aad propttly. 
Cbaia of custody ronns u c.omplc:~. 

Small boatt are operalt'd Wely. 
Assi!ned miuion is completed satiJ-bctonly. 

Complianct wlth state, ftdenl. m\lituUonal. md 
intemarioc.al ngul3b.OZU LS mauuamed.. 
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TPclmlral Knowledge and Skills 
What marine fleChniciiJU af'td to kuow and! or bt able to do in ordn to 
p«fonn this t.uk well 

Abiht)• to paek...sect.n, uutaU, and -.hlp 
~ui~ntJinsErnDlftltation 

Ability to ~rate wlnc.hu. cr.a.es, IWd frames 
Abildy'o opt'fllt a forklift 
UndtrstsadUlJ of sumamhip and nums 
Knowt~.ae of shipboard layouts 
Ability to oblllin SCUBA cn1t!ic.aliou at appropriate 1n"f1 

Abiltry 10 read MSDS &hHts 
Knowledge or md ability 10 apply appropnate l'tale. &deral. 
iw;titutional. ud incunational ugulauous, such u DOT, OSHA. 
and !AT 
A bitJty to rupond to aceidenk 
Knowledge of basic chemistry and haurdou.• material' 
Knowled~ of btslt radioUia~ saf~ty. suc.b as lab proctdurM 
and i!.olauoa 

Knowledge of aod abthty to apply ,....,..,.hip skilb 
KDowledse of and abtbty 1o uae outboacd ~ 
KDowlcdJe of aad ability 10 u.x DIYlJatioo tools, tucb ts GPS and 
Loran 
Ability to u~e radios. u:scludinf know~ge of eonununit.attoc 
protocob 

Ability to wt bacic Jurvival skll.h 
Knowlc!dse oraod 1bilit)· to apply appropnate ata.te, &:dtor-al. 
iusritutio.n.d aod i.ntfl'Utiooat re~ubtiom 



Knowlt'dge and Skill Guidelines for ~1arlne Technicians who Work aboard Rest'arch Vessels 

CrUiml workfuucflou E: Perform nucil/ary duties 

TASK 

El. 
Interface b~tweeu 
sdeodsts and crew 

[2. 
Innnto11·, 

t1-:1luate, and 
01-dfl· equipment 

and supplies 

EJ. 
F ncilitate pre- nod 

posi·<Tuis~ 

logi•tic• 

Ptrfonnnnr~ lndicatOJ'S 
How do~ blow when the task u pedotJUed well? 

Comwwua.bOflS •~· clear aod cc:ccu.e. 
Saentiats :!lrt well-informed as to rM cApsbillties aod 
L.awiarion1 of~ \'ts.s~L 
All partie~ are ulfonu~ of plau of action. time liae, and 
Lndivtdl.W ro~.s. 
Cru.• bu ben briefed ou scientific miutoa. 

Adt-quate eqwpmrnt and suppli~ are oc. hand. 
Equipment and suppliu AR ordered in a tundy DWlSler. 

Proper W\>eotory of eq,wpmntl and wpphts is tnamtaiof'd. 

Perform opentious propedy. with au.aimal ~AIIC'e and 
0\'enlgbt. 

Perlotm taU:\ conecdy and dfkitwly. 
Crew members are propet1y bntfed. 
Opentions ~performed with m.ximum utccy. 
Dala Mld eqnipmn~t int~grity 11"e maintalm-d. 
Ner.euary equipo1eat La tdnit1fied, se.cure~ and ununtd 
afterctulle:. 

Tecbnical Knowl!'dge and Skills 
What ourin.e ttthru.c:iaos need to know aodfor ~ abLe to do in ordu to 
JWr!orm thiJ task well 

Abthly to commuwatt clfoarly, both orally and w wntics 
Knowledge of .Uld ability 10 me good co'tomer l"f:lJtuma .dells 
Ability 10 10IH problnns 

Abibty to uwallin AD mventory oftqUlpCIU'.Di aod st;pp~_. 
Kaowled!! of inventory systems 
Knowleds;e of rqw.~t consu.mptioc rates 

Ability to IO<'tte aud contacr nndors and maJlllbctwus 
Kaowled!:t of pucc.basinl procedure\ 
Ability to use the Interne-t. ~A't'b bcowseu. aud se-arch mgine.s 
Ab1lity to w.e wntten. oral cuscomu ~laboas. and 
tocum.uuieatioa. skills 

Ability to eouuuunu::.tte clurly, bolhorally and ill o,nilLal 
Knowl.ed!e of shlppw~ proad&:Jrt.\ ltld hllloe hoes 
Kno"•ltd!e of rostoa.u requiremeo.u 

Knowlt'dgt- nnd Skill Guidelint's for ~1arint- Tt'chnicians who Work abo:u·d Research Vessels 

Criticnlwork function E: Perform nnci/lrtry duties (coutinuetl) 

Performance Indicators Teclmiral Kuowl!'dge and Skill• 
TASK How do we know when the talik i.s perfonned weU? Wb.ilt mari.nt- tec:hwc.ians need to know aod!or bt able to do in order to 

perform this task: ~u 

E4. Tri.UI.«S pt:rfonn la~b cornclly and dficiecdy. Knowledy oftrai~ proc~' 

Pl'micle t•·aiuiog Tni..nHs ptrl'otm operahons properly. "'1th 11Wlim..tl AbJhty to .uuss tn.u:IH.i- skills 
;tuiMancr and 0\'HS.~!ht. Knowledae of ,.fe-ty procedure' 
Crew members a« propt:dy brirfed, Ab1hry to cooduet a safety bndia& 
Optntiona are perfonnK with maximum safety Ability lo comnnuUe.te clcady, boCb. orally and in ""~iliog 
Data a..o.d equipment intepity ~ .uu.i.ata~ Ab.duy 10 auil:uain data and eqwpale'nt io sood coccbuoa 

ES. Complete and weU.wnrieu ttport.s are oo hand whtu Abiluy co cOOl.lllUtlic:ate clearly, botb orally and ia \\TJtwg 

Write repo..ts oud Jet).!leSicd. Knowled!f ot techtuc.a 1 tenns 

recommeudalions 
R..eports are completed oa. time. Ability to D\Ht deadlme1; 

E6. !\lli .. g .. g« thtou&Jl Knowledge ofcommuaicatioa 'J~IeDU. mdudm! lnmMs.at and t-· 

S3tellite Customer billiog it handled wttbouc problems. mallproc;~ 

communication/ 
Ability to comwunicate clurly, bolh orally and in Y..'11ti.ug 
Knowl~t of aud ability to n;e !ood cu"omH' relaaODS ,;bUs 

racllo Abihly to sol'• problems 
commuulcadon 
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Knowlt>dgt> and Skill OVt'nit>w Chal't fol' Hydl'ographlc Surwy Tt>chnlclans 

Job do.srriplion; To auist with logi.itics, data acqtus.Jtion. recording. i..twlgmg. and processing ofvanous phys1cal parantrters relating fo 

l'lpplicatious in the- marin~ t'nvironlllt11t. 

JOBFl.I!'CITOXS T..4SK AREAS 
A. A I A2 AJ A4 A5 

Conduct pl'fo-<'r uise Obuin Assist w Ev:aluatr AsslSI w Evaluate 
toe-inin and sw"l·t-~· requiTed >-esse! audit pow..- deoigu and known 

plounina equipmeut reqtW"emt'UlS byout of eD.\i:rOnmetlf21 

SWY<Y panruelen 
B. Bl 82 BJ B4 85 B6 8 7 BS 

Condu<l field Troubleshoot Provide Deploy and Esbblisb or Oper.>te Maintoin fitld :t..UintaUl Assist with 
op.-nrtou.s field survey reco,·n rKO\"er equipmem I~ quobty of dup 

<qwpmont navigauon equip~nt horizontal and Qwdata ope:r.anoos 
v~hal 

corurol 
c. Cl C2 CJ C4 cs C6 

;\lou• a• dal• Man:~ge dota Fom1:11 dolo Orgouize files Starelb3clc up Process dol2 to Coutnbtrte to 
acquisition dou prOJect cnn.se reports 

specifications 
D. Dl D2 OJ D4 0 5 06 
:llalnlain Pqllipment i'r<pMf s~t up, Mainr:lm ~inta.in Perform T roublesboot 

eqwpm<n1 for mamta.in. and eqwpment equipt'llt"Dt prt:\"t'Jlfative hardwa.-. and 
sbipmeut and configure and m;untenance maintenance soth\-:m 
.uong~ computa CODStlDlal>k s and 

bardwa.-. and im·mtory caljbration 
soth\-are rrcords 

Knowlt>dgt> and Skill Guiclelint>s Cot· Hydrographic Sur vt>y Technicians 

Critical work function A: Conduct pre-cruise logistics nnd Slfn'ey planning 

TASK 

Al. 
Obtain r·~quh·ed 

•quipmrut 

Al. 
Assist in vrss•l audit 

A.3. 
Evalua te power 

t•e-quiremeot~ 

Pt rlarmauce I odic:~ tan 
How do we know wbeo the task u puformed well? 

·"ppropriaw t-quipmt.nt l1 procured. 
E~t if rtacly anclavail.lble for Wf . 

Required equipment i• aboerd wock p latform w 
worbn! order wcU ia 1clva.ac.e of $Un"C)'. 

Equlpmtont is secured f« • t-.ws coadltion.s 

are mel. 

Equipmnu is ptoperly lwldlod •board Ulip. 
Ship capaallt-J are no I exc~ded. 
Vt.s~l ~tc.outtic:a~re cvaJuatf'd Alld coosidered 
1ppropt'iatcly. 

Platfonn-specific: coru:identioos arr appropriately 
p...,.d for. 

Powet UCJUU"Cmall:s for spKlfic prOJectS 1ft correctly 
planned for and mel 

El«mc:al pow« reqwttmenn an: eva lUI~ complt-c.ety 
aadc:onutly. 
Power requiremmrU'adJUrtment' .ue coordinated v.'ldl 
sbipbolrd p=oond. 
Sa/tty is m.aintaioed 3t aU time-s 
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Tochnic>l KDowltd( P aurl Skills 
What bydropap!uc Sut\-~· kchwciiUU oced co blow and/or be able to do 
ia order to ~rform Chis t.uk well 

Ability to a.tlt<t appcopriate equipmuu ror I ~fK job 

Ability to thec:k ud ca.L."br~tr eqwpmnu pnw fO dupmt"'lt 

Ability 10 p:l'epare equipment for W~t 
Ability to w.staU a.od tes.t equipm.eat aboard surny plartorm 

Ability to s.tot·e equipment properlykecure equipmem before 
m.da.ftffun 

Knowled!e ofmelboch for 31~wutg smoti\-e eqwpmcot for 

KAowWge of prnior nt t.a!ety !Tiidt!intt 
Knowk-d&e oft"qUipUlCni e.goaouucs 

K.oav:kd~e or ~wpmnd space rtqn.iremems 

Knowledge of~bing capKit}' 

Knowledg.e ofbuic marine architr<:n.ue and ship c.apacitin 

Kno\vkdre.ofpo~ntW \'enel acoudic ctr~cts ou "Sun;~y 

Ability lo 5tlect equ.spmeru: "l"P"PP'iale to the platfonu at baed 

~dft ofbule ele<:tncny, dttuowc.s. pow~r rysrans. 
aad WLnflJ 

KnowLedge of LQternauo!Ul Wlttll.J and power naadards 
KnoY.•Itdse ofpowft' u~uent.s for 1 tpKlfic pt"Ojecr. 
Uxtudio.s knowaed~ oflhip's po~r 
Ability 10 undtntnod instrucrioa manuals aod dtagnsnn. 

• Knowledge ofu!f'ty requimneotl (e.g .. poUild Uult 
prOC«tlO~} 



Knowlt><lgt> and Skill Guidt'llut>s for Hydrographic Survt>y Terhnlrlans 

Critlcnlworkjimctlon A: Conduct pre-cruise logistics nud sun>ey planning (coufltwerl) 

TASK 

A4. 
A" i<t in d~si&n nud 

layoul of survty 

A5. 
El'aluate kuowu 
tn,;rortmeuta l 

pnnuntttrs 

P•rformauce Indica ton 
How do we bow wlxn. the ta.d:: u paioroud wtll? 

Survey ic conf'Cdy l;ud ous 

Sunrey dnigo u appropnue 10 the proJect and 
exp«k<t 1enlls. 
Lme fileoi m"t" com:!CL 

CADIGIS plots are clear, .cava1e, and complele 

P~~ fiJe1 are tnu!errt.d am.oa3 formats 
eon'ee!ly aod ~tpptopliately 
Pre-tJvu;e cba.:u an· accurnte, ciN.r, and complete 

Bt~f' tlrltion i' propedy w t up. 
Eo\.-irOIUlllt1Jtt1 baur<b (e.s , h.l!b Hn) ue t!i&e'twd 

aad plmud for. 

Hiltbor and tnlffie tnfotmation U c:omidertd in 
planni•!· 
lit~t.ntnre teltcbel produce U!.nble-. ~lf-\'IDI 
in.fonnauon (e g .. prevtou.s sun:eys. ctwuw:llotal10C1S, 
a-c:ou'he informaboa). 
Exp«ted \\"t'a tbef't'OQditiOtU are te-S~t.arcbed aDd 
UlCluciN LD pianL 

Technical Kuorrleda• and Skill< 
\V'tut hydroyaphic uavey tuhwt.wu a~ 10 bow aad/01' be ab~ to do 
iD order to p;n~"Dl tb.J.' task weU 

Ability to read oaullcal "h.aru 

Knov.:led!:e ofc~Y 
Knowll'dtt o(urtoyapby 
Knowlt:dJt or coordmatt systrms 
Abtlity to couunw:uutt w11b c\»to~JV:t" 

.~bihty to nute a 1me file 
Uodt:nfi.UdwJ of aad abiltry to UK b:mc CAD 

K.aowttdit o£ \-'MiouJ (~ fo!mall (t .J ., ASCU) IDd abiliry ro 
trarufe.. amonJ format' 
ltnowledft of basic OUitbt.watic.s, includutJ t:towetty, 
trisoaowetry. acd Jtomatia: 
K.uowled!t of Pfru:ub aod U'J'Il.aiOI)' tu~r. tbtl1ty to ac:quue 
~c:tf'icpesmits 

Ability to Sf't np • ba'le ttArjoo 
Ability to ll5U!• nlVlt'()(UU.Wtal bazard.s 
Ability to ptbt-r and llnAI)'U twbor &lld traffic tnf01'1W1tion 

AbtlJty to UUI}yu pa'lt wn:ey d.a11 

Ability to pufon.n • literature teatcb 

Xoowledte ofbaste ~orpboloK)" 

Knowledge and Skill Guidelines for Hydrographic Sm-vey Techniri:ms 

Crificnl work ftmcfion B: Conduct flelrl opernfions 

TASK 

Bl. 
Trouble~hoot fi~ld 

~quipmeut 

B2. 
Pr01ide sm·, ·• y 

na,igation 

B3. 
D~ploy and r~ronx· 

tquipmeut 

Pfrforrn:tnt'f Indicators 
How do we know wMo the tuk 11 penonu~ \\-"ell? 

Equipr:nt1:u Autea oDJ propt.rly tht<roJhout SU~Wy. 

Re-.ady supply of bad:.up compo~b is mJ.JAIA1Jlt'd 
oa sun•ey ptatfOf'm. 

Time lc;nt ~to equipmtoS outase is uuni.mized. 
Gauge.s and indictton Me checked periodically for 
accur:~cy. 

Ac:.curatt data ~ c.o11Kted. 

Sw-ve-y llli\'i!ttioc U deli\•cs:ed COI"netly, 
appropriai~Jy. and on time. 
Nn'lgauoo. sySfems mtufaee 11 approprune and uwd 
COIJ'e<::tJy. 
Hazard'S: to na\--iutiou art idenlified. 

Eqwpment is appropriately handled \\1ule onboard 
llup. 
CnM and boom operatioo.s are effie~t and safe and 

rnult ic. no equipment damage. 

All deployed sensors are rec:ove:re-d ' akly . 

Cuttia~ IJld weld.usg u: completed to project needs aod 
specifications. 
Safety procedure\ Aft followed aod no umaf~ 
practices Of' ac:cident:s rt~uh 6-om dcploym~t and 
rK.Overy . 
Sw-\'ey is completed dricieotly. 
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T~chuical Kuowledr~ and Skills 
Wha' hydtoyapb.tc survey teduuc.iaM need to kno~· audlor be ab~ to do 111 
Ofd<r .0 .,.donn thu tuk well 

Kttowltdgt oftroubltsllootin! c.cbwqu .. 
Knowledge of arulab.tlity io use computu opu-atms system~, 

ne:twetb. and :tpecialized softwat~ efficiently 

K.uowleds e: ofba.sic electronics (e.s .• AC a.cd DC circuitry, 

diJital eled.-oairs. fibr-t opric-1) 
Knowltd!e of baric hydnu4cc 
Abtbty to coatact and communicate wtll \\i'\th teduucal support 

Ability io rtad scbemaT.tc.s and instruttioo maouab 

Abili'Y to maintaul spun lnv~lfOIY 
Knowledge of navi~tiou sy,tems 
Uodo<>•an.din3 of li!Hp lwlcllin8 
tJnd.entaodin! ofnavipuoo S)'5tem mterf:~Ces 

Kn.owl~e of local ana - local te-rni.n (• -!-· .ihoals, pinnaclu) 

Abtllty to w.e rutvey f'qniprnent ~on"Mtly 

Knowled!-e of aaae and boom eqwpmeot. op«atioa. aod 
p<OC"d ..... 

KnowlrdJc of haDd U!a.als 
Ability co use tJUCbanical tools 

Abihty lo cut and wtld 

Undentan.din! cf tad •biliry 10 iwplemm.l nftty and health rulrs 
in accordance \\'lth pmwts (e., . , OSHA) 

K:Jo.,._·~dge of proper t;torage. p•c.bsin!. and slupplll! 
procedure. 

Knowl•cl2< of shWboard loYOUII 



Knowlt>dgl' and SkiU Guiclt>linl's fot· Hydrographic Surwy Teclmidans 

Criticf1lworkfunction B: Conduct field opemtions (continued) 

TASK 

B4. 
EstnbU~h OJ' l 't'CO\'e r 

horizontal nod 
nrti~nl control 

BS. 
Op~rat~ eqtdpm~nt 

B6. 
l\lninta in field lo::~ 

P ••·formance lndicaton 
How do we knou.• when tb~ ta~k IS pa-formM well? 

Susvey 41ld GPS eqw.pmea:u u u~ «m"«dy to obtain 
dtnred n-t"ults. 

Tide pu~ an Wtalled pfope-ly. 

Databue qmrie' are relevAnt to thr net<~ ADd ptO\'ide 
usefuJ dato\. 

Elt\-arioc is assased propc-ly. 
Pilch. roll and hen·r are c.ompeou~ sud fiherN. 

Equi~ot is operatt'd safely and accOI'Cli.n& to 
3mdel.tnes 

Eqw~ct perfocm.Mee u mouitosM while 10 
~ration. 

Eqwpn1r11t u intp«trd frtqur:ntly. 

• Equipm<at .,oduce• bid> quouty '""'" . ..... 

Logs are- tn1.1.0a.inf.d property. 
W riting i.s dear, comp~re.. eanctSe.. and sequr.ntial. 

Appropri.ar~ ccmputer fom111t1 ~ uwd to m.t.intain 
lop 

Compntrrized lo!s are backed up frequently. 

Tochuical Knowlodgo aud SkiUs 
What hydtornpbJc I'UI"\.'t"f tet..bmcian~ attd to know and/01 bl' abl~ to do m 
otdc-t to ~form thas ta~k wrU 

Ability to opt111te GPS rqwpmmt 

K.aowled£r o(tnlditionalland $\.11"\'eY equipman (e.&.. tr.uu.ib 
andlev<b) 
K.aowledgt of geode,yiGIS 

Knowl~!r ot mulnple mappias dAta .et.

Ability to WrtaU tide gsugn 
Ability to pM"onn dattbase qu.enes 
Know ledgto ofaod .btbty to use tht' lDif:I"Dtt (r g., se.an:h NOS, 
NlMA dala!.\Ot) 

Knowled~ of operation.aJ cbaractenstics of equipmmr 
Abi!Jty to rNd and ~staad ope.-atjo& im:ttuctions 

Knowledse ot dtta qu4lity anuranct d:ur.sholcb 

Ability to ~s ~ eff~-h of veial ar.otu.tiu ou swvey dat.t 

Ability to writt dur~ coociu IOJ ratriu 
Ability to annot.~~te r«ords 
Ability ro follow ~w:cq>ted formatS 

K.oowled.st of a.ud ability to w.e cocumoo. .sprudsheeu aud 
database pro!J'flls 

Knowledgl' and Skill G uidl'linl's for Hydrographic Snrny Tt>chnlcirms 

Critical work jimctio11 B: Conduct field operations (continued) 

TASK 

B7. 
Mniuta iu quality of 

raw data 

88. 
A.sslst " i lh sWp 

open tion.s 

Pt-rfon:naoce l nclicators 
How do \\o"t: kDow when the task is paformf'd wc-U? 

Pn·.a-ibeci procedurts IJ~ followed and .tt~tioo is 
paid to deta.tl. 
R..w data Ol'e mo.nito~d coo.ti.nuou'ily; modificatious 
are made wtwl. doua. sb".ty &om acctptable limin.. 

Appr-opri.are data format u wed. 

Basic ~eamandup pnctice.t are f'oUowed. 

Shipboard safety;, m.2Ulu.iaed. 
Small boats ..-e t:mp)oytd u.My and effic:irntly. 

Appropriate- rts~s are- t.llade' to ch.ang.W~ stntatlons. 
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Toe !mica I Knowlod&• •uti Skills 
What hydrog-aplu.c SW'\"ey lecbmcn.ns uf'ed to b ow and/or be able: to cSo 
Ul otder to pt:tfonn thU. task well 

Ability to foUaw preoa'i~d procedur~s 
Ability to wot·k. i.n multiple d.ua fonnatf 

Undelstanding of lht inko.ded use of data 

Ability to lltt:oplz.e data rrle"\,.ut to apKtlic Job parametrn' 

Ability to tdentity aod taU con-eetr .. -e acCloll wben data stray 
m>m a<c.publ< thte.oo!ds 

Knowledge ofseaWADShip. btiic rig.iu!-- aod dKk eqwpo1ea1 

K.aowl~&t of stUp u.~ty JWoced\lt'ts 
Abtlily to ptlot tm.all boan 
Ability 1o ann• tb.a.n!et in ra\--iroame-aral cood.ition.' 



Knowlt>dgt> and Skill Gnidt>lint-s fo1· Hydrographic Sm·ny Technicians 

Critical workftmrtion C: Mnnnge dnfn 

TASK 

Cl. 
l\lnoa~:e dala 
ncqnisilion 

C2. 
formal dAta 

C3. 
OrgaoizP ffips 

P~rformaun.• lnrlicators 
How do we kuo''' wben tbe task ls petfocmed •.oell7 

All reitwnt p ·otocoh. and priX'edure:t ~ foUowed 
(e., .. boT ch«k). 
Ra•• data are. collretrd l«:ord.tatt to lonrvey plan 
Sample< .,.. ,.~,...! , . .,_lv 

011ta :u·e fonnaned accofd.in! to customer 
~,;pKifications. 

RKUd kecpu11 is accw:-atr, complete, timely. a.ud 
orpou..S. 
Speciahzed aoftv.rate "UMd cocnctlv aod snc:c~fullv. 

Files are clurly ~YJao.ized and acceaible. 
Surny data rtquirt:llltnl\ are met. 
File o.tm.iug eoa\·tn~ioo" Ulnlltavt and doeumec.ted 

Tocbnical Knowl•d&e our! Skills 
What hydrogaphic. t urvey tecbaic:iaa~ nef'od to know •udroc be ab~ to do ia 
ot·d« to perform lhis ta-* well 

Knov.•ledge of cb,qloJ• aad protocols 

Abilil)' to mc>tUtOf, back up. and .vd:u\'e d.Jta 
KlwwJedge of samp~ ba.D4lin& procedurH 

Abthty to formal data 

Ability to UH' bookketpi.ag aad or~a.aiulioo.al WUs 

K.JsowlNse ef.•p«talued saftv.•at-e 

Ability to apply mpniD~ttonal d.:il~ 
Knowk<S&e cf ~un~y ~uimnea.ts 
Ability to tbiok loslcally 
Ability to cat~gorir:e 
&.nowiedu of basic: mathematics 

Knowledge and Skill Guidelint-s for Hydrographic Sm·wy Tecbnidaus 

Crificnlworliftlllrtion C: Mnflnge dnfn (continued) 

TASK PE".-formaocf lodicarors Technical Knowlodgo and Skills 
How do \ft know when the 1ask is p~formcd w~U? \Vhat hydrographic stn"\.-c')' technicians need to know and/or be abl~ to do 

iu or~r to ~~·m this task: well 

C4. . Raw d.ara are OAck:N up . . Koowledg~ of ~;ton~ge mtdi:A (e.&.. CO, diake~. Zip. FTP) 

Storl'lbnck-up dMn . Comprnsion methods: are o.led to :ttOfe data effiomtly. . Koowledze of lnemnental back-up tedmiqun . StOBse media are propHly handled and data are sto"d . Kuowkdge of ccmpr~ssioo propam.s 
.. r.ty. . Ability ro protec1 data !rom e:o\<irowuental hautds (e.g .• 

moi.srw-e, duu) 

C5. . Sptt~d software is \Uoed propedy and successfully . . Knowledge of sp«iiliud soflwu~ (e.~ .. ProalU. IWs. Car:u. 

Procrss dall\ to . Data are- inkq:ntf'd corrrctly. WUl&o&, GIS, Atclnlo, Hypad:. Hytv.'ttp. and Mlt.fo,tauoa) 

project spPciflcations . MathmaticaJ manipulation of dltJ u completed . Knov.•Jedge of mat.hcuulticalfduplay software (c !·· Suder, 
correctly. accocding to cu,tomtr spec.i.faationa. M2tlt1b) 

(May tl'qultP . Prou.s~ diu are venfitd for ac.cwxy And . Basic abibty to 111te1pr~1 data (e.s .•. sul~-scan ~nar tm.l!~· 

ad,,ancPd know/pdge) comp1etec5a. M-.drnie rtilwioo ao.d refraction ptofil~s. aa.4 bathymetry) . Prous.tin.R tn'Ofa are Jdentifled and con'Kttd. . Ability to recopi:u aod Corrt'Ct pro«.ssinr; en on 

C6. . Written ~m are cleat, coruplet~, timely. and weU- . Ability ro U&t: word procesMn.g )()ftwan nnd apply s.pecdic 

Conll'illule 10 cruise organized. ronmning 

r~ports 
. Deviaboo &om s.nrvey plan is upbmed 10 wnfUl! · . Ability to ~rfarm technical wcittns . Lessous lttmt'd (e.g .. lessons on plAifonu- or ~y . Ability tos'llll1ttU..riu 

litt:·iip«ific iHue-s) an: documtmed. . Knowkdge of tpttific projtd rntui:rtmenu . Abilitv to ao.alv:::te thr imuo.taoc:e of SD«"ific: n"Mltt 
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Knowlt.'dgt.' and SkiU Guidt.'lint.'s for Hydrograph.ir Smwy Tt.'chnicians 

CrWca/ ll'orkfrmction D: Maintain equipment 

TASK Pe1·fonnanre lurlica tors Techniu l Knowltdli:• and Skills 
How do 'Wf' know when the talk is performed well? What hydrographic 1un-ey tt'C.bcicians Dftd to k:a:ow and/« bf able to do 

in order to ~orm thU tuk we-U 

Dl. . Equi.pment is properly ~ for shipment to and . Ability ro ~d sensitive dec.troW.c ~quipuant for Wpmeuc 

Prt>pal'e t>qnipment hom job oitelplllfollll. . Knowl•llg• of shlppmg p<ocodurot 

for ~bipment and 
. E~at ;uriv-ts atldtparh &ocn &o~tion . K.a.owleds• of crane optnti0111 

undamaged and on time. 
sto1·a~e . Equipment is safely crmt--tifled 011 and off sul\•ey 

olatfonn. 

D2. . Tostrudj0'1J3 .ve foUowed . Abitjty to rud eod und~rstand instruction manuals 

Set up, maintain, and . P~cals 1Dtu£ace mc:ceufuUy \'\'ith computtf". . Knowltdse o.fcompuM hardware a.od peripbnals 

~onfiam·e compntt>r . NecHnty so.ftl\"are is ind:a~d, npgradrd., and . Knowled!e oflnreruet protocolr and coa.oKih'lly 
WWI.st~d. . Knowledge ofcommoa. opera tin,: syrtemt luu·dwnrt> nnd . Sytl~ back-ups ·~ ptrformt'd 

software 

D3. . l.tt\•Utot)' is maintaiuf'd ~uat~ly . Abi1ity to ouintaic. aa to'\·eolcwy of coanuuablf'S 

:\laintain t>qnipment . l.nvmtOf}' ,ystm1s and procedw-es lll'e follow~. . Knowledge of UlV~tory J.yurms 

nud consumables 
. Com"U.Illl!lbiH are ordurd weD in advm.c~ of reacb.ID! . K.aowledge. of pcocuremmt 'Ystftn.alproceduces 

in\·entory 
erib«...sbonages. . Knowledge of ~wpme.nt consumption rares . Ordering of p3.m js ac.complishtd uuoothly aod ia a . Kno:wled!~ o!patt nomtCCI.Atore 
llm.t.ly ma.nner. 

Knowledge and Skill Guidelint.' for Hydrographic Sun·ey Tt.'chuiriaus 

Critical workfunctiou D: Maintain equipment (rontinuerl) 

TASK 

D4. 
:\'laintain equipment 
mniutenan~~ and 

callbrarion •·r~ords 

DS. 
Pt>rform prt>nnta th·e 

maiuten..'l_nce 

D6. 
T•·oublesboot 
ba rdwa1·e and 

software 

P e-rfol'mance Joclicators 
How do we kDow when the w.k 1s p«foaned well? 

Alllo!l are eomp~ted -PProptUtely. 
Rounue cnai.ott-nance and calibration ls perf'otmt.d oo 
hme. 
!nopenblr equ~nJ ;. prop«ly lau-d and 
!tcht'dulrdlshipped for repair. 

Routine prenntatin tn11ink1wla pr~turA ..-r 
followed., cia-eloped. and refined. 

Eqwpmeat is maintiJ~d to wodcins coodJUOD. 

Eqnipro:Jotn:t is maiotaiDtd ro tb.r mumwm hte span. 
Potwtial malfunc1ions 111e u:St:ntifi~ prior to failure. 

Time- lost dut to inoperable lwd\\rtrt. is miwmi.zt.d. 

Probleou w1th hardwan and softwue are 1~lat~d foe 
r~air w" timely m.anner. 

Mal!uactiocin! b.a.rdwan~ is shipped fot rrpllir •'ben 
~-nary. 

Repair solutions with mHllal vmdon ase .aught. 
Data lou i5 m.i.n..Lmlzt:d. 

Sk'pc are tak~ to .sah'lg.e l.m:por1tt.nt dua when problems 
an ... 
Technic:.l support pertOWltlare C'OUJU.lted fur sof\wsre 
1oluti011S. 

Mawteoauce: ayeemeo:ta u-e updated and npla~ wh.eo. 
OKe.SUry. 
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Techu.ic3l Knowled:;e and Skills 
Wbat hydtogn~ llln.'e)' techniCWlli need to tnow and/or N able to do 
in ordn" to ~m this; tuk \«U 

Knowledge of tqu.ipmtttt and cahbntsoa. logs 

Ability to follow ptescribed proe:e<hl~ 

Ability to pay anenboa \o detail 
Know~d&e ofbaJtc. Cdth~tuic.s 

Ability co conven nniu of measure 
Abi~J}'_to schf.du~ m.aiuteomee and cahbnnon evtnts 

Ability to follow dt:t:ailed dUt-c:tiom 

K.a.owledge of mc.uoa.ic hardware, tOOl\. IOd DUW.teG.IO.Ct 
methD<U 
Ability to idwnfy ~ of wur l4d mu:uae 
Ability to compte~ complu. scbe<tuled rasb 

Knowle-dge of b:udware and coftwue troublr&hoottD._! 
keh.a.iquu 
K.aowlrdge of c.ommon opuatio3 systtm.~ 

K.a.owledge of computn-compo~ 1.11d pcnpbcnls 
Ability &o wor1c. with r-Xlanal vendonhtc.b:nical support 

K.u.owl.edJe ofbMic elfoctronics 

KnowledJe of dKtricat safe-ty procedW"H 
Kaowledge of dupping proct:<lutt:t tot ~lectrouic equipmeut 








